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“Measurement alone does not yield good data, it requires rigour.
Data alone is not information, it requires interpretation.
Information alone is not knowledge, it requires context.
Knowledge alone does not yield results, it requires action.”
Hall Kassoff
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RÉSUMÉ
Les autocars interurbains jouent un rôle essentiel pour les déplacements interurbains dans le
domaine du transport public. En effet, les autocars offrent plusieurs avantages. Tout d’abord, ils
sont potentiellement flexibles au niveau de l’établissement des horaires de service. Ensuite, ils
peuvent être opérés à l’aide d’une infrastructure nécessitant des investissements relativement
modestes comparativement aux modes par rail et aériens, tout en tenant compte de la grande
couverture spatiale offerte. Le transport par autocars au Québec est opéré par des entreprises
privées qui doivent évidemment rentabiliser leurs opérations. Le service de transport par autocars
est apparu dans les années 1920 comme un complément au service ferroviaire. Un système de
permis fédéral en termes d’accès au marché, de prix et de sécurité a été mis en place dans les années
1930 et ces régulations existent encore à ce jour. Cette industrie s’est grandement développée entre
les années 1940 et 1980, en raison des restrictions d’essence au cours de la deuxième guerre
mondiale, de la reprise économique et de l’emploi après la guerre, ainsi que de la forte croissance
démographique due à un pic de natalité communément appelé « baby-boom ». Or, depuis les
années 1980, l’industrie démontre une baisse de l’achalandage liée à une réduction de la demande.
Celle-ci s’explique notamment par l’exode rural, les régimes économiques rigoureux, la
concurrence exercée par les autres modes de transport traditionnels comme le train, l’avion et la
voiture privée, mais aussi par celle exercée par de nouveaux modes de transport tel que le
covoiturage. Le modèle d’inter-financement, selon lequel les routes non rentables sont financées
partiellement par les routes plus rentables, reste limité. Les opérateurs entendent agir du côté de
solutions diverses, notamment avec la mise en place du service d’autobus nolisé ou du service de
livraison des colis. Ils répondent également à l’offre des modes concurrentiels avec la promotion
de tarifs et de nouveaux systèmes de réservation en ligne. Pourtant, il existe très peu de recherche
dans ce secteur au Québec ou même au Canada malgré les défis importants qu’il représente.
La recherche présentée dans ce mémoire comporte deux objectifs principaux. Le premier vise à
élaborer des indicateurs appropriés pouvant être utilisés pour évaluer la performance des réseaux
interurbains selon deux points de vue : celui de l’opérateur et celui du voyageur. L’autre objectif
est de mieux comprendre les comportements d’utilisation du système par les voyageurs.
Le premier point abordé consiste en une revue de littérature visant à clarifier les notions de
déplacements urbains et interurbains. Il n’y a que deux catégories de territoires en Amérique du
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Nord : les zones urbaines et les zones rurales. Les banlieues sont des zones qui se situent à
l’extérieur des centres-villes mais à une distance raisonnable du lieu de travail. Ainsi, les zones de
banlieue appartiennent à des zones urbaines. Actuellement, certaines zones rurales ou régions
éloignées sont desservies par des autocars interurbains. Ces services ne sont généralement pas
rentables et sont subventionnés par d’autres lignes profitables. Ensuite, les caractéristiques de ces
deux types de déplacement sont comparées en termes de motif de déplacement, de fréquence de
déplacement et de système billettique selon les études précédentes. Les résultats obtenus dans la
recension des écrits révèlent que les voyages urbains servent principalement pour les activités de
subsistance telles que le travail et les études, alors que les voyages interurbains sont réalisés
principalement pour les motifs loisirs et les affaires. Une grande proportion (38%) de personnes
n’utilise pas le service interurbain alors que seulement 12% de la population est immobile. La
fréquence des déplacements interurbains est également plus faible que celle des déplacements
urbains (4-9 voyages/année contre 2-4 voyages/jour). D’autre part, le prix du billet et l’élasticité
du prix sont plus élevés pour les déplacements interurbains. On recommande aux passagers
d’autocars interurbains de réserver leurs billets en avance et de faire des modifications ou d’annuler
selon les conditions associées aux billets. Par ailleurs, les différentes composantes du temps de
voyage (temps d’accès, temps d’attente, temps dans le véhicule et temps de transfert) ne sont pas
prises en considération de la même façon pour ces deux types de déplacement, l’importance du
temps d’accès diminuant avec une distance plus longue. De plus, il est primordial de générer un
temps de transfert approprié plutôt que de simplement chercher à le minimiser. La procédure de
sélection des indicateurs de performance est aussi illustrée : identification des intervenants associés
(la réglementation assurée par le système de permis, les opérateurs ainsi que les passagers dans
l’industrie de transport interurbain par autocars), définition des objectifs par catégories, collecte
des données, élaboration d’un traitement des données, calcul des divers indicateurs et analyse des
résultats. Les données de vente pour les voyages interurbains ont plusieurs avantages par rapport
aux données de carte à puce collectées dans le contexte urbain : les informations sur l’origine et la
destination des voyages sont disponibles, il existe peu de données suspectes et les billets
personnalisés sont non-transférables. Pourtant, les études sur les voyages interurbains basées sur
les données de ventes sont assez peu comparées aux nombreuses études menées en zones urbaines
avec les données de cartes à puce. Certaines de ces expériences peuvent être appliquées aux
déplacements interurbains, incluant notamment l’extraction du voyage complet à partir des
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segments de voyage, l’identification de la station de transfert, la mesure de la performance du
réseau et l’analyse des comportements de voyage des passagers.
Deux sources principales de données sont utilisées dans cette recherche : la base de données sur les
ventes de billets en avril 2016 fournie par l’opérateur Keolis et le fichier GTFS (General Transit
Feed Specification) décrivant l’offre de service à l’échelle provinciale développée dans un travail
précédent. Divers concepts et catégories de déplacement sont décrits. La méthodologie employée
est divisée en deux étapes : le développement des outils de traitement de données et le calcul des
divers indicateurs de performance tant pour l’opérateur que pour le client. Un outil est utilisé pour
générer le tableau de matrice Origine-Destination (O-D) et le profil de charge. Un autre outil aide
à identifier les segments de voyage et les voyages complets à partir de la base de données des
ventes. Ces deux outils permettent ainsi d’obtenir différents types de déplacement. Les indicateurs
de mesure de performance sont sélectionnés en tenant compte de la relation avec la demande, des
perspectives de l’opérateur et du passager, et de la disponibilité des données. Six indicateurs basés
sur les segments de voyages ont été appliqués au niveau des arrêts, des liens, des lignes et du
système entier pour mesurer la performance d’un réseau actuel du point de vue des opérateurs. Ces
six indicateurs sont : l’achalandage, les passagers-kilomètres, le rapport entre le nombre de
véhicules maximal et le nombre de véhicules minimal, le nombre de voyageurs transportés par
véhicule-heure, le nombre de passagers par véhicule et le taux d’occupation. Trois indicateurs basés
sur les voyages complets sont utilisés pour mesurer le réseau actuel du point de vue des passagers.
Ces trois indicateurs incluent le temps de voyage, le pourcentage de trajets nécessitant des
correspondances et le temps de correspondance. Les profils spatio-temporels des comportements
des passagers sont illustrés pour différents types de voyages basés sur le nombre de transferts
(voyages directs, voyages avec un seul transfert et voyages avec transferts multiples) ou sur le type
de trajet (voyages aller simple, voyages aller-retour avec nuitée et voyages aller-retour sans nuitée).
La caractérisation du territoire et du service est illustrée quant à la variabilité des nombres de
montées quotidiennes. La demande de déplacements interurbains présente une forte variation
temporelle durant la semaine qui peut être divisée en trois catégories : les jours de pointe
comprennent les vendredis et les dimanches, les jours hors pointe incluent le reste de la semaine et
les jours fériés. Une demande plus élevée a été observée pendant les jours fériés (plus du double)
et les jours de pointe (50% de plus) comparés aux jours hors-pointe. Des variations spatiales sont
aussi visibles entre les réseaux régionaux qui relient des villes de différentes tailles et les réseaux
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de base qui relient des villes de taille similaire. La plupart des passagers se rendent dans les grandes
villes, alors qu’il y a beaucoup moins de déplacements entre les petites villes. Ainsi, une différence
significative des embarquements existe entre les stations terminales et les stations intermédiaires
pour les lignes qui appartiennent au réseau régional. Au contraire, les passagers sont plus dispersés
entre chaque station intermédiaire sur les lignes qui font partie du réseau de base.
En évaluant l’analyse au niveau de l’arrêt, on constate que la demande de déplacement interurbain
actuelle est principalement localisée dans les grandes villes du Québec (Montréal, Québec (CentreVille), Québec (Sainte-Foy), Québec (Université de Laval) et Rimouski). Les dix plus grandes
villes génèrent au total 78% des offres, mais partagent 92% de la totalité des demandes. GrandeVallée, Mont-Louis, Matapédia et Montréal (métro Radisson) sont les arrêts les moins efficaces
avec moins d’un passager par départ à la fois pour les jours de pointe et les jours hors pointe. Le
nombre de débarquements à Longueuil est égal à 10% du nombre total de débarquements à
Montréal en jours de pointe alors qu’il est 2 fois plus élevé en jours hors-pointe. Ce changement
de proportion implique que les destinations finales des passagers sont probablement différentes.
En comparant les volumes de passagers avec la population des villes, on constate que les services
d'autobus interurbains sont plus attrayants pour les villes situées dans le nord du Québec avec une
faible population, comme Carleton, Rivière-du-Loup et Rimouski. A l’inverse, les services
d'autobus interurbains sont moins attrayants pour les villes localisées près de Montréal et de
Québec, telles que Laval, Repentigny et Lévis.
Les liens et les lignes qui desservent les grandes villes ont en général un niveau de performance
plus élevé que celles qui desservent les petites villes en termes de nombre de passagers et
d’occupation. La ligne Express Montréal – Québec représente ainsi 60% de l’achalandage du
réseau Keolis. Le plus grand nombre d’embarquements est observé à 15h00 pour aller de Montréal
à Québec et à 12H30 pour le trajet retour (de Québec à Montréal). Une grande proportion de ces
passagers part de ou se destine à Rimouski, ce qui leur oblige une correspondance à Québec. Il
existe une différence significative d’achalandage sur les deux portions de la ligne Montréal – Trois
Rivières – Québec et la ligne Québec – Rivière-du-Loup – Rimouski, mais l’occupation de la ligne
Montréal – Trois Rivières – Québec est plus faible même si ces deux lignes ont des achalandages
similaires. Deux raisons peuvent expliquer cette différence. La première est que les passagers ne
font typiquement pas le trajet complet Montréal-Québec sur la ligne Montréal – Trois Rivières –
Québec parce que la ligne Express Montréal – Québec est plus rapide pour relier ces deux points.
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Ceux qui l’empruntent se destinent ou embarquent à un point intermédiaire. La deuxième est qu’il
n’y a pas le même nombre de départs sur les deux portions Québec – Rivières-du-Loup et Rivièresdu-Loup – Rimouski.
Au niveau des passagers, 85% des voyages interurbains sont réalisés par des lignes directes avec
une durée moyenne de déplacement de 2,7 heures et 14% des voyageurs ont une durée moyenne
de déplacement de 5,9 heures avec un seul transfert. Le temps de transfert moyen est de 33 minutes
pour les voyages avec un seul transfert et de 91 minutes pour les voyages avec plus d’un transfert.
Seulement 1% des passagers ont plus d’un transfert à effectuer et leur temps de voyage augmente
avec le nombre de transferts. Les lignes de désirs (O-D) démontrent que les corridors ayant une
forte demande sont l’aéroport de Montréal – Montréal – Québec – Rivières-du-Loup – Rimouski
corridor, Québec – Chicoutimi, Montréal – Trois-Rivières et Montréal – Drummondville.
Montréal, Québec (Sainte-Foy), Rimouski et Québec (Centre-Ville) sont les quatre stations les plus
importantes qui représentent 90,6% des passagers de transfert au total. Les proportions de
déplacements aller simple, aller-retour avec nuitée et sans nuitée sont respectivement de 62%, 32%
et 6%. Les voyages aller simple et aller-retour avec nuitée présentent des comportements similaires.
La seule différence est que le plus grand nombre d’embarquements quotidien est observé le
vendredi pour les déplacements aller simple alors qu’il est le dimanche pour les déplacements allerretour avec nuitée. Les voyages aller-retour sans nuitée ont des comportements différents. Les gens
partent le matin et rentrent le soir tandis que les plus grands nombres d’embarquements quotidiens
sont observés du mercredi au vendredi. La plupart des passagers ont une heure de départ et une
heure de retour plus tardives le samedi et le dimanche par rapport aux jours ouvrables. Le plus
grand nombre de déplacements aller simple ou aller-retour avec nuitée a lieu pendant les fins de
semaine avec une durée d’activité de 1 à 2 jours, tandis que les déplacements aller-retour sans
nuitée ont principalement lieu en semaine avec une durée d’activité de 3 à 10 heures.
À l’aide des données de vente, il est aussi possible d’obtenir d’autres analyses sur les
comportements des passagers. Par exemple, 87% des clients qui se sont inscrits sur le web ou à
partir d’un cellulaire ne réservent un billet qu’une seule fois par mois et seulement 8% des clients
réservent deux fois par mois. 91% des passagers interurbains ne réservent que pour une seule
personne et 8% des passagers réservent pour un groupe de deux personnes. 21% des passagers ont
modifié ou annulé leurs billets durant la tempête de neige contre 10% lors d’une journée typique.
68% des voyageurs aller simple réservent leurs billets le même jour que leur départ. 67% des
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passagers réservent leurs billets avec un agent et 32% les réservent en ligne. Il n’y a que 1% des
passagers qui téléchargent l’application mobile pour réserver leurs billets. Néanmoins, en utilisant
le Web ou le cellulaire pour réserver, les utilisateurs ont une plus grande probabilité d’abandonner
ou de changer leurs réservations.
Les résultats démontrent que l’utilisation des données liées aux ventes de billets pour estimer la
performance d’un réseau et pour mieux comprendre les comportements des voyageurs est une
approche pertinente pour fournir des informations utiles aux opérateurs. Les limites de cette
recherche sont, d’une part, l’estimation des distances itinéraires avec les chemins les plus courts,
ainsi que le calcul des temps de voyage et des temps de transfert avec les horaires d’autocars qui
peuvent être différents de la réalité. D’autre part, le temps par défaut utilisé pour identifier les
stations de transferts dans les voyages complets semble arbitraire. La conclusion souligne aussi des
recommandations pour de futurs développements dans la planification et l’opération des transports
interurbains.
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ABSTRACT
Intercity bus services play a key role in Canadian intercity public transportation due to their
potential flexibility in scheduling, large spatial coverage, and relatively low infrastructure
investment compared to rail and air transportations. The intercity bus industry in Quebec is made
up of private companies whose business models endeavor to maximize their profits. This industry,
however, is in decline with an obvious and continuous demand reduction since the 1980s due to
the rural exodus, competition from other modes, and strict economic regimes. To better cope with
the competition arising from other modes, such as train, low-cost flights, and emerging services
like carpooling, the operators are committed to service improvement.
The objective of this research is twofold. The first objective aims at developing suitable indicators
in terms of demand that can be used to evaluate the performance of intercity bus system in both
operator’s and passenger’s perspectives. Another objective is to better understand the trip patterns
made by intercity bus passengers.
The literature review clarified the definitions of intercity travels, and compared intercity travels
with urban travels. Studies on intercity travels with their sales database are quite limited compared
to the numerous studies conducted in urban areas with smartcard database. In this study, some of
these urban research experiences are applied to intercity travels, specifically includes passenger
trip extraction from trip segments, transfer station identification, transit performance measurement,
and passenger travel pattern analysis. The procedure of performance measurement and studies on
different components of travel times are also discussed.
Two main data sources are used: sales database at the time of April 2016 provided by the intercity
carrier Keolis and General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) that integrates the supply of six main
carriers. A multi-step methodology in order to extract trips from trip segments of the intercity sales
database is demonstrated. Performance measure indicators are selected considering demand
relationship, operator’s and passenger’s perspectives, and data availability. Six indicators
(ridership, passenger kilometers, peak-to-base ratio, productivity, passenger load, and demand to
capacity ratio) are implemented at respectively stop, link, line, and system level to measure the
performance of intercity bus network from operator’s perspective based on trip segments. Three
indicators (total scheduled travel time, the percentage of trips requiring transfers, and scheduled
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transfer time) are implemented to measure the performance of the network from the passenger’s
perspective based on passenger trips. Other spatial-temporal patterns of passenger travel are
illustrated for both transfer-based trips (direct trips, trips with one transfer, and trips with multitransfers) and journey type based trips (one-way trips, multi-day round-trips, and same-day roundtrips).
Results show that intercity travels of Keolis’ passengers have high temporal variations over one
week. Three types of days can be derived: peak days (Fridays and Sundays), off-peak days (the rest
of the week), and holidays or event days. The average daily ridership is 50% higher on peak days
and more than doubled on holidays compared to off-peak days. The intercity travel demand by bus
is mainly between large cities in Quebec. The ten most frequently served cities occupy 78% of total
supply but share 92% of the total demand. There is a significant ridership difference between the
two sections of Line Montreal – Trois-Rivières – Quebec and Line Quebec – Rivière-du-Loup –
Rimouski. The volume to capacity ratio of Line Montréal – Trois Rivières – Québec is lower than
Line Québec – Rivière-du-Loup – Rimouski even though these two lines have similar ridership.
Two reasons can explain this difference. The first is that passengers generally do not take the whole
journey from Montreal to Quebec with Line Montréal – Trois Rivières – Québec because the
Express Line Montreal – Quebec is faster. The second is that the number of departures are different
for the two sections of Line Québec – Rivière-du-Loup – Rimouski. 85% of intercity travel trips
are realized by direct services with an average of 2.7 hours of travel time. About 14% of intercity
bus passengers have one transfer with an average of 5.9 hours of travel time and 33 minutes of
scheduled transfer time. The proportions of one-way trips, multi-day round-trips, and same-day
round-trips are 62%, 32%, and 6% respectfully. One-way trips and multi-day round-trips have
similar patterns, which is totally different from same-day round-trip patterns. 41% of one-way trips
and 44% of multi-day round-trips are taken on peak days. 60% of multi-day round-trip passengers
stay 1-3 days at their destinations, of which the highest proportion leave on Fridays. 84% of the
same-day round-trip passengers stay for 3-10 hours at their destinations, of which the highest
proportion leave on weekdays. 87% of the registered clients only order once within one month, and
91% of intercity bus passengers buy tickets for a single person. The obtained results confirm that
the use of sales database to estimate intercity bus performance measures and to better understand
their passenger trip patterns can provide useful information to operators.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Intercity buses are generally considered as environmentally friendly and safe means of public
transport compared to other intercity travel modes (Woldeamanuel, 2012; Fraser, 2002). The
intercity bus plays a key role in Canadian intercity transportation, especially for some
disadvantaged population segments (Fraser, 2002). In Canada, thousands of cities of all sizes are
served by bus, but only hundreds of medium to large cities are served by trains, and dozens of
major cities are served by airlines (Fraser, 2002). In Quebec, specifically, the intercity bus network
consists of 222 bus stations (Bus Carriers Federation, 2017), while only a little more than 20 cities
are served by rail (Via Rail Canada, 2017). This is different from the current situation in most
countries of Western Europe, where railways dominate the market share (statistics from Eurostat,
2016). Compared to trains and airplanes, intercity buses can run on existing public roads, they are
potentially more flexible in scheduling, they ensure a greater spatial coverage, and their
infrastructure investments are generally far less. This transportation mode has been in decline in
Quebec and Canada since the 1980s (Blais, 1996) from 46 million trips in 1970 to 14 million trips
by 2001 (Fraser, 2002). The most important reason is due to the popularity of personal cars which
account for 90% of all intercity travels (Fraser, 2002). Other factors include the phenomenon of
the rural exodus (Blais, 1996), government regulations (Fraser, 2002), and the increasing
competition of emerging carpooling services (Blais, 1996). The decrease in demand leads to service
reductions. This creates a negative feedback loop.

1.1 History of intercity bus in Quebec
The intercity bus industry appeared in the 1920s in Quebec. A federal permit system in terms of
market access, price rate, and security was introduced in the 1930s in Canada to control vicious
competitions between operators at that time (Fraser, 2002). In Quebec, the government agency
Commission des transports du Québec (CTQ) regulates intercity bus operators by delivering the
intercity bus permits (Commission des transports du Québec, 2017). However, it was not possible
to clearly identify when this permit system was established in Quebec using the available
documents. This industry was highly developed in the 1940s due to petrol restrictions in civil use
during the second world war, and the increasing travel demand brought by economic and
employment recovery after the war (Blais, 1996). Between 1950 and 1980, the emergence and wide
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dissemination of cars generated a significant competition for buses. Due to the strong demographic
at that time, however, buses had no trouble growing their businesses (Blais, 1996). After 1980, a
change in terms of supply and demand took place. The number of intercity bus passengers in
Quebec declined, especially those in the core regional network (Blais, 1996). A reduction in supply
occurred, many local short routes were either phased out or completely closed due to the
phenomenon of rural exodus. Parts of the population were left with no alternative means of public
transport to reach major local centers (Blais, 1996). At the same time, express routes linking the
major Quebec cities became more and more important (Blais, 1996).
Intercity buses, the most used transportation mode for long-distance travel after cars, have been
experiencing very difficult times since the early 2000s (Vecteur 5, 2011). The reasons are diverse.
First, the demand decreases as explained above; second, the increasing popularity of carpooling
services (La Presse, 2012); then, the current federal and provincial legislative and regulatory
regimes; and finally, the government subsidies to modal competitors (Council of Ministers, 2010).
Current regimes require the intercity bus operators to finance the loss-incurring routes by more
profitable ones (cross-subsidy model) and do not timely approve modifying service levels (Council
of Ministers, 2010). These regimes are often controversial and are considered as a key factor that
leads to the mismatch between the current services and the market conditions (Council of Ministers,
2010). The possibility of cross-subsidization has become much smaller for intercity bus companies
over time (La Presse, 2014). The for-profit private intercity bus companies then turned to other
solutions. One solution is to provide chartered transportation services (bus booked by some group)
or package transportation services (package shipping with current intercity passenger bus service)
to balance their budgets. Another solution is to improve their service and to maintain and attract
customers, especially for high-traffic routes. For example, the Bus Carriers Federation, who
merged more than 180 private companies that own buses, had made efforts to modernise their
information system (schedule, fare, and itineraries) for user experience improvement, such as the
website EspaceBus and the intercity bus route management system (système ordiné de gestion des
trajets d’autobus interurbains) (Chapleau et al., 1999). An integrated schedule and fare system was
used for users better planning their travel times and minimizing their transportation costs. This
service however no longer exists since September 2014, as a monthly website content update is too
burdensome with the special data format (Barbier, 2016). Each carrier also tried to improve the
service in their own way. The largest intercity bus operator in Quebec, Keolis for example,
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implemented new technologies such as online reservation system, free Wi-Fi, and electric and USB
outlets. Keolis also published the schedules and fares of all their itineraries with Google Maps,
which allowed for the integration with the urban public transport system (Keolis, 2013).
The intercity bus industry is experiencing a dramatic change in recent years. Some companies
demanded the authorization of cutting unprofitable local service lines. For example, in 2014, Keolis
obtained the authorization from the Quebec Transport Commission (CTQ) to end its service for
dozens of municipalities across the Quebec (Le Devoir, 2014). Keolis decided to trim their services,
cutting out many stops on regional routes and focusing on the Quebec City - Montreal corridor, to
avoid shutting down altogether (CBC News, 2015). Thus, some students, workers, and tourists
previously depending on bus services in rural or remote areas were highly affected (Montreal
Gazette, 2014). These population segments had been forced to find alternatives or to reduce or even
cancel their travels.
In 2016, a financial subsidy plan from the Minister of Transport Quebec for intercity carriers
allowed for the reduced services of Keolis to still be maintained (Le Pharillon, 2016; Le Journal de
Québec, 2016; Le Droit, 2016). Following this, a series of measures were carried out to improve
their services, such as stop additions and cancellations, schedule changing, fare reductions through
variable price rates, launching their own online booking system accessible by both web browsers
and mobile phones (Le Journal de Québec, 2016; L’avantage, 2016; Radio-Canada, 2016). There
is still a lack of collaboration between the carriers in Quebec however. Each carrier supports its
own website to describe its service features, and only Keolis has integrated its network with Google
Maps (Keolis, 2013). Reservations for a trip with transfer between different carriers are possible
by agents but still not yet available online.

1.2 Problem statement
There is little research on intercity bus sector in Quebec or even in Canada compared to urban
transport studies. In urban transport study area, many studies with automatic fare collection (AFC)
systems have been conducted (Pelletier et al., 2011; Agard et al., 2006; Bagchi and White, 2005;
Chapleau and Chu, 2007; Chu et al., 2009; Trépanier et al., 2009; Trépanier and Morency, 2010).
However, the sales database of intercity travel is not widely used since operational data are usually
owned by private companies (Miller, 2004). There are both similarities and differences between
the urban transit AFC systems and the intercity bus sales database. Both datasets can be used to
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estimate future demand origin-destination (OD) trip matrices, evaluate transit performance,
analyze demand distributions, etc. Urban transit AFC systems have a large amount of travels every
day, and the passengers can randomly choose their origins, destinations, and departure times.
However, intercity travel passengers have a lower quantity and travel frequency. Intercity bus
passengers are suggested to reserve their places in advance (Keolis, 2016), and to apply for ticket
modification or cancellation based on the associated conditions. This situation motivates the
present study in which the intercity bus sales dataset is used to assess the performance of the
network in terms of demand from both operator’s and passenger’s perspectives and to analyze
passenger’s trip patterns.
The envisaged research problems include:
➢ What indicators best measure the service performance for operators?
Performance measure indicators can describe network performance in a quantitative way. One of
the key challenges is selecting which characteristics to measure, such as how much is the service
used? Are stops located appropriately? How well does each line perform?
➢ What are the travel characteristics of passengers by intercity bus?
Attracting and retaining passengers is a crucial task for privately owned intercity bus carriers. It is
important to understand the clientele as the more we know what they want, the easier it will be to
cater for more customers. Passenger characteristics include: Where do they travel the most? When
do they prefer traveling? How long do they want to stay at their destinations? How long do they
travel? How many trips are served directly by the current intercity bus networks without transfers?
Where do they transfer, and how long do they wait at the transfer stations?
➢ How to improve the intercity bus service based on the performance measurement and trip
pattern analysis?
Intercity bus carriers are striving to grow their business by providing a convenient, secure,
attractive, and comfortable transport system. A variety of elements goes into making a better
customer experience. This research suggests how to improve the service based on performance
measurement and passenger trip pattern analysis.
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1.3 General research context
This study is a part of a larger research project aiming at providing a) a better understanding of
informational and methodological difficulties faced by the intercity bus industry, and b) to develop
an integrated knowledge of supply and demand for the intercity bus network. This project is carried
out in collaboration with the Bus Carriers Federation and some major carriers in Quebec (Keolis,
Maheux, Galand Laurentides Ltée, Autobus Breton, Intercar Inc and Transdev Quebec). Barbier
(2016) made efforts to characterize the intercity bus supply in a previous work under the same
project. The work of Barbier (2016) contributed to developing an integrated dataset which includes
intercity bus General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS, which defines a common format for public
transportation schedules and associated geographic information), number of bus departures,
mileage, the variability of the service by time and space, and the degree of accessibility.
This thesis focuses on characterizing intercity bus travel demand in terms of operator performance
measures and the passenger trip pattern analysis. One source of data is the intercity bus supply
developed by Barbier (2016) mentioned above. Another source of data is the sales database
provided by intercity bus carriers. A set of indicators considering both operator’s and passenger’s
perspectives are proposed to assess the performance of intercity bus network. The trip patterns of
passengers are also reviewed to better understand their potential needs.

1.4 Research objective
The first objective of this research is to define the most suitable indicators in terms of demand that
can be used to evaluate the performance of intercity bus systems from the operator's perspective.
The second objective is to better understand the travel patterns of the intercity bus passengers based
on the sales database, which provides the clearest indication of their preferences.
These objectives can be achieved by the following steps:
1. Propose a set of relevant indicators based on the primary components of an intercity travel
system (network and passengers) to evaluate its performance from both operator’s and
passenger’s perspectives;
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2. Develop a method to derive trip segments and complete passenger trips from the sales
database;
3. Present a procedure to measure the performance with a set of indicators;
4. Analyze the temporal and spatial variability of intercity travel demand by bus;
5. Illustrate passenger’s trip patterns.

1.5 Dissertation organization
According to the objectives, this master’s thesis is composed of an introduction, four chapters, and
a brief conclusion.
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows, as illustrated in Figure 1.1:
Chapter 2 reviews the existing literature to develop a knowledge base on intercity travel demand
analysis. Three key aspects are addressed, namely the comparison between urban travel and
intercity travel, a review of transit performance measurement with indicators, and a review of the
different components of travel time.
Chapter 3 presents the methodology for performance analysis of the intercity bus system from both
the operator’s and passenger’s perspectives.
The results of operator-based measures obtained with trip segments are presented in Chapter 4. The
results of passenger-based measures obtained with trips and the passenger trip patterns are
illustrated in Chapter 5.
Summary, contributions, and limits of this research are discussed in Chapter 6. Possible directions
for further research are also proposed.
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Figure 1.1: Master thesis structure
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This literature review focuses on the aspects of performance measurement and passenger trip
pattern characterization dealt with in many practical experiments and research related to the sector
of the urban area to intercity travel. First, an overview of comparison between intra-city (traveling
within an urban area) and inter-city transport (traveling between cities) systems are presented.
Then, different procedures and indicators used in urban transit performance measurement are
explained, and their applications to intercity bus system are discussed. Finally, travel time, which
is one of the most important factors that affect passenger’s trip patterns, as well as some existing
techniques for transfer evaluation and optimization, are discussed.

2.1 Intra-city vs Inter-city bus systems
This section extends the definitions of intercity travel (also called long-distance travel) presented
in the previous research of Guillemette (2015) and Barbier (2016). Some concepts and notions
related to intra-city and inter-city public transit systems are presented and then discussed.

2.1.1 Definition of intra-city and inter-city travels
According to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary, a city is “an inhabited place of greater size,
population, or importance than a town or village”, and the term urban is “characteristic of a city”.
As defined by the census bureau of the U.S., rural is “any population, housing, or territory not in
an urban area” (United States Census Bureau, 2017). Thus, there is no difference between city and
urban, and urban areas and rural areas are the only two territory categories in North America.
The classification of urban and rural areas is generally based on the census population size and
density (Statistics Canada, 2011; United States Census Bureau, 2017). The definitions of these
terms change from one country to another as their population sizes are different. Even for one
country, these definitions change over time due to population size variation. In Canada, areas
having a population of at least 1, 000 and a density of 400 or more people per square kilometers
are defined as urban areas (Statistics Canada, 2011). To better classify all the communities that
meet these minimum definition requirements, Statistics Canada further subdivided urban areas as
small population centers (1,000-29,999), medium population centers (30,000-99,999), and large
urban population centers (more than 100,000) (Statistics Canada, 2011).
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The word “suburban” is frequently used, but there is no official definition for it. There are many
dimensions that can be considered to define the suburbs. For example, based on location, density,
and newness, suburbs are defined as “more recently developed parts of an urban or metropolitan
area, outside the core or historical city area” (Harris, 2010). Based on geography, suburbs are areas
between the city center and the rural areas (Harris, 2010). Apart from definitions based on physical
features, there are also some functional definitions for suburbs. Suburbs are “locations within
commuting distance of a core city” considering transportation (Clapson, 2003) and are “mainly
residential developments with segregated uses” considering activities (Forsyth, 2012). Thus,
suburbs are outside the core city but within a commuting distance of an urban area.
By these definitions, communities (or municipals) that meet the requirements of urban areas would
take charge of the transportation within the core city and suburban areas, known as intra-city travel
or urban travel, while traveling between different communities belongs to inter-city travel.
However, the responsibility of transportation for rural areas and border areas is not defined (as
illustrated in Figure 2.1). Currently, the intercity bus is one of the major collective modes for these
rural areas in North America (Yang, 2013; Fraser, 2002). These itineraries are generally crosssubsidized by profitable lines and need government subsidy (Fraser, 2002). The advantage of these
services is to keep rural routes alive, but it makes the fares of profitable routes higher than necessary
and less competitive (Fraser, 2002).

Figure 2.1: Conceptual map of the intra-city travel and inter-city travel
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There are three primary criteria to distinguish inter-city travel from intra-city travel: travel distance,
travel time, and space boundary (Guillemette, 2015; Barbier, 2016).
Travel distance is the most frequently used way used in the household travel surveys to distinguish
these two types of travel. Most travel surveys take the shortest route distance regardless of
circulation conditions. The minimum distance varies from one country to another as national
territory areas are different. For example, the long-distance travel is defined as trips longer than
80.5 km (50 miles) for the National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) conducted in the U.S. on
2006 and 2011, 50 km in Austria, 80 km in France, and 24 km (15 miles) in Great Britain (Van de
Velde, 2009; Christensen, 2015; Barbier, 2016).
Travel time is another criterion, but it is less used. One reason is that travel time is barely measured
during the surveys, another reason is because time changes facing different route conditions and
using different travel modes. Some surveys use night stay to distinguish between inter-city travel
and intra-city travel (Statistics Canada, 2011). The Micro Census of Mobility and Transport
conducted in Switzerland in 2010 considered trips longer than 3 hours without night stays and
travels with night stays as long-distance travels (Federal Statistical Office, 2016).
Space boundary can also be used as a criterion. As its name implies, an intercity travel generally
crosses administrative borders. The inter-city travel can be defined as the travel “between two or
more urban areas rather than travel within a given urban region” (Miller, 2004).
The definition of intercity travel adopted in this research complies with the previous research of
Guillemette (2015) and Barbier (2016) under the same project, which is: travel out of the urban
area with a crow fly distance of longer than 80 km. The definition of intercity travel by bus is: bus
service that opens to all public who take intercity travel with fixed itineraries and schedules.

2.1.2 Intra-city trips and Inter-city trips
There are some distinct differences between intra-city and inter-city passenger trips. They are
compared based on travel purpose, frequency, and mode choice.
Studies point out that intra-city trips are mainly taken for livelihood activities such as employment,
education, shopping, and regular leisure activities, while inter-city trips are mainly conducted for
leisure, business, or personal affairs. The results of NHTS (2011) show that 45% of daily intra-city
trips are taken for shopping and errands, 27% for social and recreational activities (e.g. visiting a
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friend), and 15% for commuting (Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 2017). Origin-Destination
Survey conducted in Montreal (2013) concludes that about half of trips taken during peak hours in
the morning are for the commuting purpose and 28% for study purpose (Agence Métropolitaine de
Transport, 2017). For inter-city trips, 56% are taken for pleasure (e.g. vacations, sightseeing trips,
visiting friends or relatives, outdoor recreation), 16% for business, and 13% for commuting to work
(Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 2017). Other surveys also point out that for intercity travel by
bus or rail, visiting friends and family members is the most common trip purpose, followed by
business (Clarkston et al., 2005; Grengs et al., 2009; Kack et al., 2011; McGuckin, 2015).
Inter-city travels have lower travel incidence and frequency compared to intra-city travels.
According to McGuckin’s analysis of NHTS (2011), only 12% of individuals do not leave the
house on an average day while 38% of people do not make long-distance travels in an average year
(McGuckin, 2015). For intra-city travels, surveys show that Americans take 4 trips/person/day with
an average travel distance of 64 km (40 miles) (Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 2017),
Montrealers take 2.3 trips/person/day (Agence Métropolitaine de Transport, 2017). For inter-city
travels, Americans take about 9 trips/person/year with median distances of 3,328 km (2,068) miles
by air, 462 km (287 miles) by bus, 312 km (194 miles) by car, and 309 km (192 miles) by train
(Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 2017). The results of European surveys also confirm that intercity travels occur infrequently. The KITE survey conducted in Portugal, Switzerland, and Czech
Republic between 2008-2009 reported 8-9 long-distance trips/person/year (Kuhnimhof, 2009). The
MID Mobility Diary conducted in Germany in 2002 reported 5 long-distance trips/person/year
(Kuhnimhof, 2009). The Switzerland MC mobility diary conducted in 2005 reported between 4-5
long-distance trips/person/year (Kuhnimhof, 2009; Frei et al., 2010). At longer distances, the trip
frequency decreases. It drops to less than 1 trip/person/year for distances longer than 300 km in the
KITE survey for domestic long-distance travels (Kuhnimhof, 2009; Frei et al., 2010).
For mode choice, travel cost and travel time are the key attributes for all mode choice modeling
regardless of intra-city or inter-city travels (Garvill et al., 2003; Wardman 2004; Bhat and Sardesai,
2006; Fosgerau, 2006; Bhat et al., 2007). However, the considerations of these two attributes are
different. For intra-city travels, passengers consider the entire journey from the origin to the
destination, while for inter-city travels, the long in-vehicle segment is of most important
consideration (Agarwal, 2006). For example, the ease of access and egress to or from the metro or
bus station is an important factor that affects passenger’s choice for intra-city travels. However,
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passengers generally do not make a choice between traveling by plane or train based on how easy
it is to get to the airport or train station, but on the total cost and the total travel time from one city
to another (Agarwal, 2006). With longer travel distance, the impact of the access and egress stage
will be less important (Krygsman et al., 2003). As for travel cost, both ticket price and price
elasticity are higher for inter-city travels than intra-city travels (Agarwal, 2006). Passengers are
more likely to avoid inter-city travels than intra-city travels due to their different travel purposes
(Agarwal, 2006).

2.1.3 Intra-city bus and Inter-city bus
The public transport modes for core cities, suburban, and intercity travels are all concerned with
buses. Keeping in mind the differences between intra-city and inter-city travels, the bus systems
for are also different, both in vehicle characteristics and other operations.
The vehicles used for intra-city and inter-city travels are different. For intra-city travels, the
vehicles used are known as urban buses, but in inter-city travel areas, they are generally called
coaches (Prentice and Tremblay, 2002). Their design characteristics and speed limit are totally
different but will not be discussed in depth in this study. An obvious difference between intra-city
buses and inter-city buses is the number of available seats and their allocation within the vehicle.
Inter-city bus systems use the coach with a standard number of seats of approximately 54 or 56
(Prentice and Tremblay, 2002) and the maximum capacity of the coach is the same as the number
of seats without standing area. However, the capacity of an urban bus is superior because there
exists a standing area. For example, the bus capacity used and published in Minneapolis is 132 for
hybrid-electric buses, 169 for articulated buses, and 547 for diesel buses (Metro transit serving the
Minneapolis, 2017).
The reservation and payment methods are also different. For intra-city travel by bus, there is no
reservation system and passengers can randomly decide whenever to leave and wherever to go. For
inter-city travel by bus, passengers are suggested reserving their tickets either online or from ticket
agents in advance. They need to disembark at the destination printed on their tickets. Intra-city
travel passengers have more fare options depending on different travel frequencies (e.g. one-way
ticket, multi-day pass, monthly pass, etc.) (Societé de Transport de Montréal, 2017), while intercity travel passengers have only two options (one-way ticket or round tickets) (Keolis, 2017).
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The socio-demographic characteristics are slightly different for intra-city travel and inter-city travel
passengers. The findings of several surveys point out that inter-city bus passengers are more likely
to be female, age less than 24 or more than 65, single, have low income (including persons released
from incarceration, college students, and military personnel), and travel alone (Bureau of
Transportation Statistics, 2017; Grengs et al., 2009; Clarkston et al., 2005; McGuckin, 2015).
However, intra-city passengers are more likely to be 25-54 years old (Ponrohono, 2015; Neff and
Pham, 2007).
Finally, there are also differences in service areas and subsidies. As mentioned before, sometimes
the borders among suburban, rural, and inter-city travels are not clear, especially for those remote
areas with low population densities. Intercity buses and paratransit (special services with
reservations for disabled persons) are commonly used modes of transportation from rural areas to
urban areas (Yang, 2013). In Canada, current intercity bus routes have four categories: the most
profitable (highest density), profitable (medium density), marginal (low density), and unprofitable
(lowest density) (Fraser, 2002). Most routes (57%) are operated for low density areas but only
account for 22% of the total intercity bus trips (Fraser, 2002). There are currently no federal
subsidies to inter-city buses apart from a few small provincial subsidies in Quebec (Fraser, 2002).
Large provincial and municipal subsidies, however, are given to urban transit operations
throughout Canada (Fraser, 2002).

2.2 Intercity bus performance measures
An intercity bus system, like other modes of public transit, can be evaluated by quantitative and
qualitative elements referred to as indicators (Cascetta and Cartenì, 2014; Government of Canada,
2010). Quantifiable measures using performance indicators are of interest to the operator staff
responsible for performing self-reviews, peer comparisons, and the management of the activities
of the companies (Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) Report 88 (A Guidebook for
Developing a Transit Performance-Measurement System), 2003; Canadian Transport Agency,
2010). This section introduces the process of developing indicator-based quantifiable performance
measures commonly used in urban transit areas, based on which to identify the relevant indicators
that can be used for analyzing the current intercity travel demand by bus in Quebec.
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2.2.1 Performance measures for different components of the transport system
There are four essential components in a transportation system: network, infrastructure, mode and
flow (Rodrigue et al. 2016). A network is a combination of nodes, links, and lines. In general, the
infrastructure of public transport systems includes routes, terminals, stops and maintenance
facilities. The mode represents the mobile elements of a transport system, and the flow can be
expressed by the vehicle flux or passenger flux in passenger transport (Rodrigue et al. 2016). The
definitions of these components and units are, first, presented in a general context according to
different references, and then specific definitions are given to adapt to intercity travel by bus. The
detailed definitions of the components, as well as their units, are listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Definitions of the components of transport system in both general context and intercity
travel context
Component and
its elements

Definition in general context

Definition adapted to intercity travel by bus

Network refers to a system of linked
A system of linked cities representing the
locations representing the functional and functional and spatial organization of the
spatial organization of transportation.
intercity bus system.
Any location that has access to intercity
"Any location that has access to a
buses. Here the location can be one city, or a
Node
transportation network." (a)
specific stop if several stops are available in
one city.
"Physical transport infrastructures that
A direct line representing a set of roads that
Link
enable to connect two nodes." (a)
connect two adjacent nodes.
"A sequence of nodes and links
One fixed-route with a sequence of nodes
Corridor or line supporting modal flows of passengers or and links supporting intercity bus flows of
freight." (a)
passengers.
Fixed elements of transportation that
Fixed elements that physically support the
Infrastructure
physically support transport modes.
regular services of intercity bus.
"A route is a single link between two
nodes that are part of a larger network
A fixed single tangible road between two
Route
that can refer to tangible routes such as
nodes where intercity bus circulates.
roads and rails, or less tangible routes
such as air and sea corridors." (a)
Any location where passengers and
A designed place with specific facilities and
Terminal
freight either originate, terminate, or is
equipments where a bus originates or
handled in the transportation process.
terminates its scheduled route.
A place where passengers can board or A place along a bus route that provides the
Stop
disembark from a scheduled transport
accessibility to intercity bus services and
mode, usually identified by a sign.
where passengers can board or disembark. It
A place with fixed equipments to maintain
Maintenance
typical operations of the intercity bus
facility
system.
Network

Example

Refer
ence

A bus network
served by
Keolis

a

Montreal,
Longueuil,
etc.

a

MontrealLongueuil

a

QuebecRimouski

a
a

Express Line
MontrealQuebec

a

Montreal
Central
Station

a

Longueuil

a

Ticket agent
in store

b
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Table 2.1: Definitions of the components of transport system in both general context and intercity
travel context (continued)
Component and
its elements
Mode

Definition in general context
Vehicles that support the mobility of
passengers or freight.

Vehicle
characteristics

Right-of-way
Operational
aspects

Definition adapted to intercity travel by bus

Example

Intercity buses used to move passengers in a
regular basis.
Characteristics related to the intercity bus in
service, like energy type, design (capacity,
onboard equipments etc.) and performance
(speed, acceleration etc.)
The type of easement granted or reserved on
road for intercity buses. It can be expressed
by technology (bus lane) or road alignment

Baggage
holds,
curtains, onboard wifi
Public lane
shared with
car

Operating type, operating regime, etc.

Express/local

Refer
ence
a

b

b &c
b

The amount of traffic (people, freight or
The amount of traffic (vehicles or
information) that circulates over the
Flow
passengers) transported orientationally
a
network with origins, destinations and
between two nodes.
possibly intermediary locations.
"A motor vehicle used to transport
Intercity bus that travels between two nodes
Vehicle
d
persons" (d)
with certain frequencies based on defined
A rider who has paid a fare on a carrier
A rider who has paid for a ticket to travel
Passenger
in the business of transporting people for
e
with intercity buses.
compensation.
Reference: (a) Rodrigue et al., 2016; (b) Vuchic, 2007; (c) Black’s Law Dictionary, 2017 (d) Texas Transportation Code,
2016; (e) USLegal Dictionary, 2017.

2.2.2 Methodology of performance measures
A performance measurement process is not just a mix of indicators. Performance indicators should
reflect the objectives of different stakeholders, and it is also important to have the resources in
place (National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Report 446, 2000; NCHRP
Report 708, 2011; TCRP Report 88, 2003; Florida Department of Transportation, 2014). Several
steps are necessary to ensure that all principal aspects are well addressed. TCRP Report 88
proposed an eight-step process for transit agencies of any size implementing or updating a
performance measurement program. These steps are, in order:
“1. Define goals and objectives;
2. Generate management support;
3. Identify internal users, stakeholders, and constraints;
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4. Select performance measures and develop consensus;
5. Test and implement the program;
6. Monitor and report performance;
7. Integrate results into agency decision-making;
and 8. Review and update the program.” (TCRP Report 88, 2003)
These steps are widely used in various performance measure frameworks, although their execution
order may change. For example, the key steps of performance measurement in the framework
proposed by Canadian Transport Agency (2010) are “1. Develop a basic results chain; 2. Identify
and select performance indicators; 3. Set performance targets or benchmarks; 4. Draft a
performance measurement plan; 5. Capture and analyze the performance information; 6. Interpret
the findings and task corrective action as necessary; and 7. Communicate the results” (Canadian
Transport Agency, 2010). The basic aspects, such as defining goals, selecting performance measure
indicators, testing performance measures, and then reporting the results and integrating them into
operation, are all considered in these two frameworks. The difference is that the latter one does not
emphasize the different stakeholders. In practice, all these steps can eventually be simplified to
three main stages: determining goals and objectives, data collection, and establishing a framework
and developing candidate performance measures (Felsburg and Ullevig, 2012). In the following,
some key issues related to the development process are further discussed:
•

Identify internal users, stakeholders, and constraints;

•

Define goals and objectives by categories;

•

Data collection;

•

Establish indicators and develop performance measures;

•

Data analysis using performance measurement tool.

The reason why identifying stakeholders comes first before defining goals and objectives is due to
the fact that for different stakeholders, their goals are different.
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2.2.2.1 Different perspectives of performance measures
The choice of performance measure indicators depends significantly upon perspectives. There are
mainly three perspectives according to different stakeholders: transit agencies (including transport
infrastructure owners and operators), passengers, and community (government at all levels in most
cases) (Eboli and Mazzulla, 2010; TCRP Report 88, 2003). Additionally, the Vehicle/Driver can
also be considered as a stakeholder (TCRP Report 88, 2003), although it is usually considered as
part of the transit agency's perspective (Eboli and Mazzulla, 2010). The differences of these
perspectives are discussed below.
For transit agencies, the effectiveness and efficiency related to organizational performance are
central considerations. This applies especially to the benefit-oriented privately owned intercity
companies who must attain specific profit margins. This pushes them to increase revenue by
providing a better level of service to maintain and attract more passengers (TCRP Report 88, 2003).
Passengers are the customers of transit services, and their perceptions are directly reflected by the
service use. Two methods are frequently used to identify the factors that affect the quality of service
according to Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual (TCQSM): passenger satisfaction
surveys and SP/RP surveys (observing/asking people's reaction facing actual or hypothetical
choices in different circumstances) (TCQSM, 2012). Availability (frequency, service span, and
access), comfort, and convenience (passenger load, reliability, and travel time) are the most
important aspects that measure the quality of service for fixed-route transit (TCQSM, 2012).
According to TCRP Report 88, factors that influence the perceptions of passengers include spatial
availability, temporal availability, information availability, capacity availability, service delivery,
travel time, safety/security, and maintenance (TCRP Report 88, 2003).
A community generally tries to balance the needs of both agencies and community residents.
Communities expect that a public transit service can provide transportation for disadvantaged
groups, reduce congestion and air pollution, and create employment opportunities. However, these
expectations must be balanced with the perception of transit agencies who need to efficiently and
effectively operate the transit system to eliminate the concerns associated with the amount of taxes
paid (TCRP Report 88, 2003).
The perspective of the vehicle/driver aims at analyzing the interactions between automobiles and
buses in mixed traffic operations. Increases in traffic congestion may result in service delays, and
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transit priority actions may influence the car drivers. In this context, all vehicles are treated equally
regardless of the number of passengers in vehicles (TCRP Report 88, 2003).
The stakeholders of intra-city bus and inter-city bus are different. For intra-city travel, all the four
aforementioned stakeholders exist. Urban public transport is generally public owned, and there
exists a community (generally the municipal government in Canada) that represents all their
residents. There are also different transit agencies that either govern or strategically plan the
mobility of a whole region (e.g. Ministry of transport in Quebec) or operates one or more modes
of transport in a territory (e.g. Société de Transport de Montréal) (Ministry of transport in Quebec,
2017; Société de Transport de Montréal, 2017). The conflicts between buses and private cars
(vehicle/driver) are significant, especially in core cities. However, for inter-city travels, there exist
only regulations at provincial and federal levels (in Canada and U.S.). These regulations have two
aspects: safety and economic (Fraser, 2002). For example, the cross-subsidization mentioned
earlier is a tight economical regulation. Moreover, intercity buses have no significant conflict in
sharing the road on highways. Thus, intercity travel by bus, under regulations, involve only
operators who maintain the services and passengers who take the buses.
2.2.2.2 Types of measures
There are mainly four types of measures: individual measures, ratios, indexes, and levels of service
(TCRP Report 88, 2003; OHIO Department of Transportation, 2016).
Individual measures, such as ridership and frequency, are easy to calculate and can be measured
directly (TCRP Report 88, 2003; OHIO Department of Transportation, 2016).
Ratios, such as the cost per vehicle mile or passenger per seat mile, are relatively easy to calculate
and are developed by dividing one individual measure by another (TCRP Report 88, 2003; OHIO
Department of Transportation, 2016).
Indexes are created to simplify the complex measures by combining results of other performance
measures in an equation to get a single output measure. 0-10 or 1-5 scale is often used for the ease
of presentation (TCRP Report 88, 2003; OHIO Department of Transportation, 2016).
Level of service (LOS) grades assign “A” to “F” (highest to lowest) scores for a particular measure,
which are specially developed to measure the quality of service based on users’ perceptions (TCRP
Report 88, 2003; OHIO Department of Transportation, 2016).
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2.2.2.3 Performance measurement categories
As mentioned above, defining goals and objectives is the first step to develop a performance
measure framework after making clear stakeholders. These goals can be grouped into categories
with different indicators under each category. The categories and the indicators reported by
different agencies can vary a lot depending on their goals.
The methods used to obtain these categories are also different. The simplest way is to consider
output measures and resource measures. With this approach, efficiency (productivity) indicators
are used to measure the output, while consumption rates and utilization indicators are used to
measure how resources are used (Vuchic, 2007).
In practice, transit agencies sometimes classify the measures based on operational measures and
financial measures. These two types of measures are generally reported separately (Florida
Department of Transportation, 2014). Indicators related to services, vehicles, employees, and
effectiveness are chosen for operational measures, while expenses/revenue and efficiency are
selected for financial measures (Florida Department of Transportation, 2014).
In private industry, performance measures are often classified into 3 categories by further
considering customer satisfactory: system monitoring (e.g. number of complaints, accidents per
mile), revenue and cost measures (e.g. percent of revenue from fare box, cost per rider/mile/trip),
and customer satisfaction/loyalty (e.g. level of customer satisfactory, possibility of customers
recommend service or continue to repurchase or use service) (TCRP Report 88, 2003).
Another way is to distinguish these indicators by types of measures mentioned above. For example,
Thompson (2001) classified the indicators into 3 main categories according to different types of
measures: general performance indicators, effectiveness measures, and efficiency measures.
General performance indicators are based on individual measures that can be directly obtained (e.g.
vehicle-miles, vehicle-hours, and total operating expenses), effectiveness measures and efficiency
measures are both ratio measures. The meanings of efficiency and effectiveness are sometimes
confused. Indeed, efficiency devotes to maximizing output with less input (resources) (Carvalho &
Syguiy, 2015). Examples include cost efficiency (e.g. operating expense per capita, operating
expense per passenger-mile, and operating expense per revenue hour), vehicle utilization (e.g.
revenue miles per vehicle mile, revenue hours per vehicle, and revenue miles per vehicle mile),
labour productivity (e.g. revenue hours per employee and passenger trips per employee), energy
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utilization (e.g. vehicle miles per gallon), and fare (e.g. average fare per passenger) (Florida
Department of Transportation, 2014). Whereas, effectiveness measures indicate how useful the
service is (Florida Department of Transportation, 2014) by only evaluating the output regardless
of input (resource). Examples of effectiveness measures include service supply (e.g. vehicle miles
per capita), service consumption (e.g. passenger trips per capita, passenger trips per mile, and
average trip length), quality of service (e.g. number of incidents, average age of fleet, and revenue
miles between failures), and availability (e.g. revenue miles per route miles and route miles per
square mile of service area) (Florida Department of Transportation, 2014).
Based on the classification of efficiency and effectiveness, the project of Strategies for Public
Transport in Cities (SPUTNIC) funded by European Commission distinguished the cost and the
service of transit agencies by proposing four categories: cost efficiency indicators, cost
effectiveness indicators, service effectiveness indicators, and service quality indicators. These four
groups address four corresponding concerns: “how many resources were expended per unit of
public transportation service,” “how much consumption revenue was received per unit of resource
expended,” “how much public transportation service was consumed (or revenue received), at an
established price, in relation to the amount of service available,” and “does the delivery of public
transportation service meet or exceed customer expectations” (SPUTNIC, 2002).
These categories can still be further refined by different departments within a company, e.g.,
financial state, operation, vehicle management, customer service, human resource, etc. For
example, Carter and Lomax (1992) structured the indicators as seven categories to compare
different agencies: cost efficiency, cost effectiveness, service utilization, vehicle utilization, quality
of service, labor productivity, and accessibility.
By integrating the sustainability dimension expected by the community and the expectation of the
passengers, these categories can be enlarged. Shen et al. (2011) listed a series of performance
indicators used by transportation plans, policies, and research all over the world, and counted their
frequency of use. These indicators are grouped into 9 classes based on their goals: demand and
context, affordability and accessibility, mobility, economic development, quality of life,
operational efficiency, environmental and resource conservation, safety, and infrastructure
condition and performance.
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TCRP Report 88 selected the best practices across the US for collecting and analyzing performance
measures at transit agencies. Both traditional and non-traditional performance indicators are listed
and combined with a step-by-step process for users to develop a performance measurement
program. According to TCRP Report 88 (2003), there are 10 categories, eight of which are primary
measures and two others are secondary measures (paratransit and comfort). Each category can be
subdivided into one or more performance measurement goals.
Menus from which performance measures can be selected are available. Each category represents
one or several perspectives. The linkage between different categories and perspectives is shown in
Figure 2.2.
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Note: Categories in dark green are primary measures and in light green are secondary measures
Figure 2.2: Linkage of the categories with different perspectives (TCRP Report 88, 2003)
TCRP Report 88 proposed a methodology to develop a performance measure program that can
help improving transit agency’s effectiveness and efficiency using qualitative and quantitative
indicators. After completing the performance measure program, TCRP Report 141 (A
Methodology for Performance Measurement and Peer Comparison in the Public Transportation
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Industry) defines a method for transit agencies to evaluate their effectiveness and efficiency by
peer comparison and benchmarking. This report completes TCRP Report 88. It points out that
establishing a peer group is the vital part of the benchmarking process, and size, goals, and
resources available should be considered when selecting performance measures. However, each
performance goal is unique for a specific transit agency. TCRP Report 141 proposed five groups
of descriptive measures to find the comparable transit agencies, they are: urban area characteristics
(e.g. urban area size, population, employment, etc.), transit service characteristics (e.g. service area
size, annual vehicle miles operated, annual revenue hours, etc.), transit agency characteristics (e.g.
organization type, number of employee, etc.), delivered service quality (e.g. revenue miles per
capita, revenue miles per urban area square meters, etc.), and transit investment (e.g. average fleet
age, local revenue, etc.) (TCRP Report 141, 2010). The indicators are grouped into nine categories
to compare the outcome achieved by the transit agency with certain inputs (Table 2.2).
Table 2.2: Output measure categories for peer comparison (TCRP Report 141, 2010)
Category
Cost-efficiency

Description
This category evaluates the agency’s
ability to maximize outputs within the
constraints of inputs.

Example of indicators
Operating cost per revenue
hour

Cost-effectiveness

This category compares the service cost
with service outcomes.

Operating cost per boarding

Productivity

This category evaluates the number of
passengers served by the unit of service
(time, distance, vehicle, or employee)

Boardings per revenue hour
Boardings per revenue mile

Service utilization

This category measures the service
utilization by passengers

Annual boardings
Annual passenger miles
Average trip length

Resource utilization
Labor administration
Maintenance administration
Perceived service quality

Safety and security

This category measures the resource
(vehicle, employee, consumables, etc.)
utilization by transit agency
This category assesses the transit
agency’s human resource management
This category measures the transit
agency’s vehicle and infrastructure
maintenance
This category assesses the quality of
service perceived by passengers
This category measures safety and
security elements (e.g. accidents, crimes)
that can impact the passengers’
perceptions of transit agency

Vehicle miles per gallon of
fuel consumed
Percent of labor hours that
are overtime
Vehicle (car) miles between
failures
On-time performance
Waiting time
Collisions per 1,000 miles
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The category classification by TCRP Report 88 is more macroscopic to cover as many stakeholders
as possible. Compared to TCRP Report 88, TCRP Report 141 pay more attention to the specific
outcomes that the transit agencies probably concern the most. For example, TCRP Report 141
detailed the category “Economic” of TCRP Report 88 by efficiency (cost-efficiency), effectiveness
(cost-effectiveness and productivity), and utilization (service utilization and resource utilization).
However, TCRP Report 141 does not mention the impact of community on transit agency.
2.2.2.4 Data collection
In public transit, sources of data for transit agencies to establish performance measures can be
classified into three groups: in-house data, data from other agencies (e.g. partner transit operators,
planning organizations), and data collected with extra efforts of agencies (e.g. taking surveys). The
ease of getting these sources of data can vary considerably.
In-house data is the easiest source of data to get because it only requires good record keeping.
Examples of in-house data include schedule data, fleet data, financial data, records of maintenance,
employees, complaints, accident, and incident, etc. (TCRP Report 88, 2003).
Collecting data from other agencies needs collaborations, although sometimes the data are already
available as an open source. Examples include demographic data, traffic data, etc. (TCRP Report
88). Many planning organizations or corporations can also provide useful data. The most
significant example is the dataset derived from geographic information systems (GIS) software
maintained by many planning organizations (TCRP Report 88, 2003).
Data collected with the extra effort of agencies can be subdivided into three groups based on data
collection methods: automated data collection, semi-automated data collection, and manual data
collection. Examples of automated data collection include automatic vehicle location, automatic
passenger counters, electronic fare boxes, etc. Examples of manual data collection include
customer satisfaction surveys, safety reviews, and passenger environment surveys. Manual data
collection can require increased labour efforts from bus operators, traffic checkers or filed
supervisors. (TCRP Report 88, 2003).
Data collected with the extra effort of agencies can be subdivided into three groups based on data
collection methods: automated data collection, semi-automated data collection, and manual data
collection. Examples of automated data collection include automatic vehicle location, automatic
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passenger counters, electronic fare boxes, etc. Examples of manual data collection include
customer satisfaction surveys, safety reviews, and passenger environment surveys. Manual data
collection can require increased labour efforts from bus operators, traffic checkers or filed
supervisors. (TCRP Report 88, 2003).
Combining the categories listed above, the sources of data needed are shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Categories of performance measurement and potential source of data (TCRP Report 88,
2003; TCQSM, 2012)
Categories
1. Availability

2.Service delivery

3. Community

4. Travel time
5. Safety and security
6. Maintenance and construction
7. Economic
8. Capacity
9. Paratransit
10. Comfort

Potential source of data or origin of data
Basic schedule like public transit timetables
Route data like system maps
GIS software
Records of agency
Extensive manual or automated data collection
Customer satisfaction survey
Passenger environment survey
Metropolitan planning organization
City planning department
GIS software
Regional transportation planning model
Automatic vehicle location equipment
Field data collection
Data generated by the regional transportation planning model
Customer satisfaction survey
Records of agency
Records of agency
Records of agency
Records of agency
Extensive manual or automated data collection
Metropolitan planning organization
City planning department
Records of agency
Customer satisfaction survey
Passenger environment survey

It is worth noting that performance measures conducted using database obtained from fare boxes
(automated data collection), also known as smart card data in urban areas, is a feature used in this
thesis. Smart cards are increasingly used in urban transit area all over the world. Generally, the
smart card datasets provide continuous information, temporal-spatial information, mode and
service information, cardholder information, and purchase information (Bagchi et al., 2003;
Trépanier et al., 2009). These datasets can be used to improve transport strategic planning and
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operation management. Previous studies can be classified into 3 groups: trip identification,
operation analysis, and passenger travel pattern analysis.
For trip identification, smart card data are used to estimate destinations for entry-only transit
systems (Chan, 2007; Trépanier et al., 2007; Nassir et al., 2015). Smart card data are also applied
to extract passenger trips, identify transfer stations (Bagchi and White, 2005; Chu et Chapleau,
2008; Hoffman et al., 2009; Chu, 2015), and detect passenger activities (Nassir et al., 2015;
Nishiuchi, 2015). Chapleau and Chu (2007) also presented different types of suspect data appeared
in the smart card dataset.
At operational level, smart card data can be used for ridership prediction (Van et al., 2015), vehicle
reliability measurement (Uniman et al., 2010), and urban transit performance measurement
(Morency et al., 2007; Trépanier et al., 2009) by describing both transport demand (passengerkilometers, passenger-hours, average trip length, etc.) and supply (vehicle-kilometers, vehiclehours, commercial speed, etc.).
Smart card data can also help understanding travel behaviors. Agard et al. (2006) clustered users
with similar trip habits and travel behaviors with k-means algorithm. By using these datasets, trip
rates, bus-to-bus interchanges, and turnover rates can also be computed automatically (Bagchi and
White, 2005).
Intercity bus sales database, similar to the urban fare collection system, can also be used to assist
operators to manage their daily operations with experiences obtained from the urban analysis.
These two datasets have both similarities and differences.
Both smart card and intercity bus sales databases can provide spatial information. Some distancebased fare collection systems record both passenger’s boardings and alightings, although a quite
amount of fare collection systems in North America only record passenger’s boardings (e.g.
Montreal, New York, etc.). Thus, it is necessary to estimate origins and destinations for smart card
data using detection algorithms and to confirm the collected information with complementary
passenger surveys. Whereas origin-destination information is already available in intercity bus
sales database, and this dataset little suspect data.
Both of these two databases can provide longitudinal information on passenger trip patterns in
terms of trip frequency, complete trips, transfer stations, and transfer times. An urban fare
collection system can continuously record passenger travels by smart card ID. However, only
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passengers who possess smart cards can be detected. Passengers with paper magnetic tickets cannot
be traced. Whereas, intercity bus sales database records passenger reservation by an account ID
and hence, only reservations made via web will be continuously recorded. Passengers who buy
tickets from agents or drivers cannot be followed.
Both of these two databases provide temporal information. Urban smart card data report
passenger’s boardings (by bus) in real-time, while intercity sales database reports passenger’s ticket
reservations in real-time. Thus, intercity bus sales databases cannot be used to measure bus
traveling delay, but it can be used to better plan vehicle organization with prior knowledge of travel
demand.
Moreover, intercity bus sales databases can provide some supplementary information related to
passenger travels, which is not available in urban fare collection systems. For example, intercity
bus sales databases can tell passenger accompaniments by detecting how many trips are reserved
together. This information is impossible to get from smart card data because one card can only be
used by one person at one time. Finally, Intercity bus sales databases can follow passenger’s trip
planning process by providing different status (e.g. modify, refund) of ticket reservations.

2.2.3 Demand related indicators
The procedure of performance measure indicator selection in this study respects three subjects:
relation to demand, perspectives considering both intercity bus operators and passengers, and data
availability.
As for relation to demand, indicators that are related to system networks and flows are considered.
Network reflects the interaction between supply and demand, and flow represents the demand.
Indicators that only relate to supply, such as infrastructure and mode, are not considered. Other
resource measure relates to supply, such as operation costs, workforce, facilities, and energy, are
not reported either. Both operator’s and passenger’s perspectives are essential. Perspectives of the
community and vehicle/driver are not considered. Measures would become obsolete if the data are
not available or too difficult to collect, thus data collection is limited to intercity bus operators that
collaborated to this study and online sources.
The potential performance measures refer mainly to TCRP Report 88 (2003) and TCRP Report
141 (2010). They are grouped into 7 categories. All the categories are classified into four groups:
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demand, supply, demand and/or supply, and other, as listed in Table 2.4. There are several potential
measures under each category. Each measure can be represented by an individual indicator or a
group of indicators. Indicators or indicator groups related to the demand are in green color.
Table 2.4: Categories of intercity travel demand based on the menu of TCRP Report 88 (2003) and
TCRP Report 141 (2010) (Note: Only the goals in green that are related to demand or interaction
between supply and demand are finally reported, the others are either supply or unrelated subjects.)
Potential measure
descriptions
To know where and
when transit service is
provided
To know how well
Service availability customers get access to
information of service
To know the capacity
constraints on
availability
To know how well
service is provided as
scheduled
Categories

To know how reliable
vehicles are

Perceived service
quality

Potential measures
related to subjects

Subject

Spatial and temporal Route coverage, service hours,
availability
revenue hours, frequency

Supply

Information
availability

Supply

Percentage of calls held
excessively long

Capacity availability Vehicle capacity, person capacity Supply

Service reliability

On-time performance (fixedroute), missed trips

Supply

Vehicle reliability

Scheduled miles per minute of
delay, road calls due to vehicle
break down

Supply

To know how reliable
Equipment reliability Subway elevator reliability
non-vehicle equipment is

Supply

The quality of customer
contacts with agency
Customer interaction Complaint rate
staff

Other

Passenger comfort while
using transit in different Passenger comfort
stages of travel

Community impact

Examples of indicators

Customer satisfaction
with the service
provided
To know how easily
destinations can be
reached by transit
Ways that transit affects
a community
The impact of transit on
the environment

Percent of stops with shelters and
benches, travel time, transit-auto Demand
travel time, transit-auto travel
or
speed ratio, route directness,
Supply
climate control systems

Customer
satisfaction/loyalty

Overall customer satisfaction

Mobility

Trip generation, service coverage Supply

Outcomes

Community economic impact,
employment impact

Other

Environmental
impact

Noise impact

Other

Other
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Table 2.4: Categories of intercity travel demand based on the menu of TCRP Report 88 (2003) and
TCRP Report 141 (2010) (continued)

Safety and security

Maintenance
administration

To decrease vehicle and
property damage
To decrease potential
accidents
To increase workplace
safety
To increase passenger
security
To know how well an
agency maintains its
vehicles and facilities
and its impacts on the
overall passenger
perceived service
quality

An array of measures
that are used to daily
Labor administration
employee management
or labor negotiations
To know how well the
transit services and
resources are utilized

Economic

To know how well the
services are provided
To know how well the
demand is met, given
existing resources

Vehicle and property
Accident rate, number of fires
Other
damage
Percent of buses exceeding speed
Accident potential
Other
limit
Employee work days lost to
Workplace safety
Other
injury
Passenger security
Vehicle and facility
maintenance
Preventive
maintenance
Ability to respond to
vehicle breakdowns
Effects of
construction on
passengers
Administrative
employee
Vehicle operator
Maintenance staff
Utilization

Efficiency

Effectiveness

Crime rate

Other

Fleet cleaning

Other

Number of defects reported by
operators

Other

Spare ratio

Other

Customer impact index

Other

Employee relation, cost of staff
type/operating costs, percent of
labor hours that are overtime

Other

Ridership, passenger-miles
traveled, human resource
utilization, energy consumption,
volume to capacity ratio
Cost efficiency, service miles per
revenue miles, peak to base ratio,
population served per vehicles in
maximum service
Cost effectiveness, productivity
(passengers per vehicle hour),
passenger miles traveled per
hour, passengers per mile

Other
Other
Demand
and
Supply
Demand
and
Supply
Demand
and
Supply

Based on these categories, indicators chosen for intercity bus performance measurement are shown
in Table 2.5 and Table 2.6. Indicators relate to supply, but are indispensable for analyzing the
interaction between supply and demand, are also used (Table 2.7). These indicators are classified
into 3 groups: operator measures, passenger measures, and supply measures. The operator
measures are key factors that influence the determination of supply provided by intercity bus
operators. The passenger measures are chosen in order to assess the convenience of current service
for intercity bus customers, which significantly influences customer satisfaction levels.
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Table 2.5: Intercity travel demand related indicators chosen based on the menu of TCRP Report 88 – performance measures from
operator’s perspective
Group

Indicator

Ridership

Definition

"The number of
passengers
transported" (a)

"The total of all
passenger
Passengerjourneys,
kilometers
measured in
traveled
kilometers, made
in a period" (a)
"The proportion of
additional vehicles
Peak-to-base
required for peak
Operational
ratio
service, compared
measures
to base service" (a)
"Total passengers
divided by total
Productivity
revenue or service
hours" (a)
Passenger
load

"The number of
people on board a
transit vehicle" (a)

Data elements
needed
The number of
This indicator measures the number of
individuals
individuals boarding and/or alighting at a stop,
boarding and/or
along a link, route, or the system as a whole. Here
alighting at a stop,
the ridership measures the trip segments, where
route;
all boardings are counted, including transfers.
The ridership varies according to the time of day.
Schedule
Description

This indicator measures the total distance
traveled by passengers, influenced by both the
number of passengers and the distance they
traveled.
This indicator provides an indication of the
number of additional vehicles required to serve
peak periods, compared to the off-peak period.
The lower the ratio, the higher the ability to use
vehicles is.
Productivity is the ratio of total passengers
transported divided by total revenue or service
hours provided during a given period. It impacts
on service cost. Productivity ratio is higher when
revenue hours are used as revenue hours excludes
vehicle hours in which revenue is not provided.
Number of passengers at the
maximum or average load point. Peak period and
directional effect are considered.

Number of
individuals
boarding and their
trip length

Unit

Refer
ence

prs

a,c

Number of trip
segments * trip
segment network
prsSystem
distance or network km
distance of link *
link ridership

a,b

Scope

Formula

Stop;
Link;
Route;
System

Maximum vehicles
Number of vehicles
used in peakused in peak period System
period/vehicles used
and off-peak service
on off-peak period
Number of
individual
boardings;

a

Ridership/
Route;
vehicle revenue
System
hours

prs/
vehh

a

Stop;
Route

prs

b

%

a

Schedule
Passenger counts

Volume
Passenger volumes;
(Demand) to "Percentage of
This indicator typically reflects the percentage of Vehicle capacities; Stop;
capacity
capacity that is
person capacity being used. Directional
Vehicle
Link;
ratio (V/C
being utilized" (a) imbalances in demand at different times exist.
occupancies;
Route
ratio)
Geometric
Reference: (a) TCRP Report 88 (2003); (b) Urban Bus Toolkit (2016); (c) Vuchic (2007); (d) TCQSM (2012).

Passengerkilometers
traveled/seat
kilometers traveled
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Table 2.6: Intercity travel demand related indicators chosen based on the menu of TCRP Report 88 – Passenger measures
Group

Indicator

Definition

Travel
time

"Average duration of
a passenger trip from
origin to destination
or over a specified
link" (a)

Transitauto
travel
time
Passenger
measures

"A comparative
measure of transit
and auto travel times
" (a)

"Service design
Maximum
measure reflecting
number of
transit service
transfers
convenience" (a)
Percent of
trips
requiring
transfers

"Measure of transit
service convenience"
(a)

Description
This indicator measures how
long it takes to make a trip by
transit. This measure can be
averaged for both specific
routes or corridors and for a
system.
The transit will be more
competitive for a trip if the
transit travel time is shorter
compared to the automobile.
This indicator can be applied
with either an average door-todoor time or only in-vehicle
time. The expression can be a
ratio or an absolute difference.

Data elements
needed

Unit

Refer
ence

hrs

a

Schedule data

Schedule data;
Local
transportation
planning dataset

Number of
transfers
Desired origins
and destinations,
Number of
transfers,
Number of
complete trips

Route,
System

Transit travel
time/auto
travel time

a,d

Route,
System

System

"Delay incurred or
perceived when
Stop,
Schedule data
transferring between
System
transit vehicles" (a)
Reference: (a) TCRP Report 88 (2003); (b) Urban Bus Toolkit (2016); (c) Vuchic (2007); (d) TCQSM (2012).
Transfer
time

Formula

Transit travel time
by route or route
Route,
segment;
system

Desired origins
and destinations,

Passengers generally prefer
one-seat ride. For circuit
design purpose, transit will be
more convenient with less
number of transfers between
the desired origin and
destination.

Scope

a

Number of
trips
requiring
transfers /
total number
of trips

%

a

min

a,b
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Table 2.7: Intercity travel demand related indicators chosen based on the menu of TCRP Report 88 – Supply measures

Group

Indicator

Definition

Description

Data elements
Scope
needed
Number of seats
provided on
transit vehicles,
number of
System
distance traveled
by each vehicle
in revenue
service

"The number of
seats on a transit
Seat
vehicle, multiplied This indicator is a planning-level
capacity
by the number of
capacity availability measure. It
(Seatdistance
estimates the capacity offered by the
kilometers) the vehicle travels system.
Useful
in revenue
supply
service" (a)
attributes
The number of
This indicator measures the total
transit vehicle
hours when vehicles are generating
Revenue
hours when
revenues (transporting passengers).
Schedule
System
hours
vehicles are in
Deadhead hours (layovers and
service with
traveling in revenue service without
revenues
passengers) are not included.
Reference: (a) TCRP Report 88 (2003); (b) Urban Bus Toolkit (2016); (c) Vuchic (2007); (d) TCQSM (2012).

Formula

Unit

Refer
ence

Vehicle
capacity
*distanc
e

spskm

a,d

hrs

a,d
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2.3 Components of travel time
Travel time is a core aspect of the level of service provided by a transport system. Travel time is
found to be the strongest predictor of mode choice (Cervero, 2002; Ackerman & Gross, 2003;
Grotenhuis et al., 2007). Major investment decisions in the transportation sector depend on the
estimation of social impacts as a function of travel time. “Travel time savings are the single most
important component in the measured transport benefits/disbenefits of most schemes and policies”
(SACTRA, 1999). Frank et al. (2008) show that urban forms at residential and employment
locations, travel time and monetary cost are the major predictors of travel choice. Muller and Furth
(2009) point out that the modal split of transit is correlated with the transit-auto travel time ratio,
the frequency of the operation, and the number of transfers.
The door to door transit travel time can be divided into two parts: access time and station-to-station
time (Stratton et al.,2013). These two components can be separated more precisely into different
travel phases: access time to the origin station, wait time for transit, in-vehicle time, transfer time,
and egress time to the destination from the transit (TCQSM, 2012; TCRP Report 88, 2003). Some
studies consider the travel time as the in-vehicle time and out-of-vehicle time (Bhat, 1995; Larrain
et al., 2010; Chapman et al., 2007). However, time can be perceived both objectively and
subjectively. The objective time relates to the time that clocks measure, and the subjective time
relates to the sense of time by passengers. Numerous studies showed that different types of
passengers often perceive the time differently under different circumstances (Fan et al., 2016;
Lagune-Reutler et al., 2016). For urban public transport, the wait time at stations during a trip with
transfers are often perceived longer than they actually are (Cheng & Tsai, 2014, Hagen et al., 2007,
Chapman et al., 2007, Fan et al., 2016; Lagune-Reutler et al., 2016). Even though recent advances
in mobile device technology are enhancing opportunities for more productive use of travel time
(Lyons and Urry, 2005), the time a passenger spends on waiting for their vehicle of choice is still
considered as a critical element.
There are different types of waiting time due to the varying causes for it. For instance, passengers
wait when they arrive at the station earlier than the departure time, they may wait an unexpected
time due to bus delays, they may also wait between transfers if connections are not properly
scheduled, or planned connections are missed. The perceptions of waiting time are highly
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subjective. Mode, availability of schedule information, and stop amenities are examples of factors
that possibly influence the perceptions (Fan et al., 2016; Hagen et al., 2007).
There are a variety of approaches for evaluating both the objective time and subjective time in
different phases during the travel. These phases of travel time are discussed below.

2.3.1 Access and egress
It is recognized that facilitating access to public transport stations can potentially increase transit
use (Brons et al., 2009; Transport Canada, 2011; The city of Edmonton, 2016). The subjects related
to access include the mode of access, the distance of access, station design, ticketing facilities, etc.
Taking surveys is a popular way to get access time, but accurate estimates of access are often in
short supply (Krygsman et al., 2003).
Givoni & Rietveld (2007) analyzed the access to railway stations in the Netherlands based on the
Dutch Railways (NS) customer satisfaction survey carried out during a single week (Monday to
Friday). The research related mode choice and the effect of passengers’ perception of access
conditions to the overall traveling satisfaction. They concluded that walking, bicycles and public
transport are mostly used to access to or egress from railway stations. They also found that the
station facility quality influences the general travel perceptions. However, the time spent for access
by different modes was not reported.
Krygsman et al. (2003) tried to analyze the absolute access and egress travel time, the relationship
between the access/egress time and the total travel time (also called interconnectivity ratio), and
the factors that may influence it. The research is based on an extensive two-day travel and activity
diary survey. Results show that access time can be estimated by a non-linear function of common
transportation variables (mode, transfers, line-vehicle time, etc.). Results also support a conclusion
that the out-of-vehicle time may increase when the in-vehicle time increases because the
importance of out-of-vehicle time decreases with longer trip distances.

2.3.2 Waiting
In urban public transport area, the wait time of a passenger could be considered to be half of the
interval of the line based on the assumption that passengers arrive in a randomly uniform
distribution. This assumes that if the service is frequent, passengers do not bother to consult the
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schedule (Luethi, 2007). This is not the case for intercity travels due to its relatively long headway
and fixed schedules. Indeed, intercity travel passengers do consult schedules, and their arrival is
clustered around the departure time. There will always be a margin for safety time (arriving at the
station a bit earlier than the departure time) (Luethi, 2007). Both railway operators and intercity
bus operators recommend their customers to be at the station at least 30 minutes prior to their
scheduled departure time (Via Rail Canada, 2007; Bus Carriers Federation, 2007). The real time
of waiting can be obtained by field surveys or video record.
Ferris et al. (2010) used an online survey to evaluate the effect of providing real-time arrival
information for bus riders. Results indicat that real-time arrival information strongly increases the
overall satisfaction of public transport, decreases waiting time, increases transit using frequencies,
and improves both passengers’ physical and mental feelings.
Fan et al. (2016) compared the waiting time reported by a passenger survey at different types of
transit stations, and collected the data with recorded video equipment. They found that stop
amenities (benches, shelters and real-time departure information signs) erase the wait time
perception.
Watkins et al., (2011) used both a self-report survey and field observation to analyze the effect of
a real-time bus countdown information by website, telephone, text-messaging, and smart-phone
application. This study found that the perceived wait time is greater than the measured time for
riders without real-time information, but similar for riders using real-time information. The average
wait time is shorter for real-time information users than traditional arrival information users. The
introduction of mobile phone real-time information reduces both perceived and actual wait times.

2.3.3 In-vehicle
Timetables are the simplest way to estimate the in-vehicle time. Although carriers continuously
work on improving on-time performance of public transport services, many factors contribute to
the service advancement or delay. For instance, bad weather or heavy road conditions could affect
the speed. Other sources of variability (number of passenger boardings/alightings, ticket showing
method, number of buses at the terminal, etc.) may influence the time that a vehicle stops at each
station. Low density of vehicles on the road and low passenger boardings/alightings at night may
result in the advancement of vehicle arrivals. Automatic fare collection systems and GPS recording
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equipment are often used to obtain more exact in-vehicle time (Jang, 2010; Fuse et al., 2010; Ban
et al., 2009).

2.3.4 Transfer
Transfers are necessary for the public transport system. It is economically infeasible to have direct
connections between all destination points within a public transport system (Guo and Wilson,
2011). Transfers allow passengers to travel along an enlarged service area on the transport network.
However, they do interrupt the travel experience by elongated waiting times. Sometimes physical
transfer from one vehicle to another makes the public transport less competitive compared to
personal automobiles which provides a door-to-door service (Guo & Wilson, 2011; Poorjafari et
al., 2016). If passengers encounter bad weather, carry heavy luggage, or have physical barriers like
roads and stairs during their trip, their travel experience will be significantly affected (Poorjafari et
al., 2016). The inconvenience brought by transfer waits, and their evaluation and optimization are
reviewed. Transfer time can be analyzed by the scheduled transfer time, actual waiting time, or
perceived waiting time. The scheduled waiting time can be calculated based on a timetable, while
the actual and perceived waiting time should be measured with extra observations or field surveys.
Transfer rules within one mode or several modes are quite different over the world. In some areas,
transfers are unrestricted during a specified limited time on all modes of urban transit. For example,
some cities allow transfers between buses and metros or light rail transit on a single fare, on any
line in any direction, and valid for defined hours (e.g. Durham, Edmonton, and Vancouver). Some
cities allow completing the trip within certain hours but not allow a return trip or transfer on the
same route (e.g. Montreal). For distance fare-based areas or large-scale cities, transfer conditions
can be complicated by limiting the number of transfers and the duration of activity at the transfer
points (e.g. Singapore). In some cities, passengers pay each time they board transit but with certain
reductions in case of transfers within a defined period (e.g. Shanghai). In some cities, no transfer
policy is applied, and people have to pay each time they board (e.g. Beijing).
Methods of identifying the transfers are different depending on the different ticket checking ways
and transfer rules mentioned above. In some cities, passengers only have to tap the ticket once they
board on the vehicle. In this case, special algorithms are necessary to estimate travel time, transfer
station, and trip destinations (Munizaga et Palma, 2012; Zeng et al., 2014; He et al., 2015; Trépanier
& Chapleau, 2006; Trépanier et al., 2007). Sometimes the passengers have to tap at both boarding
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and alighting stations. In this case, trip segments are robustly recorded, and transfer data collected
from the automatic fare collection system can then be used to locate the critical transfer points and
to analyze the transfer pattern (Jang, 2010).
Intercity bus transfers are both similar and different with urban transit transfers. For intercity travel
by bus, the passengers pay upfront for each trip segment but can benefit from some discounts in
case of transfers. However, ticket price is not only influenced by the distance, but by the advance
purchase as well. As a result, the price is not a suitable way to separate the round-trip and trip with
transfer. Round-trips or transfers could be identified by the location chain or the time period
because travel times and activity times are generally longer for intercity travels than urban travels.
2.3.4.1 Corresponding inconvenience
As discussed earlier, the perception of transfers is usually considered negative. TCRP Report 88
suggests that in urban transport areas, each minute of transfer time equals 1.5 to 3 minutes of invehicle time or each transfer adds the equivalent of 15 minutes to a trip. The estimates of these
transfer penalty parameters may change depending on different contexts: mode, travel distance,
socio-demographic characteristics, travel purpose, and the necessity of vehicle change, etc. (Vrtic
and Axhausen, 2002; Bovy & Hoogendoorn-Lanser, 2005; Nielsen and Frederiksen, 2006).
Transfer time and its impact on passengers are different for intercity travels as their minimum
connection times are much longer. The minimum connection time varies considerably based on the
market, transfer station, and user needs (Leff, 2015). Air Canada, for example, sets a sample
published minimum connection time for different terminal stations based on different flight types
(Regular or Rouge or Express flights) and destinations (within Canadian destinations, US
destinations, or international destinations) (Air Canada, 2017). The minimum connection time can
vary from 15 minutes for a small terminal station (e.g. Moncton) between 2 express flights to 80
minutes for international connections. In most cases, passengers need a longer time to make the
transfer, especially for those who take heavy luggage, go through a large busy transfer station, or
expect to take a snack. The railway and intercity bus reservation systems generally automatically
adjust for minimum connection times.
There are four types of passengers at each transfer station (Goverde, 1998; Vansteenwegen and
Oudheusden, 2007): departing passengers who start their trips from the transfer station, through
passengers who remain in the same vehicle at the transfer station, transfer passengers who make
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connections from a feeder vehicle to a connecting vehicle, and arriving passengers who end their
trips at the transfer station. The effects of transfer wait on different types of passengers vary. The
transfer wait is generally considered to have less effect on departing passengers or arriving
passengers than for transfer passengers and through passengers. A tightly scheduled connection
increases the chance of missing a connection, which will cause a more important waiting cost for
transfer passengers (Vansteenwegen and Oudheusden, 2007). For railway timetable practice,
connection buffer time (or recovery time), which compensates for small arrival delays of the feeder
train, is usually inserted into the schedule to lower the chance of missing the connections (Goverde,
1998; Goverde, 1999; Davenport, 2014). Buffer times, however, will keep waiting through
passengers when the vehicle is on time (Goverde, 1999; Vansteenwegen and Oudheusden, 2007).
2.3.4.2 Evaluation and optimization of transfer waits based on timetable
Similar to the transit system itself, the evaluation of transfers can focus on different attributes from
various stakeholder’s perspectives. For example, Chapman et al. (2007) categories the attributes
based on three perspectives, which are:
1) passengers: access, connection reliability, information delivery, amenities, safety, and security;
2) transit agencies: fiscal, institutional and coordination, passenger processing;
3) neighborhoods: community image, joint development and partnerships, safety and security,
environmental impacts, local economy and employment, and physical and social impacts on
neighboring land uses.
There are many ways to improve transfers. Muller et Furth (2009) found that improving punctuality
rates of arrivals and departures by general operational control can increase the reliability of the
transfer. They also proposed to hold the connecting vehicles just until connections are made to
prevent unnecessary passenger delays due to failed transfers. Other ways could also decrease the
perception of transfer wait, such as constructing an efficient multimodal terminal hub, increasing
service frequency, and providing real-time service status (Horowitz & Thompson, 1994; Muller et
Furth, 2009; Mahmoud et al., 2015). However, all these methods require significant investments
in infrastructures and facilities. Modifying timetables and synchronizing between different routes
is an effective way to decrease the scheduled waiting time with limited resources (Horowitz &
Thompson, 1994; Hsu, 2010).
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Some methods are proposed to synchronize timetables. The purpose of “synchronization” is to
determine how long the connecting vehicle should wait when the feeder vehicle is late
(Vansteenwegen and Oudheusden, 2007). Many studies have sought to develop models and
mathematical formulations to generate timetables with maximal synchronization (Caimi et al.,
2016). Their principals are presented and they can be further developed to improve the transfers
for intercity travel by bus. Jansen et al. (2002) proposed a mathematical optimization model by
minimizing the weighted sum of transfer waiting times. The weights are obtained by multiplying
passenger transfer patterns with the value of time depending on the type of passenger. Daduna and
Voss (1995) introduced a model aimed at minimizing the sum of all waiting times weighted by the
number of transfer passengers. Ceder and Tal (1999) proposed to maximize the number of
simultaneous vehicle arrivals at the transfer points. Vansteenwegen and Oudheusden (2006) came
up with a function allowing for the minimization of waiting cost in terms of running time
supplements, different types of waiting times, and late arrivals. However, Fleurent et al. (2004)
pointed out that generating transfers that are close to ideal waiting times for certain places, routes
and directions at certain times may be more important than minimizing the overall waiting time in
improving the overall transfer perception.

2.4 Concluding remarks
In light of the review of relevant existing literature, it is understood that there is an obvious
difference between urban travels and intercity travels. First, travel characteristics are different. A
higher proportion of intercity travels is taken for leisure purpose, followed by business purpose,
while the intercity travel incidence and travel frequency are much lower than urban travels. Second,
the importance of access and egress time is less significant for intercity travels. Finally, generating
an appropriately scheduled transfer time and providing better services at transfer location are more
important for intercity travels, while optimizing urban transfer connections can be realized by
minimizing transfer time.
The procedures to set up a performance measure framework using indicators, and to analyze
passenger trip patterns with fare-related datasets in urban transit practice can also be used in
intercity travel area. Nevertheless, the indicators used in urban transit performance measurement
have to be adequately adapted to the study of intercity travels by considering both intercity bus
operator’s and passenger’s perspectives.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

This chapter is dedicated to the presentation of the methodology used in this thesis to characterize
the intercity travel demand by bus in Quebec. First, a flow diagram that forms the basis of the
proposed methodology employed in this thesis is presented. Then, three main elements in this flow
diagram, namely the source of data, data processing, and performance measures, are detailed.
Finally, the methods to visualize the results are discussed.

3.1 Flow diagram
Performance measurement and passenger trip pattern analysis is a process involving data collection,
data processing, data characterization, and analysis, etc. For intercity travel by bus, passengers are
suggested to reserve their places in advance (Keolis, 2017; Bus Carriers Federation, 2017). The
information on the tickets for intercity travel is not the same as for urban transit. A ticket used for
intercity bus travel is personalized with a determined origin-destination (OD) and time of departure.
Passengers need to apply for modifications or refunds in case of changing departure date, time, or
OD based on the conditions associated with the tickets. Consequently, an intercity bus sales
database can provide accurate passenger travel information. By combining this information with
intercity bus supply, we can both evaluate the performance of the network at different levels and
understand passenger’s trip patterns. This procedure is illustrated by a flow diagram shown in
Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of methodology
Details about each element in this structure are presented in the following sections.

3.2 Source of data
3.2.1 General description of datasets
There are mainly two sources of data in this study: operational data coming from a major intercity
bus operator in Quebec, Keolis, and associated geographic information in the General Transit Feed
Specification (GTFS) format developed by Barbier (2016).
Sales database is an ideal source of data for analysis based on both operator’s and passenger’s
perspectives. It is a good barometer of operators’ state of business, and it provides the clearest
indication of customer preferences by showing what they have chosen to buy or not to buy. The
main source of data in this study used is the sales database provided by Keolis. In this dataset, all
the tickets sold by Keolis from the end of January until the middle of May in 2016 are recorded,
including the network operated by Keolis and by other operators in Quebec who did not participate
in this research. Details of this dataset are presented in the following section.
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Another source of data used is the GTFS developed by Barbier (2016). A conceptual map of a
GTFS file is shown in Figure 3.2. The yellow color shows that the dataset is unique (the field
contains a value that maps to a single distinct entity within the column), the green color shows that
the field is required (the field column must be included in this file, and a value must be provided
for each record), and the grey color shows that the field is optional (the field column may be omitted
from the file). This file is mainly used to construct the network in terms of nodes, links, and lines.

Figure 3.2: Conceptual map of the GTFS (Google developers, 2016; Barbier, 2016)
The timetable developed by Barbier (2016) integrated bus arrival/departure times at each stop and
the sequence of all the stops for every route operated by the six partners based on the schedules
available before June 2016. When comparing the timetable with the sales database, however, the
internal code used for each route, the name of the stop, and the departure times are not always the
same. The timetable is verified and synchronized in accordance with the sales database, and
includes all the intercity bus carriers that have appeared in the sales database of Keolis.

3.2.2 Description of Keolis’ sales database
The sales database is an excel file with 17 fields. These fields could be classified into 4 groups.
The name of each field as well as their most plausible definitions are shown in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Classification of fields in the sales database
Field name
ID
ClientId
OrderId
PassengerId
BoardingPassId
Trip segment

Sch

DepartureDatetime
dbo_BoardingPasses_OriginStopName
dbo_BoardingPasses_DestinationStopName
Trip
dbo_Orders_OriginStopName
dbo_Orders_DestinationStopName
Other service use pattern
Create Date
Status
Origin
PassengerType
Trip Type
BoardingpassFare
AgencyName

Description
Identity with exclusive number.
ID created when a customer creates an account. This
allows customers to get access to the account as a client.
ID created for a confirmed request of a ticket.
ID created to identify the customer who takes the
intercity bus.
ID to identify the ticket that authorizes a passenger to
board a bus.
Individual movement of one person in one bus from the
origin stop to the destination stop identified by the
boarding pass ticket.
The internal operational code that identifies the carrier,
road number, and departure time. Even and uneven
numbers represent different directions.
Date and time when a passenger departs for each trip
segment.
Boarding stop of one trip segment printed on ticket.
Alighting stop of one trip segment printed on ticket.
A complete movement one person makes.
The origin stop that a passenger orders.
The destination stop that a passenger orders.
Characteristics of trip patterns related to passenger.
The date and time when the order is created.
The status of the ticket in terms of use.
How passengers buy the ticket (by agent, web, or mobile
phone).
The type of passenger by age group.
The journey type (round-trip or one-way trip).
The price the passenger payed for each ticket.
The name of the ticket processing agent.

There are 4 types of ID in the database: Client ID, Order ID, Passenger ID and BoardingPass ID.
For a complete reservation and travel process, one user first registers as a client (if he does not have
an account yet) to create a Client ID. Then, the user can make one or more orders based on his/her
needs. Order ID is generated for each request (each ticket order). The order can be taken for one
person only, or for several individuals, for the client who has registered, or for other members of
his/her family. The Passenger ID is created for each passenger who will take the trip. According to
the regulations of Keolis, tickets are not transferable to other individuals (Keolis, 2017). Thus, each
passenger has an exclusive Passenger ID. The passenger can complete a direct trip with only one
bus, or a non-direct trip with more than one buses. Therefore, each boarding needs an eligible ticket
with an exclusive BoardingPass ID.
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Fields grouped into “trip” contain the order origin and destination planned by one passenger during
the booking process. The reservation system always proposes available itineraries and departures
based on the order origin and destination. However, the order origin and order destination cannot
be directly used to obtain the complete trip. There are two reasons for this. The most important
reason is that the origin and destination will appear the same for a round-trip. The other one is that
for a passenger who complete the trip with more than one ticket, the order origin and destination
will repeat several times in the database. The method of identifying the trip will be introduced later
in this chapter.
The rest of the fields are classified as “Other service use pattern”. They contain information on
order creation, ticket use status, ticket order method, passenger type by age, journey type, the price
of a ticket, and the name of processing agent.
There are 10 different types of ticket status, which are classified into three groups based on payment
and ticket utilization status. Notwithstanding the origin of the ticket, sold by internet or by agent,
the process of reservation is similar. Users start by searching a tentative travel plan. They
determine the place they would like to go and the date they would like to travel, compare the price
and seat availability, and then confirm the order and pay. They either take, modify, or cancel the
trip after the order is approved. During this process, there are three time periods: ticket not yet paid,
ticket paid and used, ticket paid but modified or canceled. “Annulé”, “Decliné”, “En attente”, and
“Incomplet” are all statuses that indicate orders are created, but the payment is not yet done.
“Modifié”, “Réémis”, “Remboursé” are statuses that indicate the tickets are paid for but are
modified or canceled by the users and that these tickets will never be used. “Utilisé” is a clear status
that the tickets have been used. The status “Approuvé” means that the ticket is paid for and is
waiting for further processing, either to be used or canceled or modified. Particularly for tickets of
other intercity bus operators but sold by Keolis. Since no further evidence can confirm the status
of the approved tickets in the actual database, trip segments marked as “Approved” are supposed
to be realized. Tickets marked as “expire” are also paid. According to Keolis’ website, if passengers
miss their departures, their tickets expire at the time of departure and no modification is possibly
passed this time (Keolis, 2017). The ticket marked as “Expire” means that it will be out of use as
passengers have missed their departure. However, by combining expired tickets with used and
approved tickets, we can find the complete trips planned by passengers. This status will be
discussed in the transfer part in Chapter 5 as passengers may miss their connections.
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In the database, there are 325,265 records. The dataset is extracted in late May 2016 with complete
records from February through April 2016. The time period, the percentage of approved or used
tickets, and the percentage of tickets used in the service of Keolis are shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: The number of records and data completeness in sales database
Year

2016

Month

All No. ticket
records

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Total

14515
74060
88303
72554
66603
6176
1827
927
167
35
35
63
325265

No. Used/Approved/Expire No. Used/Approved
tickets by all carriers
tickets by all carriers
86%
82%
82%
82%
78%
72%
68%
83%
78%
66%
60%
65%
81%

82%
77%
78%
79%
76%
72%
68%
83%
78%
66%
60%
65%
78%

No. Used/Approved
Tickets by Keolis
75%
70%
71%
72%
70%
70%
65%
78%
67%
60%
57%
60%
71%

Completeness
Incomplete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Incomplete
Incomplete
Incomplete
Incomplete
Incomplete
Incomplete
Incomplete
Incomplete

By analyzing the dataset and the reference files provided by Keolis, it is observed that there was a
service change on February 14th, 2016. Some stops are no longer served and some departure times
have changed. For example, Terrebonne is no longer served. Timetable changes happened to nearly
all the lines, except for Montreal Airport-Montreal. From February to April 2016, there was a
public holiday in March, which is Easter Monday on March 28th, 2016. The week from March 7th
to 13th 2016 was reported as Winter session break for all students in Quebec. The particularity on
these days will be illustrated in Chapter 4.

3.2.3 Dataset used
All the Used/Approved tickets from February to April 2016 are used for temporal demand
fluctuation analysis. Only Used/Approved tickets by Keolis on March 28th and April 2016 are used
for performance measures, and Used/Approved/Expired tickets in April 2016 are used for
passenger trip pattern analysis. This is because longer time periods contain timetable change, stop
change, and holiday effect; it will affect the accuracy of the results. The data of Easter Monday on
March 28th, 2016 is analyzed separately for performance measures in order to compare the
differences between the holidays and typical days.
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Some key facts of this dataset are shown in Table 3.3. The daily revenue hours are the highest on
peak days (Fridays and Sundays) because some services are only available on these days (e.g.,
Montreal - University Laval). The daily revenue hours are a little higher on off-peak days than on
holidays because some services are only available Mondays through Fridays, while these services
are not available on holidays (e.g., service to Montreal Metro Radisson and the service at 5:30 in
the morning from Quebec to Montreal).
Table 3.3: Key facts of dataset adopted for performance measures
Group

Indicator

All numbers are on a daily basis
Days of observation

Supply

Demand

Peak
days
9

Off-peak days

Holidays

Unit

1

day

305
5,311

hrs
ticket

Node
Link
Line
Daily revenue hours
Number of ticket records

315
3,230

21
36
72
7
307
2,071

Approved or used tickets

2,565

1,622

4,155

ticket

Tickets on Keolis network

2,300

1,487

3,687

ticket

Ratio of tickets by Keolis

89.67%

91.66%

88.74%

%

Number of passengers

1,845

1,107

3,338

prs

Keolis sells tickets of its own company and eleven other intercity bus companies, which allow
transfers within the whole network. More than 8% of the tickets are sold this way. In the given
dataset, passengers have taken trips with lines of Keolis, Breton, Galland, Intercar, Maheux,
Limocar (Transdev), MartimeBus, Autobus A1, and Autobus La Quebecoise.

3.3 Definition
3.3.1 Trip related definitions
There are some key terms related to passenger travel by intercity bus for which a clear definition
is important. The conceptual map of these definitions is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Conceptual map of the definitions related to passenger travel
•

Time phases: There are five different time phases for an intercity travel by bus: access time
from the initial origin to the boarding stop, wait time at the boarding stop, in-vehicle time,
transfer wait at the transfer station, and egress time from the alighting stop to the destination
(see Figure 3.4).

•

Trip segment: In a general context, the number of trip segments is equal to “the number of
times passengers board public transportation vehicles” (American Public Transportation
Association, 2016). Trip segments are also called boardings. As explained by the American
Public Transportation Association, to calculate the number of trip segments, “passengers
are counted each time they board vehicles no matter how many vehicles they use to travel
from their origin to their destination and regardless of whether they pay a fare, use a pass
or transfer, ride for free, or pay in some other way” (American Public Transportation
Association, 2016). In the context of intercity travel, a trip segment can be defined as an
itinerary segment a person travels with one bus from a boarding stop to an alighting stop
(as shown in Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4: Conceptual map of a trip segment
•

Trip/Passenger trip: A trip is “the complete ride from an origin to a destination, no matter
how many transfers between buses it takes to complete the trip” (Edmonton Transit Service,
2016). Intercity trip relates to the complete ride by a passenger from the origin city to the
destination city, no matter how many transfers between intercity buses it takes to complete
the trip (Figure 3.5) (National Household Travel Survey, 2006).
Trips can be classified as a direct trips or non-direct trips based on the transfers. Trips can
also be classified as one-way trips or round-trips based on the types of journey.

Figure 3.5: Conceptual map of a trip
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•

Direct trip: In the context of intercity travel, a direct trip refers to a trip that carries a single
departure number and that one passenger can use to get to the destination without a change
of bus line (Figure 3.5).

•

Non-direct trip: A non-direct trip is the opposition of direct trip. It refers to a trip involving
an intermediate stop (Figure 3.5). It can be further sub-divided to trip with transfer and two
trips with an intermediate destination (Figure 3.6). If passengers have an activity near the
intermediate stop, it is considered as an intermediate destination. If passengers just spend
time waiting for the connecting bus at the intermediate stop, it is considered as a transfer.

Figure 3.6: Conceptual map of transfer based trip divisions
•

One-way trip: A one-way trip for intercity travel by bus is: a person travels from one origin
city to a destination city without returning (Figure 3.7).

•

Round-trip: In the context of intercity travel, a passenger traveling from an origin city to
a destination city and returning to the same origin city with the same line is considered as
a round-trip.

•

Same-day round-trip: If the departure times of both ways are in the same day without
staying overnight for intercity travel, it is considered as a same-day round-trip (Figure 3.7).
Thus, the bus departures at night on the following day (until 3:00 a.m. the last bus) will also
be considered as the same day.

•

Multi-day round-trip: Opposite to same-day round-trip, a round-trip with night stay at the
destination city is considered as a multi-day round-trip (Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.7: Conceptual map of journey type based trip division
All the measures from the operator’s perspective are based on trip segments while all the passenger
measures are based on trips. Finally, the passenger trip patterns are analyzed for both one-way trips
and round-trips.

3.3.2 Transfer related definitions
The actual and scheduled transfer times may be different. There is very little research on intercity
buses. The practices and definitions frequently used for railways are introduced here.
As shown in Chapter 2, there are four types of passengers who may be influenced by transfers.
Departing passengers who start their trips from the transfer station; through passengers who remain
in the same vehicle at the transfer station; transferring passengers who transfer from a feeder
vehicle to a connecting vehicle; and arriving passengers who end their trip at the transfer station.
The duration of scheduled transfer times has a lower effect on departing passengers and arriving
passengers than on through passengers and transfer passengers. In most cases, only transfer
passengers are considered during a transfer process.
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Definitions related to transfers are illustrated in Figure 3.8, and the descriptions are given below.
•

Both the feeder vehicle and connecting vehicle have a planned arrival and departure times.

•

Ideal running time is the standard time it takes for a specific vehicle to travel from one
station to another under ideal circumstances (Vansteenwegen and Oudheusden, 2007).

•

Real running time is the actual time that a vehicle takes to travel from one station to
another (Vansteenwegen and Oudheusden, 2007). The bus can be both in advance or
delayed compared to ideal running time.

•

Delay is the difference between the real running time and the ideal running time
(Vansteenwegen and Oudheusden, 2007).

•

Buffer time (or recovery time) is the extra time for small arrival delays of the feeder vehicle
(Vansteenwegen and Oudheusden, 2007). The aim of it is to assure a certain connection
considering the small disturbances and non-ideal circumstances (Vansteenwegen and
Oudheusden, 2007). It increases the chance that the vehicle arrives “on time” and is usually
inserted into the schedule to lower the chance of missing a connection (Goverde, 1998;
Goverde, 1999; Davenport, 2014; Vansteenwegen and Oudheusden, 2007). A trade-off that
should be considered is that a large buffer time decreases the possibility of missing the
connecting vehicle, while it increases the inconvenient wait for both through passengers
and transfer passengers who do not miss their connections (Muller et Furth, 2009).

•

Minimum connection time: In the context of air travel, the minimum connection time
refers to “for a smooth connection between flights, it's important to give yourself adequate
time between the arrival of your first flight and the departure of your next. This time
between flights is known as your minimum connection time, and it’s needed to allow for
security checks and any terminal changes.” (Air Canada, 2017). For intercity travel by bus,
the minimum connection time is the minimum amount of time needed to assure a smooth
connection between the feeder and connecting buses.

•

Exchange time is the time that one transfer passenger spends going from the feeder vehicle
alighting stop to the connecting vehicle boarding stop of the (Muller et Furth, 2009). The
exchange time depends on the layout of interchange and should account for the time
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required to collect information about the connecting vehicle location and departure time,
check or buy the ticket, and walk to the location (Muller et Furth, 2009).
•

The scheduled transfer time (𝑇1−2 ) is the difference between the timetable connecting
vehicle departure time and the timetable feeder vehicle arrival time (𝑇1−2 = D2 – A1, shown
in Figure 3.8) (Muller et Furth, 2009).

•

Transfer wait for transfer passengers is the time that transfer passengers spend waiting
from arriving at the connecting vehicle platform to the connecting vehicle departure (Muller
et Furth, 2009).

•

Transfer wait for through passengers is the amount of time that through passengers spend
waiting from arriving of the feeder vehicle to the departure of the same feeder vehicle (D1A1) (Muller et Furth, 2009).

Figure 3.8: Transfer related concepts
(Muller et Furth, 2009; Vansteenwegen and Oudheusden, 2007)
A tightly scheduled connection will increase the chance of missing a connection. This causes the
largest waiting cost for transfer passengers. Scheduled connections that are too long make transfer
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passengers wait a long time. Thus, each transfer station needs a minimum and a maximum
scheduled transfer time to assure the connection and to avoid long waiting. The objective of transfer
analysis is not to minimize overall waiting time, but to generate transfers that are as close as
possible to an ideal scheduled transfer time (Fleurent et al., 2004). The ideal scheduled transfer
time, however, is influenced by many factors, such as the layout of interchange, time of day, and
passenger needs. For example, 5-10 minutes may be enough for a transfer between metro and bus,
but at least 1-2 hours are recommended for the transfer of a flight.

3.4 Data processing
A trip segment can be directly obtained from the sales database. Basic information related to a trip
segment include the departure time, origin stop name, and destination stop name.
The procedure of processing trip segments is as follows:
1. Origin and destination of trip segments  OD matrix table for each line in two
directions;
2. OD matrix table by line  Number of boardings, Number of alightings, and
passenger load for each line.
Files are prepared for different levels of analysis: node, link, line, and system.
In urban transit area, the ridership is usually reported respectively for weekdays (Mondays to
Fridays), Saturdays, and Sundays in a monthly ridership report. Peak hours in the morning and the
afternoon are also reported in a daily ridership report (Edmonton Transit Service, 2016; Chicago
Transit Authority, 2016; Metro Texas, 2016). However, for intercity travels, the service frequency
is far less and hence, the daily peak and off-peak periods are less well acknowledged. For intercity
travels, peak days include Fridays and Sundays, and off-peak days include the rest of the week.
Thus, in this study, performance measures are reported respectively for peak days, off-peak days,
and holidays (Easter Monday).
Another step of the data processing is to distinguish the subdivisions of trips. “PassengerID” allows
classifying all the trip segments made by a passenger. However, several trip segments can be
combined into a non-direct trip with transfer, two trips with intermediate destination, or a round-
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trip. It is important to define the logic to identify the origin station, destination station, and transfer
station. The procedure to convert trip segments to trips is shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Data processing procedure to identify a trip and a trip with transfer
The first step is to combine the sales database and the complete schedule into one database (see
Figure 3.9). The sales database contains information relating to PassengerID, passenger departure
date and time, departure station, and arrival station. The corresponding scheduled arrival time can
be found in the complete schedule. These trip segments are identified by PassengerID and ordered
by the departure date and time.
The second step is to verify whether the connecting bus departure station is the same as the feeder
bus arrival station. This step aims at excluding the cases that passengers change cities with other
modes of transport.
The third step is to separate the non-direct trips and the round-trips made by one passenger. In a
round-trip, the passenger will go back to the origin station. However, for an intermediate station,
the destination of the connecting bus will be different from the origin station of the feeder bus. This
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is due to the fact that the current system only allows two stations to be chosen as the origin and
destination of a round-trip. Multi-city reservation is beyond the scope of the present research.
The final step is to check whether the connecting station between two lines is a transfer station or
an intermediate destination. Two scenarios can be used to identify them. The first scenario is to
verify whether passengers have taken the following bus. The method is to compare the itinerary
taken by passengers and the itinerary proposed by a route calculator. This scenario is the most
accurate one as the ticket reservation system always proposes the best itinerary with the minimum
transfer time available. However, the available GTFS only contains schedules of 6 operators, and
there are still some inconsistences between the GTFS and sales database, which does not yet allow
an itinerary calculation for all the scale of Quebec for now. Another scenario is to choose a default
wait time at the connecting station. If passengers wait longer than that time, it will be an
intermediate destination. The value of 10 hours is initially arbitrarily chosen as the default time.
This default time considers both the case where passengers must wait for one night if there is no
night bus to complete their trips, and the case where passengers have planned activities at the city
where the connecting station is located. Results show that the maximum transfer time exist is 325
minutes, the origin station and destination station appear the same for longer than 375 minutes’
transfer time. Thus, the value of 6 hours is finally chosen as default time.
The output of this procedure creates two separate files related to all the passenger trips: one file
contains the temporal and spatial information of complete trips and the other one contains the name
of the transfer station and the corresponding scheduled transfer time (Figure 3.9). These two files
are used as follows:
1. The file containing passenger trips  origins and destinations of passenger trips 
OD matrix table of all the passengers on the network of intercity bus in Quebec 
OD desire lines for all the passengers on the network;
2. The file containing passenger trips  the origin stations and total travel times 
The distribution of travel times at the system level;
3. The file containing the transfer station and scheduled transfer time  temporal and
spatial distributions of transfer stations and corresponding transfer times.
Based on different journey types, trips can initially be divided into one-way trips or round-trips.
These types can be directly found in the sales database. Round-trips can be divided into same-day
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round-trips and multiday round-trips. If both trips are taken within the same date, they are sameday round-trips. However, trips whose departures are later than midnight but before the last
departure at 3:00 a.m. are checked and considered as same-day round-trips. Otherwise, they are
considered as multi-day round-trips. All the passengers doing at least one trip in April are searched
in all the databases available to capture the other part of round-trips in March and May (boundaries
of April). There are still some trips marked as round-trips but they appeared only once in the
database. These trips are considered as part of incomplete round-trips (shown in Figure 3.10).

Figure 3.10: Data processing procedure to identify different types of trips

3.5 Performance measure indicators
As stated in Chapter 2, choosing a set of performance measure indicators must reflect the goals of
the study. The factors considered during the selection process are: relation to demand, operator’s
and passenger’s perspectives, and data availability.
The objective of this performance measurement is to know how the service is being used and
passenger travel patterns.
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The indicators are described in the context of intercity travel. The formula for computation and the
purpose of measure are shown in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Intercity travel by bus performance measure indicators
Group

Indicator

Ridership

Passengerkilometers
Performance
traveled
measure
indicators
from
operator’s
perspective

Peak-tobase ratio

Productivity

1

Description
This indicator measures
the number of passengers
at a stop, along a link or a
line, or throughout the
system. Here the ridership
measures the trip
segments, where all
boardings are counted,
including transfers. The
ridership varies at
different time (TCRP
Report 88).
This indicator measures
the total distance traveled
by passengers, influenced
by both the number of
passengers and the
distance they traveled
(TCRP Report 88).
This indicator measures
the proportion between
the number of vehicles in
peak service and in offpeak services. Lower ratio
indicates a higher ability
of operator using vehicles
continuously throughout
one day. This ratio is
always higher than 1
(TCRP Report 88).
Productivity is the ratio of
total passengers
transported divided by
total revenue or service
hours provided during a
given period (TCRP
Report 88).

Formula

Unit

prs

Number
of trip
segments
* trip
segment
network
distance

prskm

Comparing the
maximum number of
buses used on peak
days and the minimum
number of buses used
on off-peak days. This
indicator can help
operators better plan
their continuous
vehicle utilization.

Maximum
vehicles
used in
peakperiod /
vehicles
used on
off-peak
period

Ridership
/ vehicle
revenue
hours

Purpose of measure
Ridership tells us how
importantly each stop,
link, or line is used,
which reflects how
much benefit the
service provides to the
passengers. However,
this is a direct measure
without considering
the number of inservice hours operated
on each route.
This indicator
measures the usage of
intercity bus system. It
allows comparisons
between different
modes, especially with
competitive mode.

prs/
vehh

Productivity impacts
the service cost. Here,
revenue hours are used
since layover times1
are not available.

Layover time is “the scheduled time spent at a route’s terminal between consecutive trips by a single bus” (King

County, 2017).
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Table 3.4: Intercity travel by bus performance measure indicators (continued)
Group

Performanc
e measure
indicators
from
operator’s
perspective

Performance
measure
indicators
from
passenger’s
perspective

Indicator

Description

Passenger
load

This indicator measures
the number of passengers
on board at the
maximum or average load
point. Peak period and
directional effect exist
(TCRP Report 88).

Volume to
capacity
ratio (V/C
ratio)

This indicator measures
the percentage of capacity
that is being utilized
(TCRP Report 88).

Travel time

This indicator measures
the average duration of a
passenger trip from origin
station to destination
station (TCRP Report 88).

Percent of
trips
requiring
transfers

Transfer
time

For route design purpose,
transit will be more
convenient with less
number of transfers
between the desired origin
and destination since
passengers would prefer
one-seat ride (TCRP
Report 88). An
appropriate transfer time
allows passengers to take
a rest, ensures the transfer
between vehicles and
avoids missing the
connection due to service
delays (Fleurent et al.,
2004).

Formula

Unit

prs

Passenger
kilometer
s/seatkilometer
s

Number
of linked
trips
requiring
transfers /
total
number of
linked
trips

%

Purpose of measure
This indicator is often
used to evaluate the
crowdedness of a bus
in urban context in
passenger's
perspective. This
factor shows how
much the vehicle seats
are used in average
load or maximum
load.
This indicator focuses
on the interaction
between supply and
demand. It reflects the
percentage of vehicle
capacity being utilized.

hrs

The travel time of a
trip is a key factor that
determines the
attractiveness of the
intercity bus.

%

This measure indicates
how well the intercity
bus network satisfies
the travel demand of
passengers.

min

This measure is an
important part of
evaluating transfer
quality.
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The operator measures are developed at different levels as illustrated in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: Procedure of performance measures in operator’s perspective
All the calculations assume that there is one bus per departure apart from the specific analysis for
Express Montreal – Quebec corridor. Thus, the results will be higher in some high demand
conditions since an additional bus may need to be added to welcome all passengers. All the
distances mentioned above are road distances. The results are shown in Chapter 4.
Indicators related to passenger measures are all arithmetic averaged by the number of passengers
involved within one month (April 2016). The results are shown in Chapter 5.
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The results are presented by recapitulative tables with key statistical data, graphics, and geometric
map projections. The box plot, also called box and whisker diagram, can display the distribution
of data based on the five-number summary: minimum, first quartile, median, third quartile, and
maximum. All the descriptive statistical data are grouped into 6 clusters based on these 5-summary
data. The standardized colors used in the legend of each cluster, as well as the meanings of each
summary data, are shown in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12: Standardized cluster colors used in legend
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CHAPTER 4

PERFORMANCE MEASURES: OPERATOR’S
PERSPECTIVE

In this chapter, indicators presented in Chapter 3 are applied to evaluate the performance measures
of intercity travel by bus from the operator’s perspective. A spatial-temporal fluctuation of the
demand is illustrated, and the demand characteristics of the most important corridor in Quebec,
Montreal-Quebec corridor, are presented.

4.1 The intercity bus network of Keolis
As stated in Chapter 2, a network is composed of nodes, links, and lines. As of April 2016, the
network of Keolis is composed of 36 stops and 72 links when directions are considered. The
network analyzed in this study is shown in Figure 4.1. The geometry coordinates of each stop and
link are based on the GTFS file developed by Barbier (2016).

Figure 4.1: The nodes and links of the network operated by Keolis in April 2016
As of April 2016, the network is composed of 7 lines. These lines and their codes are shown in
Figure 4.2. In operational practice, some stops are not always served in each run.
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Figure 4.2: The lines of the network operated by Keolis
The services provided have very few fluctuations over one week. The only extra services are two
departures per day for both directions of Montreal and University Laval on Fridays and Sundays.
The departure at 5:00 from Quebec to Montreal is only available from Mondays to Fridays, and the
extra stop of Metro Radisson is only available at 9:05 in the morning from Mondays to Fridays.
Therefore, their effects on the total network supply fluctuation over one week are negligible.
Generally speaking, most departures need only one bus. Sometimes extra buses are added for
certain departures with high demand, particularly for the Montreal -Quebec corridor. This will be
explained later in section 4.4.

4.2 Spatial-temporal fluctuations of the service use
4.2.1 Temporal fluctuations
As stated in Chapter 3, all the Used/Approved tickets from February to April 2016 are used for
temporal demand fluctuation analysis and data in April 2016 are used for performance measures.
Figure 4.3 shows the box plot of the daily number of boardings over a week from February to April
2016. The points in the figure indicate the distribution of the data. Associate key statistics include
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the maximum, minimum, average, and proportion of daily boardings throughout the week. Color
scales from red to green are applied to highlight numbers from high to low in the table.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

Maximum

3687

2261

1765

2862

3394

2220

3062

Mean

1767

1446

1476

1831

2532

1600

2360

Minimum

1445

1234

1262

1517

2120

1301

2083

Proportion over week

14%

11%

11%

14%

19%

12%

18%

Figure 4.3: Box plot and statistics of daily number of passengers over a week
It is shown that the highest average daily number of boardings is on Fridays and Sundays (19%
and 18% of total number of weekly boardings respectively), followed by Thursdays, Mondays, and
Saturdays. The days with the least daily average number of boardings are on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays. However, the maximum number of boardings in the dataset (outlier) is found on
Monday, more specifically on Easter Monday (March 28th, 2016) with 3687 passengers per day.
Fridays and Sundays have the highest number of boardings compared to the rest of days. This is
probably because passengers who travel to spend their weekends somewhere else depart on Fridays
and return on Sundays. Mondays and Thursdays also have a higher number of passengers compared
to Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays. This is reasonable because some passengers may take
the intercity buses to work on Mondays, and some passengers may start their weekends earlier on
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Thursdays. Tuesdays and Wednesdays have the least number of boardings because these days are
in the middle of the week and fewer leisure activities are taken on these days. The outliers with the
highest number of boardings are found on holidays, such as the Good Friday (March 25th, 2016)
and Easter Monday (March 28th, 2016). Passengers have a longer weekend during the holidays,
and they leave on Friday and go back on Monday. The weekly trend of the number of boardings
and the holidays or event effects are shown in Figure 4.4.
Daily number of boardings over time
Daily number of boardings
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Figure 4.4: Weekly trend of average daily number of boardings
From February 1st to April 30th, 2016, there was only one holiday in Quebec, which is Easter
Monday on March 28th. As shown in Figure 4.4, the highest number of boardings is observed on
this day. The Thursday and Friday of this week (March 24th and 25th) also have a higher number of
boardings compared to the other Thursdays and Fridays. Passengers seem to leave for their holidays
on Thursdays and Fridays, but they all come back on Easter Monday. This explains why an
extremely high number of passengers is observed on Easter Monday. Another period with a high
number of boardings is during the week from February 26th to March 6th, 2016. The number of
boardings throughout this week is higher than on typical days. This may be due to the school break
in Quebec.

4.2.2 Spatial fluctuations
Intercity travel also exhibits spatial fluctuations. The 7 lines operated by Keolis can be grouped
into 3 categories: lines between larger cities and smaller cities, lines between cities with similar
sizes, and the other lines (e.g., between Montreal Trudeau airport and Montreal).
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Line 10 (Montreal - Victoriaville), Line 60 (Rimouski – Grande-Rivière), and Line 68 (Rimouski
- Gaspé) are the lines between larger cities and smaller cities (Figure 4.5 as an example). These
lines are generally considered as part of the regional network (Blais, 1996). Figure 4.5 (a) shows
the average daily number of passengers on each stop over time of the week in two directions. Figure
4.5 (b) is the average daily number of boardings and the load profile over each station along the
line.
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Figure 4.5: Average daily number of passengers over time and stations for Line 60
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(b)
Figure 4.5: Average daily number of passengers over time and stations for Line 60
(one departure per day)
For these lines, the highest number of boardings is observed from the terminal stations of large
cities while few boardings are observed on intermediate stations. For the direction to large cities,
the number of boardings is relatively more dispersive at every intermediate station. The highest
load point is always near the terminal station of large cities. This phenomenon displays that there
is very few personal exchanges between small cities. The number of boardings is relatively high
for both directions on Fridays, Saturdays, Sundays, and Mondays than the rest of the week. Two
kinds of travel may explain this phenomenon: people living in small cities go back home on Fridays
and leave for work or study on Sundays or Mondays; people may also go to large cities for
entertainment or for shopping during the weekend on Saturdays or Sundays.
Line 64 (Rimouski-Quebec/Montreal), Line 41 (Montreal - Trois-Rivières - Quebec), and Line 48
(Montreal-Quebec) are examples of traveling between cities of similar sizes (Figure 4.6 as an
example).
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Average daily number of boardings over time
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Figure 4.6: Average daily number of passengers over time and stations for Line 41
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These lines are part of the basic network (Blais, 1996). For these lines, apart from the high number
of boardings from the terminal stations, the number of boardings from the intermediate stations are
also considerable (Figure 4.6 (b)). The load profile is similar for both directions. People living in
cities along these lines go to either one of the large cities. The number of boardings is high on both
directions on Fridays and Sundays, and there is a very similar travel pattern on Friday afternoons
and Sunday afternoons in the opposite directions (Figure 4.6 (a)). This is probably because people
who go to large cities during the weekend leave on Friday afternoons after work and then go back
home on Sunday afternoons.
Line 49 is categorized as an “other line” and its distribution over time is presented in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Average daily number of passengers over time for Line 49
This line is only available for passengers who come to Montreal by intercity bus and then transfer
to the airport. The travel demand relies heavily on the flight schedules. There is relatively stable
demand throughout the week. It is observed that the average number of boardings in the afternoon
is higher than in the morning for the direction Montreal to Montreal Trudeau Airport throughout
one week. This is because most passengers taking intercity buses arrive at Montreal in the early
afternoon. The number of passengers leaving Montreal on Mondays is slightly higher than the rest
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of the days. This may be because passengers for business mostly leave at the beginning of the week.
The number of passengers arriving in Montreal is relatively dispersed throughout the daytime, and
a higher number of boardings is observed in the morning around 11:00 and in the evening around
20:00.

4.2.3 Remarks
Unlike the supply, which is a relatively constant service for all types of days apart from extra buses
used in certain runs, the results of this section show that the demand is highly variable.
Regarding intercity travel, days can be divided into three types: holidays, peak days, and off-peak
days. During holidays or event days, there is an extremely high number of passengers. Fridays and
Sundays can be classified as peak days, and off-peak days include the rest of the week. Among
these off-peak days, Mondays and Thursdays have a slightly higher number of boardings. The only
line that connects Montreal Trudeau Airport and Montreal city center does not have significant
trends over time as this service is only a trip segment of passengers who take intercity travels, and
their demand depends largely on flight schedules.
Lines that belong to regional networks and basic networks have different patterns of boardings. For
regional networks, a significant difference of boardings is found between the terminal stations and
intermediate stations. Most passengers travel to large cities, while there are much less travels
between the small cities. For basic networks, passengers travel more during the weekends, and the
boardings are more dispersed among every intermediate station.

4.3 Intercity bus system performance measure
4.3.1 System performance measure report
Results of performance measure indicators estimated at the system level in April 2016 and on
Easter Monday are shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Trip segment-based performance measure report for April 2016 and Easter Monday
Indicator
Note: All the number is on daily basis
Ridership
Passenger-kilometers traveled
Peak to base ratio
Productivity
Passenger load
Volume to capacity ratio (V/C ratio)

Peak days

Off-peak days

Easter Monday

Unit

2300
529,628

1487
346,469
1.41
5
16
0.28

3687
883,243

Prs
prs-km

12
38
0.69

prs/veh-h
prs/veh

7
23
0.41

Compared to off-peak days, the ridership on peak days is about 50% higher, and on Easter Monday
it is more than doubled. There is not too much difference for the average distances that passengers
traveled on the three types of days (230 km on peak days, 233 km on off-peak days, and 240 km
on Easter Monday).
The peak to base ratio compares the number of buses used on Easter Monday and the minimum
number of buses used on the off-peak days in April (April 6th, 2016). The calculation assumes 56
seats per bus and does not consider the circular use of vehicles between different departures or
routes. The result shows that the number of buses used on the day with the highest demand is 40%
higher than the day with lowest demand.
As defined in Chapter 3, productivity is the number of passengers transported per revenue hour.
Here the revenue hours consider the total amount of time when vehicles are in service. This
indicator is a measurement that impacts the service cost.
Both passenger load and volume to capacity ratio at the system, link, and line levels assume one
bus per departure. The results may be a little higher than the realities since sometimes extra buses
are necessary for certain departures with high demand. The additional buses used are specifically
detected for Montreal-Quebec corridor in section 4.4.
As there is very little research on intercity travels, no immediate target values are available for
comparison. TCRP Report 88 suggests some example target values, but these values are obtained
from urban travels. A productivity standard obtained by TCRP Report 88 for a fixed-route bus
service is 13.0 passengers per hour (TCRP Report 88, 2003). TCRP Report 88 pointed out that 11
to 20 passengers per hour is the minimum acceptable standard for a mixed demand responsive and
fixed-route system according to 37 of the 86 surveyed agencies. Nevertheless, the values vary
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substantially by transit system and mode considered: 54.9 (Chicago Transit Authority – bus), 27.8
(New Jersey Transit – bus), 150.7 (Boston MBTA – rail) (TCRP Report 88, 2003).

4.3.2 Stop level performance measures
There are mainly three indicators at the stop level: the number of boardings, the number of
alightings, and the number of boardings and alightings per departure. All these indicators are
calculated for peak days, off-peak days, and Easter Monday respectively. First, the number of
departures at each station is shown in Figure 4.8. The cities included in this investigation are
classified into two groups: frequently served areas with more than 10 departures per stop, and less
frequently served areas with less than 10 departures per stop (including 10). The number of
boardings/alightings is presented respectively for these two groups (Figure 4.9 to Figure 4.14). The
number of boardings and alightings per departure is illustrated in Figures 4.15 to Figure 4.17.
Finally, the stop volumes are compared with city population sizes to measure the intercity bus
service attractivity (Figure 4.18).

Figure 4.8: Daily number of departures provided by Keolis in April 2016
As shown in Figure 4.8, there are four stops with the highest number of departures per day:
Montreal, Longueuil, Quebec (Sainte-Foy), and Quebec (Center-ville). There are also six stations
with a relatively high number of departures: Montreal Trudeau Airport, Drummondville, Trois-
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Rivières, Lévis, Rivière-du-Loup, and Rimouski. These ten cities account for 78.5% of all the
departures on peak days, and 79.9% on off-peak days. There are some stops served less than 2
departures per day. Berthierville is only served in the morning and the evening, and Metro Radisson
is only served in the morning in the direction to Montreal arriving from Quebec.
Figure 4.9 to Figure 4.14 show the number of boardings and alightings on peak days, off-peak days,
and on Easter Monday respectively. Cities with more than 10 departures per day are underlined.

Figure 4.9: Daily number of boardings - peak days (Station Name (Number of boardings))

Figure 4.10: Daily number of alightings - peak days (Station Name (Number of alightings))
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Figure 4.11: Daily number of boardings - off-peak days (Station Name (Number of boardings))

Figure 4.12: Daily number of alightings - off-peak days (Station Name (Number of alightings))
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Figure 4.13: Daily number of boardings – Easter Monday (Station Name (Number of boardings))

Figure 4.14: Daily number of alightings – Easter Monday (Station Name (Number of alightings))
On peak days, Montreal, Quebec (Sainte-Foy), and Quebec (Center-Ville) have the highest number
of boardings and alightings. These three stations account for about 71% of the total number of
boardings and alightings throughout all the network of Keolis. The number of boardings on Easter
Monday in all frequently served cities is much higher than typical days. For example, the number
of boardings is almost doubled in most cities (nearly all frequently served cities except for Montreal
and Montreal Trudeau Airport). The number of alightings in Montreal is two times higher than
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during peak days. This indicates that a lot of passengers in other cities return to Montreal on Easter
Monday after their holidays.
On off-peak days, the four stations in the two largest cities in Quebec account for about 76% of the
total number of boardings and alightings. The proportion of boardings and alightings becomes less
important in Montreal (from 37% to 25%) and higher in Longueuil on off-peak days (from 3.5%
to 15%). The number of alightings at Longueuil on off-peak days is 5.3 times higher than peak
days. A possible explanation for this phenomenon is that on peak days, people may travel for leisure
purposes and hence, the city center is most likely their destination. On off-peak days, people may
travel more for business/work purposes, and they can transfer to other modes (metro for example)
more easily to arrive at their final destinations. Unlike Montreal and Longueuil, the number of
boardings/alightings at both stations of Quebec (Sainte-Foy, Center-Ville) are similar.
The less served areas also have a lower number of boardings or alightings (maximum 38 per day)
except for the University Laval station. For all the stops, there is a higher number of boardings on
Easter Monday. Significantly higher numbers of boardings on peak days than off-peak days are
observed in cities along the Montreal-Quebec-Rimouski corridor. In the north of Quebec however,
only a slightly higher number of boardings on peak days is observed. The number of boardings at
University Laval is the highest compared to the rest of cities, even though the service is only
available on Fridays and Sundays.
There are no significant differences between boardings and alightings. However, there are some
exceptions: on off-peak days, there is a higher number of alightings than boardings at the stop
Saint-Hyacinthe, and there is a much higher number of boardings than alightings in Victoriaville
on Easter Monday. The exception of Saint-Hyacinthe is due to the schedule, as there is only one
departure to Montreal in the morning, while 5 departures are scheduled in the afternoon and the
evening. However, fewer passengers go to other places in the afternoon on off-peak days. The case
for Victoria is probably due to a lot of people going back to Montreal after their holidays to prepare
the work on the next day.
Figures 4.15 to Figure 4.17 show the stop boardings and alightings per departure. The number of
boardings and alightings are counted together. The highest number of stop boardings and alightings
per departure is listed in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.15: Daily number of stop boardings and alightings per departure – peak days

Figure 4.16: Daily number of stop boardings and alightings per departure – off-peak days
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Figure 4.17: Daily number of stop boardings and alightings per departure – Easter Monday
Table 4.2: Cities with the highest and the least number of boardings and alightings per departure
in descending/ascending order
Peak days
The highest (14+ Trois-Rivières,
boardings
and
Montreal,
alightings
per
Rimouski,
departure)
Quebec (Sainte-Foy),
Quebec
Laval),

Off-peak days

Easter Monday

Longueuil,

Rimouski, Trois-Rivières,

Trois-Rivières,

Montreal,

Rimouski,

Quebec (Sainte-Foy),

Quebec (Sainte-Foy),

Quebec (Center-Ville),

(University Montreal,

Victoriaville,

Quebec (Center-Ville)

Quebec (Center-Ville)
The least (less
than 1 on peak and
off-peak days and
less than 2 on
Easter Monday)

Grande-Vallée,
Montreal
Radisson),

(Metro

Rivière-du-Loup,
Gaspé, Laval

Montreal
Radisson),

(Metro Grande-Vallée

Grande-Vallée,

Matapédia,

Matapédia,

Mont-Louis

Saint-Jean-Port-Joli,
Mont-Joli,
Mont-Louis,
Trois-Pistoles
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The results indicate that intercity travels are mainly between the cities of large and medium
population sizes. Overall, the stations with the highest number of boardings and alightings also
have a higher level of efficiency regarding the number of boardings and alightings per departure.
Trois-Rivières and Rimouski, along with the main stations in Montreal and Quebec, are the most
efficient stations. Longueuil is more efficient than Montreal on off-peak days because its number
of alightings is higher on off-peak days, as shown before.
Grande-Vallée is the least efficient stop even on Easter Monday. The least efficient stops are
generally located in the north of Quebec with 1 departure per day per direction. Some exceptions
include Montreal (Metro Radisson), Trois-Pistoles, and Saint-Jean-Port-Joli. Montreal (Metro
Radisson) is only served once in the direction of Montreal. Trois-Pistoles and Saint-Jean-Port-Joli
are less efficient because compared to their supply (more than 2 departures per day per direction),
their demand is low.
Figure 4.18 shows the stop number of boardings and alightings compared to the city population on
peak days. The cities with the highest and least number of boardings and alightings compared to
the city population are listed in Table 4.3.

Figure 4.18: Number of boardings and alightings/city population – peak days
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Table 4.3: Cities with the highest and the least number of boardings and alightings/city population
Peak days
The 5 highest number of Carleton,
boardings

and Rivière-du-Loup,

Off-peak days

Easter Monday

Carleton,

Carleton,

Rimouski,

Rimouski,

alightings/city

Rimouski,

Pointe-à-la-Croix,

Rivière-au-Renard,

population

La Pocatière,

Rivière-du-Loup,

Rivière-du-Loup,

Quebec City

Rivière-au-Renard

La Pocatière

Laval,

Matapédia,

Repentigny,

Laval,

The 5 least number of Laval,
boardings

and Lévis,

alightings/city

Repentigny,

Lévis,

Lévis,

population

Saint-Hyacinthe,

Victoriaville,

Repentigny,

Gaspé

Mont-Joli

Saint-Hyacinthe

When considering the population size of each city, results show that intercity bus services are more
attractive for cities located in the north of Quebec. For these cities, their population sizes are
relatively low, and intercity buses are the only public mode to go to larger cities. Intercity bus
services are less attractive for cities that locate near Montreal and Quebec City, such as Laval,
Repentigny, and Lévis. This is because traveling between these cities belong to suburban travels
with the express suburban services available while long-distance travel demand in these cities is
relatively low.

4.3.3 Link level performance measures
Two indicators are discussed at the link level: the ridership and volume to capacity ratio. These
two indicators are calculated for peak days, off-peak days and Easter Monday respectively.
Figure 4.19 shows the daily number of vehicles that passes through different links.
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Figure 4.19: Daily link departures
There are 10 links frequently served, with more than 18 departures per day. All these links are
along the Montreal - Quebec (Center-Ville) corridor. The next highly served corridor is Montreal
- Montreal Trudeau Airport line with 8 departures per day. The rest of the links generally have 6
departures per day.
Figure 4.20 to Figure 4.22 show the daily link ridership on peak days, off-peak days and Easter
Monday.
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Figure 4.20: Daily link ridership – peak days

Figure 4.21: Daily link ridership – off-peak days
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Figure 4.22: Daily link ridership – Easter Monday
These results show that the Montreal - Quebec (Montreal - Longueuil - Saint-Hyacinthe Drummondville - Quebec (Sainte-Foy) - Quebec (Center-Ville)) corridor has the highest ridership
in two directions. These links account for about 66% of the total link ridership throughout the
whole network on both peak days and off-peak days. This proportion is slightly lower on Easter
Monday (64%), because a significantly higher ridership is witnessed for the less frequently served
links on Easter Monday. The Quebec - Rivière-du-Loup - Rimouski and Montreal - Trois-Rivières
- Quebec corridors have the highest demand after the Montreal - Quebec corridor. Actually, they
belong to the basic network of Quebec. There is a significant difference of link ridership between
the two sections of Line 41 Montreal - Trois-Rivières - Quebec and Line 64 Montreal - Rivièredu-Loup - Rimouski. The sections of Montreal - Trois-Rivières and Quebec - Rivière-du-Loup
have higher ridership than the other portions of these two lines on both peak days and off-peak
days. This will be discussed along with the analysis of volume to capacity ratio.
The volume to capacity ratios of all the links are presented from Figure 4.23 to Figure 4.25.
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Figure 4.23: Volume to capacity ratio by link – peak days

Figure 4.24: Volume to capacity ratio by link – off-peak days
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Figure 4.25: Volume to capacity ratio by link – Easter Monday
The link with the highest V/C ratio is from University Laval to Quebec (Sainte-Foy) on peak days,
with a proportion of 0.69. There are only two departures per day on Fridays and Sundays, but the
students traveling to Montreal are numerous.
The Montreal - Quebec corridor has a higher V/C ratio on peak days than off-peak days. This is
reasonable as their supply is almost the same, but the ridership is much less on off-peak days.
Compared to the other links along the Montreal – Quebec corridor, the V/C ratio between Quebec
(Sainte-Foy) and Quebec (Center-Ville) is much lower, with about 0.25 on peak days and less than
0.20 on off-peak days. Even on Easter Monday, it is less than 0.40. This may be due to an important
number of boardings and alightings at Quebec (Sainte-Foy) station.
The links with the lowest V/C ratio are located in the north of Quebec (all the links between
Paspebiac and Grande-Rivière, and Sainte-Anne-des-Monts and Gaspé). This is not surprising as
the ridership in these cities is also the lowest. Links Montreal Trudeau Airport  Montreal,
Trois-Rivières  Quebec (Sainte-Foy), and Victoriaville  Drummondville also have lower
V/C ratios. This is due to the high frequency of buses along these links. On Easter Monday, all the
links have a V/C ratio higher than 0.24. Exceptions include links Grande-Rivière  Paspebiac,
Drummondville  Victoriaville, and Montreal  Montreal Trudeau Airport.
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As mentioned before, there are obvious link ridership differences between the two sections along
Line 41 Montreal - Trois-Rivières - Quebec and Line 64 Montreal - Rivière-du-Loup - Rimouski.
As for the supply, there is no difference between the two sections for Line 41, and 1 in 4 departures
only serve section Quebec - Rivière-du-Loup for Line 64. Comparing the link V/C ratios, it is
noticed that both ridership and V/C ratio are lower for the Trois-Rivières - Quebec section. Thanks
to the differentiated services of Line 64, there is no significant difference on link V/C ratios
between these two sections. This implies that providing a differentiated service for these two lines
may improve the overall V/C ratios. However, a differentiated service may force some users to do
a transfer, which may affect the overall ridership.

4.3.4 Line level performance measures
Figure 4.26 shows the proportion of passenger boardings for 7 lines operated by Keolis on different
types of days.
Proportion of ridership - Peak days
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Figure 4.26: Proportion of passenger boardings on peak days, off-peak days, and Easter Monday
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Proportion of ridership - Off-peak days
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Proportion of ridership - Easter Monday
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Figure 4.26: Proportion of passenger boardings on peak days, off-peak days, and Easter Monday
The Line 48 Express Montreal - Quebec accounts for about 60% of the total ridership of Keolis
intercity bus network. Other lines with high ridership include Line 41 Montreal - Trois-Rivières Quebec and Line 64 Montreal - Quebec - Rimouski. The lines that serve the north of Quebec, Line
60 and Line 68, have the least ridership. These two lines benefit from cross-subsidies, they are
unprofitable and are financed by the most profitable Line 48. All the seven lines can be grouped
into 4 categories based on their ridership proportion similarities: Line 48 (the only express line
with the highest ridership), Line 64 and Line 41, Line 60 and Line 68, and Line 10 and Line 49.
Figure 4.27 shows the overall comparison of demand (ridership), supply (seats available), and the
V/C ratio by line. The supply is calculated by multiplying the number of seats per vehicle and the
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total number of departures per line. All the departures are assumed to have only one bus in service.
For certain departures on Easter Monday or peak days, however, the capacity of one bus can not
satisfy the demand. However, the departures that need extra buses are not always the same. The
demand is calculated by accumulating all the number of boardings along one line. The line V/C
ratio is weighted by the distance of each route. It is calculated by dividing the total passengerkilometers traveled and the total seats-kilometers operated.
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Figure 4.27: Overall comparison of demand and supply and volume to capacity ratio by line
The supply is almost the same for all types of days and in both directions. Some exceptions exist.
The supply of Line 10 Victoriaville  Montreal on Easter Monday is slightly lower than on
ordinary days. This is because of the non-availability of the last departure at 21:50 on Easter
Monday. Line 48 has a higher level of service on peak days because two extra departures between
University Laval and Montreal are only available on Friday afternoons and Sunday afternoons.
Lines with different supply on two directions include Line 41, Line 48, and Line 49. Line 41 and
Line 49 have both one departure less per day for the direction to Montreal. Line 48 has one
departure less on Saturdays and Sundays for direction Quebec  Montreal. Unlike services in
urban areas, some differentiated services exist for Line 10, Line 48, Line 41, and Line 64. These
differentiated services include intermediate stop change and terminal station change. All these four
lines have intermediate stop change, which means that the cities served for each departure changes
within one day. For example, there are 17 departures per day for Line 48 from Montreal to Quebec,
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Longueuil is served 11 times, and Drummondville is only served 2 times; 4 departures are taken
without intermediate stop between Montreal and Quebec (Sainte-Foy). Line 10 and Line 64 have
terminal station change. For example, 4 out of 6 departures terminate at Drummondville for Line
10 from Montreal to Victoriaville. The advantage of these differentiated services is that more cities
can be served, and passengers would not have extreme long travel time due to the stop at each
station.
For all lines except for Line 49, the number of boardings and the V/C ratio are always higher on
peak days than on off-peak days and are the highest on Easter Monday. As stated before, Line 49
is only accessible for passengers who come to Montreal and then transfer to Montreal Trudeau
Airport, their demand has no obvious temporal pattern. On Easter Monday, the total demand of
Line 48 Quebec  Montreal and Line 64 Rimouski  Quebec  Montreal is higher than the
supply supposing only one bus per departure. As seen for stop level and link level analysis, an
extremely high number of alightings is found at the Montreal station because passengers come
back to Montreal after their holidays, thus nearly all the lines heading to Montreal have higher V/C
ratios.
Line 48 has the highest ridership and V/C ratio, with more than 0.74 on peak days and more than
0.45 on off-peak days. On Easter Monday, the V/C ratio is more than 0.90 and exceeded 1.00 for
the direction Quebec  Montreal. This is because additional vehicles are necessary to satisfy the
extremely high demand on this line, but 1 bus per departure is assumed for calculation. The
additional buses are detected later in section 4.4.
Line 64 and Line 41 have similar levels of ridership. In the direction of Montreal, Line 41 has a
slightly higher number of boardings (162 to 123) but the same number of departures and V/C ratio
(33%) than on peak days. On off-peak days, these two lines have the same ridership (88) but the
V/C ratio is lower for Line 41. Two reasons may explain these differences. One is that the
passengers travel a proportionally longer distance on Line 64 in the direction of Montreal. Indeed,
for Line 64 in the direction of Quebec or Montreal, most passengers board at the terminal station
Rimouski and then get off the bus at either Quebec or Montreal station. However, for Line 41, it is
less possible that passengers travel the whole journey from Quebec to Montreal since the express
Line 48 between these two cities is faster. As seen before, the number of passengers who travel
between Quebec and Trois-Rivières is significantly less than those who travel between Trois-
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Rivières and Montreal. Besides, the supply also contributes to their differences since there is
differentiated services for two sections of Line 64, whilst services of Line 41 are always the same.
Line 49 Airport-Montreal has the lowest V/C ratio on peak days and an equivalent V/C ratio on
off-peak days (around 0.12). This is because compared to its frequent supply, the ridership is quite
low. Line 10 is similar to Line 49. Even though the supply is slightly lower than Line 49, the
difference between the demand and the supply is significant on both peak days and off-peak days.
Its V/C ratio is the lowest compared to all the other lines on off-peak days, with only about 9%.
Line 60 (Grande-Rivière -Rimouski) and Line 68 (Rimouski-Gaspé) have the lowest supply and
demand. They both provide services in the north of Quebec with only one departure per day. Their
differences on two directions and different types of days are less significant than the other lines.
Line 68 is slightly less used compared to Line 60 in two directions on both peak and off-peak days.
Figure 4.28 shows the daily productivity of each line. This is calculated by dividing the daily
ridership and the total revenue hours of each line.
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Figure 4.28: Daily productivity by line
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The average productivity on Easter Monday, peak days and off-peak days are respectively 10, 6,
and 5 passengers/hour. The standard deviation on these three types of days is respectively 6, 3 and
4. The standard deviation is the highest on Easter Monday, this is because for some lines the
ridership is extremely high compared to peak days (e.g. Line 48, Line 10, Line 64 and Line 41 in
the direction of Montreal), but for some lines, it does not change much (e.g. Line 10 in the direction
of Victoriaville and Line 49). The lines with high productivity regardless of the time period are
Line 49 from Montreal to Montreal Trudeau Airport and Express Line 48 Montreal - Quebec. The
Line 49 on off-peak days has exceeded the average level of 188%. The high productivity of this
line is because of its short travel time compared to other intercity travel lines. For Line 48 Montreal
- Quebec, due to the high ridership, productivity is also high. The least productive lines include
Line 64 and Line 68. This is because Line 64 has a rather long distance and thus a quite long travel
time, while Line 68 has very low ridership.
The weighted average passenger load is equivalent to the V/C ratio multiplied by the number of
seats per bus, which is not presented here since its form will be like the one of V/C ratio. Figure
4.29 shows the daily maximum passenger load per departure and the corresponding departure time
on peak days, off-peak days, and Easter Monday. The number of vehicles is highlighted by the
dark line, which assumes that the number of seats per bus is 56.
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Figure 4.29: Daily maximum passenger load per departure and the corresponding departure time
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The lines whose maximum load exceed the capacity of one bus on both peak days and off-peak
days is Line 48 in both directions and Line 64 in the direction of Rimouski. On Easter Monday, the
departure with the maximum passenger load for Line 48 needs three buses in the direction of
Quebec and 5 buses in the direction of Montreal. Some lines only need additional buses on peak
days, such as Line 41 in both directions and Line 64 in the direction of Montreal/Quebec. For some
lines and some directions, the maximum load point is less than half of the seats available even on
peak days, such as Line 68 in both directions, Line 60 in the direction of Grande-Rivière, and Line
10 heading to Montreal. For travel between Montreal and Quebec (Line 48 and Line 41), the highest
demand is always observed at noon or in the afternoon. This is probably because the business trip
passengers usually arrange their work in the morning and then go back in the afternoon, while
entertainment trip passengers either start or end their activity at this time on weekends. Line 10 and
Line 64 are similar in terms of maximum load time, as passengers leave early in the morning to go
to the large cities and then go back in the afternoon or the evening after their activities have
concluded. Passengers of Line 60 and Line 68 leave in the morning without any other choice as
there is only one bus per day.

4.4 The analysis of the main Express Montreal - Quebec corridor
Line 48 Express Montreal-Quebec is the most used line for intercity travel in Quebec. Ridership
on this line accounts for more than 60% of the total ridership in April 2016. It is important to
analyze when, where, and how people use the service of this express line.
Considering the additional vehicles used, the performance measure indicators are specifically
calculated for Line 48 (Table 4.4).
Table 4.4: Performance measure report for Line 48 Montreal – Quebec
Indicator
Note: All the number is on daily basis
Ridership
Passenger-kilometers traveled
Peak to base ratio
Productivity
Passenger load
Volume to capacity ratio (V/C ratio)

Peak days

Off-peak days

Easter Monday

Unit

1276
327,294

898
230,683
1.94
7.8
26
0.46

1292
556,353

Prs
prs-km

7.5
40
0.72

prs/veh-h
prs/veh

10.3
33
0.59
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Compared to the system performance measure, the productivity, average passenger load, and V/C
ratio is higher on both peak days and off-peak days. However, due to the additional vehicles used,
the productivity does not improve on Easter Monday. The difference between V/C ratios on peak
days and off-peak days is less significant for Line 48 than the system level. This result implies that
for the other lines, a differentiated service on peak days and off-peak days may improve the service.
Figure 4.30 shows the average daily number of boardings over time for Line 48.
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Figure 4.30: Average daily number of passengers over time for Line 48
By looking at Figure 4.30, we clearly see that there is a high demand on Fridays and Sundays in
both directions. Also, the distribution is symmetrical in the two directions. There is always one
departure on off-peak days and several departures on peak days with a higher number of boardings
compared to the rest of the departures. This will be discussed later in this section.
There are 5 stations along this express line: Montreal – Longueuil – Drummondville – Quebec
(Sainte-Foy) – Quebec (Center-Ville). However, Drummondville is only served three times over
one day, in the morning, in the evening, and at midnight. The number of boardings at this station
only accounts for about 1% of this line’s total ridership. Travels between different stations in one
city is not authorized (Montreal to Longueuil or Sainte-Foy to Quebec City for example) to avoid
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the competition with urban public transport. Consequently, Montreal and Longueuil are considered
together and Sainte-Foy and Quebec City are considered together since the distance between these
different stations in the same city is negligible compared to the long distance of the whole line.
University Laval is only served on Friday and Sunday afternoons, and this service is only accessible
for students. Therefore, it is not considered for this part. Line 48 has 17 departures per day for both
directions, with almost one departure per hour. Based on Keolis’ operational practice, departures
before 12:00 are considered as morning departures, departures between 12:00 and 17:00 are
considered as afternoon departures, and the rest are evening departures (Keolis, 2017).
By cumulating statistics for all passengers, we can obtain the number of boardings per departure
over time in both directions (Figure 4.31 and Figure 4.32). The columns refer to the 30 days of
observation on April 2016 plus on Easter Monday, and the different rows refer to the 17 departure
times of the day. Each cell contains the number of boardings for that given day for a departure time.
The proportion of each departure, average passenger load, maximum passenger load, and minimum
passenger load on peak days and off-peak days are shown in the right part of Figure 4.30 and Figure
4.31. These figures allow the observation of the demand patterns of the line at different levels of
aggregation.
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MTL-QUE Week
Date
Time

06:00
07:00
08:00
09:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:30
22:00
23:00

Mon
H
29
15
48
37
73
93
40
53
42
125
64
40
47
50
52
38
21

Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu
01 02 03 04 05 06 07
46 21 14 20 22 18 28
12 13 7
12 11
7
14
21 22 11 25 17 22 35
26 36 16 27 26 26 19
47 36 36 30 13 30 14
46 34 41 36 21 31 24
46 24 41 30 32 16 33
49 27 29 28 23 22 20
49 13 34 25 15 23 26
78 47 99 47 67 57 43
32 17 31 25 40 23 38
49 14 42 26 25 29 40
48 22 48 20 31 21 37
49 36 32 21 24 17 40
26 16 24 19 16 19 16
29 15 22
9
19 20 46

Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu
08 09 10 11 12 13 14
29 23 20 23 19 24 21
16 19 19 18 10
8
15
31 28 31 38 26 40 36
34 24 30 33 41 41 46
56 41 42 35 33 26 45
35 37 45 31 16 26 35
49 27 46 22 26 30 35
47 18 26 34 20 23 42
45 25 39 34 15 25 36
79 47 95 49 68 43 70
45 28 44 28 40 21 43
98 21 53 20 47 25 41
60 23 33 33 28 22 53
39 12 36 23 29 27 35
36 18 18 11 13 18 15
31 21 28 12 20 13 17

Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
15 26 16 15 16 15 26
17 22 8
13
8
15 14
38 40 24 48 45 22 50
37 39 32 36 22 28 23
38 35 45 47 20 23 29
43 48 44 45 23 29 20
48 42 19 30 22 33 36
59 25 41 32 21 20 34
48 21 39 21 18 17 27
73 28 80 46 63 71 76
45 21 33 17 46 36 37
57 21 59 19 38 31 38
68 16 43 25 34 47 47
35 14 45 29 19 42 42
38 13 20 13 10 16 16
34 22 21 16 20 21 26

Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
39 35 19 23 17 26 24
18 26 5
17 13 16 19
20 51 29 50 47 41 43
29 36 28 39 29 27 42
63 39 32 47 24 33 50
47 44 35 40 34 32 42
49 40 43 17 23 46 50
49 37 32 19 19 23 45
48 21 37 19 25 30 32
88 45 91 58 57 57 72
48 22 31 23 30 47 31
83 18 61 13 28 44 25
73 16 40 21 46 45 42
43 24 47 30 27 27 37
19 14 27 12
8
18 14
30 20 19 21 21 22 24

Fri Sat
29 30
44 25
19 5
33 48
30 31
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49 34
45 20
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67 58
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Figure 4.31: Synthesis of passenger boardings by the time of day (hour) MontrealQuebec
QUE-MTL Week
Date
Time
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Figure 4.32: Synthesis of passenger boardings by the time of day (hour) QuebecMontreal
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In general, we observe a slightly higher demand from Montreal to Quebec than from Quebec to
Montreal with a higher average number of boardings per departure per day (31 to 28). On peak
days, a higher proportion of passengers travels from Montreal to Quebec in the afternoon and
evening than in the morning (37.6% and 34.6% compared to 27.8%). However, on off-peak days,
passengers travel more in the morning and afternoon than in the evening (36.3% and 35.5%
compared to 28.2%). This situation is even more significant for the Quebec to Montreal direction.
46% of passengers travel in the afternoon on peak days, and 39.9% of passengers travel in the
morning on off-peak days. This implies that the passengers may travel more often on weekends for
leisure in the afternoon while for business in the morning.
The highest demand during one day is 15:00 in the direction of Quebec and 12:30 in the direction
of Montreal. The number of boardings at these departures account for about 12% of total passenger
boardings, and this proportion is slightly higher on peak days than off-peak days. The average load,
maximum load, and minimum load at these two departures are always the highest during one day
whenever on peak days or off-peak days. The next highest proportion of boardings in the direction
of Montreal is at 17:00 and 18:00 on peak days, and at 8:00 on off-peak days. For the reverse
direction, it is at 15:30, 16:30 and 17:30 on peak days, and at 8:30 and 9:30 on off-peak days. This
is easy to understand since these times are generally ideal to either start or to end the activities.
The departures with the lowest number of boardings can be observed in the early morning or late
evening. The second departure at 7:00 and the last departure at 23:00 from Montreal to Quebec
have the lowest average number of boardings, and the minimum passenger load for this direction
is also seen on these departures. The minimum passenger load for the whole line is found on offpeak days in the direction of Montreal, with only one passenger onboard. The second and the third
least proportion of boardings are found at 6:30 and 7:30 on peak days, and at 18:30 and 21:00 on
off-peak days in the direction of Montreal.
If we consider the capacity of the bus with 56 seats and look at the number of buses needed, we
can see the demand more clearly. Figure 4.33 and Figure 4.34 illustrate the number of buses used
for each departure over different days. The number of extra buses used and their proportion
compared to the number of days in April 2016 are shown at the right of figures. The circular use
of buses is not considered.
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MTL-QUE Week Mon Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat
Date
Time

06:00
07:00
08:00
09:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00
17:00
18:00
19:00
20:00
21:30
22:00
23:00
Total
Extra

H
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
1

01
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

02
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

03 04 05 06 07 08
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 2 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1

09
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1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

10 11 12 13 14 15
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 1 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1
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Figure 4.33: Synthesis of vehicles by the time of day (hour) MontrealQuebec
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Figure 4.34: Synthesis of vehicles by the time of day (hour) QuebecMontreal
On peak days, an extra bus is always necessary for the departures at 15:00 from Montreal to Quebec
and at 12:30 from Quebec to Montreal since the demand is the highest for these departures. On offpeak days, there are more than 50% chances that an extra bus is needed at 15:00 and this chance is
about one-third for the reverse direction. There is still a high chance to use an extra bus for the
departures at 17:00 and 18:00 in the direction of Quebec and for the departures at 15:30, 16:30 and
17:00 on peak days. No extra bus is needed on off-peak days apart from the highest demand time
just mentioned above except for one particular case (17:30 on April 28th, 2016). More departures
need extra buses on Easter Monday especially for those in the direction of Montreal in the afternoon.
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Nearly all the departures between 11:30 to 19:30 have at least one extra bus. From Montreal to
Quebec, a maximum of 4 extra buses are used while this number is 3 for the reverse direction.
However, on Easter Monday, 5 extra buses are used in the direction of Quebec and 14 in the
direction of Montreal, which nearly amounts to the number of buses in service on off-peak days.
The V/C ratios over time are presented in Figure 4.35 and Figure 4.36.
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Figure 4.35: Synthesis of V/C ratio by the time of day (hour) MontrealQuebec
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Figure 4.36: Synthesis of V/C ratio by the time of day (hour) QuebecMontreal
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Considering the number of buses used, the V/C ratio has a less regular pattern compared to the
number of boardings. The departures with the highest number of boardings do not always have the
highest V/C ratios. In general, the average V/C ratio is lower on off-peak days compared to peak
days (48% to 61% from Montreal to Quebec and 44% to 57% from Quebec to Montreal). The V/C
ratio is also slightly lower for the direction Quebec to Montreal compared to the reverse direction
(57% to 61% on peak days and 44% to 48% on off-peak days in average). However, some
departures in the morning have a higher V/C ratio on off-peak days. The departures at 8:00 and
9:00 from Montreal to Quebec and the departures at 6:30, 7:30, and 8:30 from Quebec to Montreal
have a significantly higher average/maximum/minimum V/C ratio on off-peak days than peak days.
Passengers may take these morning buses for work or business purpose on off-peak days.
On peak days, starting from 10:00 until 19:00, there is always a significant higher V/C ratio in the
direction of Quebec, with an average of more than 67% per departure. The maximum load on these
departures is always more than 84%. For the reverse direction, a significantly higher average V/C
ratio is observed from 12:30 to 19:30. The maximum V/C ratios are more than 77%. This is because
the number of boardings on these departures are important. The average V/C ratio is the lowest at
7:00 on peak days and at 23:00 on off-peak days from Montreal to Quebec. The minimum V/C
ratio for this direction also appeared at these departures, with only 9%. For the reverse direction,
the departure at 22:30 has the lowest average V/C ratio on both peak days and off-peak days. The
minimum V/C ratio is observed for the departure of 7:30 on peak days and at 22:30 on off-peak
days, with respectively 7% and 2%, which is also the lowest one for the whole line.

4.5 Highlights of performance measures from operator’s perspective
Here are some key results obtained from performance measures of Keolis network at system, stop,
link, and line levels based on the dataset of April 2016 and March 28th, 2016.
•

Intercity bus supply does not change too much over one week apart from some additional
buses used for certain departs, however, intercity bus travel presents high temporal
variations. Days can be derived as holidays, peak days, and off-peak days. Off-peak days
include Monday-Thursday and Saturday, with an average ridership of 1,487 and an average
of 346,000 passenger-kilometers per day. Peak days occur on Fridays and Sundays, the
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ridership on these days is 50% higher than off-peak days. The highest daily number of
boardings is observed on Easter Monday, which is 2.5 times that of off-peak days.
•

Intercity travel exists mainly between large cities. The number of departures in the 10 most
frequently served cities accounts for more than 78% of all the departures, but shares more
than 92% of total ridership on all types of days. Montreal, Quebec (Center-Ville), Quebec
(Sainte-Foy), Quebec (University Laval), Rimouski have a high level of stop boardings and
alightings per departure on peak days, while Longueuil has the highest number of
boardings/alightings per departure on off-peak days. Grande-Vallée has the lowest number
of boardings and alightings per departure even on holidays. Grande-Vallée, Mont-Louis,
Matapédia and Montreal (Metro Radisson) have less than 1 passenger per departure on both
peak days and off-peak days. Intercity bus services are more attractive for cities located in
the north of Quebec with low population sizes, such as Carleton, Rivière-du-Loup, and
Rimouski, and are less attractive specially for cities that locate near Montreal and Quebec
City, such as Laval, Repentigny, and Lévis.

•

The links and lines that serve large cities generally have a higher level of performance than
the lines and links of smaller cities in terms of ridership and volume to capacity ratio. The
Montreal-Quebec Express Line occupies about 60% of total ridership on all types of days.
The highest number of boardings is observed at 15:00 from Montreal to Quebec and at
12:30 from Quebec to Montreal. The undifferentiated services and proportionally shorter
passenger travel distance between Montreal - Trois-Rivières and Trois-Rivières - Quebec
for Line 41 result in a significant ridership and volume to capacity ratio link differences.
There is also a ridership difference between Quebec - Rivière-du-Loup and Rivière-duLoup - Quebec, but the link volume to capacity ratio is better balanced thanks to its
differentiated services. The Line 49 Montreal - Montreal Trudeau Airport has the highest
productivity on typical days thanks to its short trip duration. Line 48 Express Montreal Quebec has a high productivity especially on holidays thanks to its high number of
boardings.
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CHAPTER 5

PERFORMANCE MEASURES: PASSENGER’S
PERSPECTIVE

In this chapter, indicators are applied to evaluate the performance of intercity bus travel from
passenger’s perspective. These indicators are presented based on the functional unit of a passenger
trip. Travel patterns are analyzed for different types of trips based on the number of transfers and
various types of journey. The results presented here are for all passengers who buy tickets from
Keolis, both for those taking the network of Keolis and other intercity bus companies in Quebec.

5.1 Intercity bus system passenger measure
5.1.1 General passenger performance measure report
Travel time, the percentage of trips requiring transfer, and scheduled transfer time are key
indicators for intercity bus system performance measure from passenger’s perspective. Values of
these indicators can be found in Table 5.1. Travel time here is the station-to-station time based on
the schedule and sales dataset. Complementary surveys or estimations would be necessary to assess
access and egress times.
Table 5.1: Trip-based passenger measure indicator report
Indicator

Results

Note: All the number is an arithmetic mean value of monthly database

Travel Time

Type

Direct trip

1 transfer

Average

2.7 hours

5.9 hours

2 or more
transfers
11.8 hours

Minimum

18 min

1 h 25 min

4 h 15 min

Maximum

8 h 55 min

15 h 35 min

23 h 30 min

Percentage of trips
requiring transfer

Average Scheduled
Transfer Time

14.80%
Type

1 transfer

Average

33 min
0 min for through
passengers and 5 min
for transfer passengers
325 min

Minimum
Maximum

2 or more
transfers
91 min
5 min
290 min
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We can see from Table 5.1 that the average travel time is 2.7 hours for a direct trip and 5.9 hours
for a trip with one transfer. As the number of transfers increases, the average, minimum, and
maximum travel times all become longer. Almost 85% of trips can be realized by a direct service,
and the average total scheduled transfer time is about 33 minutes for one transfer and 91 minutes
for more than one transfer.
For direct trips, the minimum travel time is 18 minutes from Chandler to Grande-Rivière, and the
maximum travel time is 8 hours 55 minutes from Rivière-du-Loup to Moncton. For trips with one
transfer, the minimum travel time is 1 hour 25 minutes from Longueuil to Waterloo by transferring
at the Bromont (Autoparc74) station, and the maximum travel time is 15 hours 35 minutes from
Rimouski to Val-d’Or by transferring at the Montreal station. The minimum travel time for multitransfers is 4 hours 15 minutes from Montreal Trudeau Airport to Lévis with 2 transfers at Montreal
and Quebec (Sainte-Foy), and the maximum travel time is 23 hours 30 minutes from Chandler to
Val-d’Or with three transfers. The maximum number of transfers is 4, and there is only one
passenger taking this trip.
The minimum scheduled transfer time is 0 for through passengers, such as Quebec to Montreal
Trudeau Airport with a transfer at Montreal. The minimum scheduled transfer time is 5 minutes
for transfer passengers going from Quebec City to Roberval, Dolbeau, and Chambord. The
minimum scheduled transfer time within the network of Keolis is 10 minutes. The longest transfer
time is 325 minutes from Montreal to Hébertville. The longest transfer time within the network of
Keolis is 210 minutes from Amqui to Saint-Hyacinthe.

5.1.2 Passenger travel time
As defined in chapter 3, trips can be divided into direct trips and non-direct trips. According to the
time spent at intermediate stations, non-direct trips can be further divided into trips with transfers
and trips with intermediate destinations. Trips with transfers account for 98% and trips with
intermediate destinations only shares 2% of total trips. The proportion of trips with different
number of transfers is presented in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Proportion of different number of transfers
Most passengers prefer a direct trip. We can see from Figure 5.1 that nearly 85% of passengers
choose to take a direct trip while about 14% of passengers take their trips with one transfer. Less
than 1% of passengers take a trip with more than 2 transfers. These results may underestimate the
real number of transfers because the results only consider those who buy their tickets together for
their whole trips. Passengers who buy their tickets separately cannot be identified. Currently, the
variable price rates are only available for the Montreal-Quebec corridor. Passengers who travel
with a transfer between this corridor and another route still have a fixed price. This price may be
higher than the combination of two separate tickets. For example, passengers who go from
Rimouski to Montreal may order two tickets separately under two different PassengerID because
it might be a little cheaper (87.65 $ before tax for a flexible ticket versus 85.2 $ before tax in
combination with the minimum price for Quebec – Montreal corridor departures on May 17th, 2017
searched on April 9th, 2017).
Travel time varies for these different types of trips. Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of total
scheduled travel time for direct trips and trips with transfer respectively.
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Distribution of total travel time - trips with transfer
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of total travel time
For a direct trip, the most common travel time is between 2-3 hours (44%), followed by a trip
duration of 3-4 hours (21%) and 1-2 hours (15%). These trips account for a total proportion of 93%.
Trips with a duration of less than 1 hour and more than 4 hours are uncommon at about 7 % in total.
Some trips are taken within 1 hour by direct services, but their proportion is also very limited
(1.9%). The minimum time spent for a trip with transfer is 1 hour 25 minutes, and the proportion
of trips with transfer realized in less than 2 hours is only 0.05%. Destinations of less than one hour
are often served by urban public transportations. To avoid the competition between intercity bus
with urban public transport, trips between very near locations like from Quebec City to Lévis and
from Montreal to Longueuil are not allowed for intercity buses. Intercity buses are mostly used for
trips between 1 to 4 hours. Trips of more than 4 hours are very tiring for passengers by bus, and
hence, very few passengers take them even if a direct service exists. The distribution of total travel
time for trips with transfer is a little different with direct trips. The most common travel duration
is between 3-4 hours for trips with transfer. This is not surprising since the transfer time and extra
in-vehicle time should be added to the total travel time compared to a direct trip. There are few
trips taken with more than 8 hours by intercity bus, regardless of number of transfers.
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The travel time and scheduled transfer time vary based on the number of transfers, as seen in Figure
5.3.

Figure 5.3: Average total travel time and scheduled transfer time for different number of transfers
As shown in Figure 5.3, with a higher number of transfers, both the total travel time and scheduled
transfer time increase. The proportion of transfer time over total travel time grows with a higher
number of transfers. The scheduled transfer time occupies about 6% of total travel time for trips
with one transfer. This proportion is more significant with a higher number of transfers. The
transfer time occupies more than 7% of the total travel time for trips with multi-transfers,
particularly for trips with 4 transfers where this proportion is more than 14 %. This is because the
frequency of intercity buses is relatively low, and with more than two transfers, it will be more
difficult to coordinate between departures. Especially for travels that go overnight, the transfer time
will increase substantially.
The growth rate of in-vehicle time also varies for the different number of transfers. The average
in-vehicle time for trips with one transfer is 2.65 hours longer than direct trips. This in-vehicle
time is longer with higher number of transfers (9.65 hours for two transfers and 13.75 hours for
three transfers). However, there is not too much difference between the in-vehicle time of trips
with three transfers and four transfers. This implies that only a short-distance trip is added.

5.1.3 Passenger O-D desire lines
The complete passenger trip origins and destinations (OD) can be obtained from the sales database.
The Keolis’ passenger OD desire lines in April 2016 are presented in Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5, and
Figure 5.6. They are grouped by direct trips, trips with one transfer, and trips with multi-transfers.
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Direct trips (a)

Direct trips (b)
Figure 5.4: Daily passenger OD desire lines – direct trips
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Direct trips (c)

Direct trips (d)
Figure 5.4: Daily passenger OD desire lines – direct trips
We can clearly see that the corridors with the highest demand by direct bus are Montreal - Quebec,
Quebec - Chicoutimi, Montreal - Rivière-du-Loup - Rimouski, Montreal - Trois-Rivières, and
Montreal – Saint-George. An average of more than 36 trips is taken along these corridors every
day. These trips account for 51% of the total direct trips, among which, trips from Montreal and
Longueuil to Quebec represent 28% of all the direct trips. This proves again that the demand is
primarily between large cities. The proportion of the other direct trips along these main corridors
varies from 2% to 4% respectively. The travel time along these corridors changes from 2 h 30 min
from Quebec to Chicoutimi to 6 h 35 min from Montreal to Rimouski. The pattern of these trips
without transfer is radially dispersed from Quebec City.
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Trips with one transfer (a)

Trips with one transfer (b)

Trips with one transfer (c)
Figure 5.5: Daily passenger OD desire lines – trips with one transfer
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The highest percentage of trips with one transfer is from Quebec (Sainte-Foy) to Montreal Trudeau
Airport, and from Montreal to respectively Rimouski, Chicoutimi, and Rivière-du-Loup that need
transfer at Quebec City. Their proportion is about 31% of the total trips with one transfer.
Moreover, more destination options are observed compared to direct trips.

Trips with multi-transfers (a)

Trips with multi-transfers (b)
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Trips with multi-transfers (c)
Figure 5.6: Passenger OD desire lines – Multi-transfers
There is no significant demand for trips with more than 1 transfer (less than 2 trips per day). This
is normal considering their low percentage in the total travel demand (less than 1%). A relatively
high demand is from Montreal to respectively Chibougamau, Sept-Îles, Saint- John, and Halifax.
They make up 26% of all trips with multi-transfers. All these destinations need a transfer from
Quebec (Sainte-Foy), and then from respectively Chicoutimi and Rivière-du-Loup.
The demand is mainly at the east of Quebec, and no significant demand is observed in the west of
Quebec. We must recall that all analysis only relies on the dataset of one carrier, so it is not possible
to analyze the full intercity demand.

5.1.4 Passenger transfer
The intercity bus network is a spoke-hub distribution network, i.e. the system of connections is
organized like the spokes and hub of a wheel, and all the lines are connecting a node to a larger
central distribution center (Casey, 2016). Transfer stations play the role of hubs, but their
importance is different based on the number of transfer passengers.
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Figure 5.7: Number of transfer passengers and the average scheduled transfer time
(Station Name (Number of transfer passengers) – Scheduled transfer time)
Figure 5.7 shows the number of transfer passengers and the average scheduled transfer time at each
station. Montreal, Quebec (Sainte-Foy), Rimouski, and Quebec (Center-Ville) are the four hubs
with the highest number of transfer passengers and account for 90.6% of the total transfer
passengers. Montreal station itself shares 41.1%, and two stations in Quebec share 31.6%, followed
by the two stations Rivière-du-Loup and Hauterive (Mingan) that share 4.7%. The rest of all the
other transfer stations represent 4.7% of all the number of transfer passengers. Montreal and
Quebec are the most important two hubs with more than 8 destination options, and Rimouski is the
only path for eastern habitants to come to the capital of Quebec Province. Therefore, it is normal
that their number of transfer passengers has the highest proportion. Rivière-du-Loup is the transfer
point to go to the New Brunswick province, and the trips generally take a rather long time
(generally more than 6 hours by bus). Thus, their demand is lower.
The average scheduled transfer times for these stations vary a lot, from 5 minutes to several hours.
The average transfer time is also indicated in Figure 5.7 and the distribution of scheduled transfer
time for the six main transfer stations is presented in Figure 5.8. As stated before, an intercity
transfer needs a minimum transfer time and an appropriate transfer time. The values of these times
vary based on circumstances. Generally, a transfer less than 15 minutes is only enough for changing
from one bus to another. A transfer between 15 minutes to 30 minutes might be sufficient for
passengers to change buses and go to the washroom or buy a snack. A transfer between 30 minutes
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to 60 minutes allows passengers to rest on the nearby benches or walk around the boarding station.
A transfer between 1 hour and 2 hours allow passengers to take a meal in the restaurant near the
stations. A transfer for longer than 2 hours is long enough to arrange some short activities like
going shopping in the boutiques. In Figure 5.8, the transfer time is grouped into 5 categories, and
their proportions over total transfer passengers are also illustrated.

Transfer
Quebec
Quebec
Riviere- Hauterive
time in min Montreal (Saint-Foy)
Rimouski (Centre-ville) du-Loup (Mingan)
[0-14]
52%
24%
0%
0%
27%
0%
(14-30]
45%
11%
0%
63%
7%
100%
(30-60]
2%
50%
0%
27%
0%
0%
(60-120]
1%
9%
100%
6%
64%
0%
(120+)
0%
6%
0%
4%
1%
0%

Figure 5.8: Distribution of scheduled transfer time at main transfer stations
As shown in Figure 5.8, at Montreal station, 97% of transfer times are within 30 minutes, of which
52% are less than 15 minutes, and 45% are between 15 and 30 minutes. Among the transfers of
less than 15 minutes, 24% of transfer passengers come from or go to the Montreal Trudeau Airport.
Thus, about 28% of passengers transfer at Montreal might have a very tight transfer time. Only 3%
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of passengers have a transfer time of more than 30 minutes. Montreal is the most important transfer
hub in Quebec with the highest number of transfer possibilities and transfer passengers. Thus, it is
probably designed for a very efficient transfer with as low as possible transfer times.
Quebec (Sainte-Foy) and Quebec (Center-Ville) have an equivalent importance with regards to
transfers since almost all the operators that arrive at or leave from Quebec City will pass by these
two stations. 61% of scheduled transfer times are between 15 minutes and 60 minutes at Quebec
(Sainte-Foy), among which 50% of transfers are realized between 20 minutes and 45 minutes. It
seems that the scheduled transfers are better arranged at Quebec (Center-Ville) where 90% of
transfers are between 15 minutes and 60 minutes. There are no transfers less than 15 minutes, and
only 10% of transfers are more than 1 hour. However, transfers are more often made at Quebec
(Sainte-Foy). The number of transfer passengers at Quebec (Sainte-Foy) are more than 2 times
higher than at Quebec (Center-Ville). This is probably because it avoids a detour at Quebec
(Center-Ville). In Chapter 4, a big difference between the V/C ratio is observed between the link
Drummondville - Quebec (Sainte-Foy) and Quebec (Sainte-Foy) - Quebec (Center-Ville). The
number of boardings and alightings is almost the same for Quebec (Sainte-Foy) and Quebec
(Center-Ville), this can also be explained by the fact that a lot of passengers transfer at Quebec
(Sainte-Foy).
All the transfers at Rimouski are between 1 to 2 hours and of which 99% are between 65 minutes
and 75 minutes. The scheduled transfer time at Rivière-du-Loup is either very tight at about 10 or
15 minutes (27%), or very long at about 75 minutes (64%). The scheduled transfer time at
Hauterive (Mingan) is relatively concentrate on 20-25 minutes. These three cities locate in the
northeast of Quebec, and the lines coming to or leaving from these three cities take for more than
2 hours, thus transfer times are arranged longer.
Scheduled transfer time also changes at different times of the day. Figure 5.9 illustrates the
distribution of scheduled transfer time and the number of transfer passengers by departure time of
connecting bus at the main transfer stations.
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Figure 5.9: Distribution of scheduled transfer time by departure time of connecting bus
Passengers have to wait longer time at night and in the early morning than during the day in
average. This may be due to the low frequency of intercity bus services. In Montreal, transfer
passengers are mainly distributed from 12:00 to 19:00. The scheduled transfer time is generally
less than 20 minutes during this period. As discussed earlier, this period has the highest demand
along the Montreal-Quebec corridor.
Of all the stations, the highest number of transfer passengers is observed at Quebec (Sainte-Foy)
at about 13:00-14:00 (839 passengers per month), which occupies 48% of the daily transfer
passengers: half of them coming from Montreal and heading to Rivière-du-Loup, and the other half
of them taking the reverse direction. Most of them have 40 minutes’ or 45 minutes’ transfer time.
This transfer time is reasonable since these two trip segments both take more than 2 hours. As
stated before, the highest demand of line Quebec – Montreal appears at 12:30, when the bus of this
departure arrives at Quebec (Sainte-Foy) at 13:00. Thus, half of these transfer passengers contribute
to the high demand of Quebec to Montreal at this time. Another half of these transfer passengers
come from Montreal with the departure of 10:00. This also partially explains why a sudden change
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of demand on peak days is observed at 10:00 from Montreal to Quebec. Another peak of transfer
passengers at Quebec (Sainte-Foy) is between 18:00-19:00. 75% of these transfer passengers take
the Express Montreal-Quebec at 15:00 and then transfer to the line with the destination to
Rimouski.
At Rimouski, the highest numbers of transfer passengers are observed at about 6:00-7:00 and
13:00-14:00 (718 and 720 passengers per month respectively). These passengers mainly transfer
between Montreal/Quebec and the east of Rimouski. There is only one departure in the morning
per day for the cities in the east of Rimouski. Half of these passengers take the bus in the morning
and then transfer to Montreal/Quebec at 13:45. Another half of them taking the reverse direction
leave in the evening and then transfer at 6:15. Their scheduled transfer time is about 60-75 minutes.
There are fewer transfer passengers at Rivière-du-Loup and Hauterive. The departure at 4:30 and
16:45 at Rivière-du-Loup has respectively 123 and 135 transfer passengers per month, which
account for respectively 57% and 80% of their total transfer passengers. The departure of 4:30 at
Rivière-du-Loup is a representative example of maximizing the number of simultaneous arrivals
of vehicles at the transfer points. 57% of the passengers who come from or go to Rimouski,
Montreal/Quebec, and Moncton can fully transfer with a scheduled transfer time of 70 or 75
minutes. Hauterive has two main transfer times: passengers who go from Quebec to Sept-Îles
transfer at 16:45 with a transfer time of 20 minutes, and at 12:05 for the reverse direction with a
transfer time of 25 minutes. The number of passengers from Quebec to Sept-Îles is 4 times higher
than those taking the reverse direction. One reason for this difference is probably because the
passengers coming to Quebec may buy their tickets from the local agents of Intercar since this
line is operated by Intercar rather than Keolis.
Compared to the other stations mentioned above, where main transfers are realized around several
departures, transfer passenger flow is dispersed among many departures at Montreal and Quebec
(Center-Ville) stations. This can be explained by the structure of current intercity bus network.
Montreal and Quebec (Center-Ville) are the main transfer hubs with many lines operated by
different intercity bus carriers. Thus, passengers have more destination and departure choices.
Compared to these two hubs, the rest of stations have fewer destination options with only 2 or 3
lines.
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The frequency of intercity bus services is relatively low. If passengers miss a transfer while the
connecting bus is leaving, the ticket will expire and be void if it is of passenger’s responsibility.
Thus, missing a connection will cause both time and economic loss. The distribution of expired
ticket rates over time and space are presented respectively in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.10: Distribution of transfer passengers and expired ticket rates over time
From Figure 5.10, we can see that most transfers are made between noon and 18:00, during which
high transfer expire rates are observed at 15:00 and 17:00. The expired ticket rates are generally
higher for transfers in the evening and early morning than during the day time. This is probably
because the number of transfer passengers is very low and the number of expired tickets will have
a more significant influence. A very high percentage of passengers miss their trips at 3:00, which
is more than 50%, this will be discussed along with the analysis of Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Expired ticket rates at transfer stations
By examining the expired ticket rates at each station, we can see that among the frequent transfer
stations, Montreal has the highest expired ticket rate, and Quebec (Center-Ville) has the lowest rate
of 0.6%. Quebec (Sainte-Foy) and Rimouski have modest expired ticket rates at about 4%. Other
transfer stations do not have any transfer expired tickets. This result is partly because of the
scheduled transfer times. For example, at Montreal, many tight transfer times are observed, if the
bus delays, passengers may not have enough time to transfer. Moreover, no show for part of the
trip segment is also significant. For example, stations with the highest expired ticket rates are Lévis
and Drummondville, at 55.4% and 19.2% respectfully, but their transfer passengers only account
for about 1% of the total number. The highest expired ticket rate happens at 3:00 at the Lévis
station. This is because of passenger’s voluntary no show. The intercity bus from Rimouski to
Quebec and Montreal arrives at Lévis at about 3:00 according to the schedule. There is also an
express urban bus leaving from Lévis to Quebec at respectively 2:30 and 3:00. The high proportion
of expired tickets may because passengers take the express bus to Quebec City as more
intermediate stations are available along this express bus. Thus, they voluntarily give up using the
last ticket since the distance is short and they do not pay extra for this trip segment. This implies
that for intercity bus passengers, it is also important to well coordinate their schedules with urban
public transport to facilitate their transfer to their final destinations.
Intercity bus service has the lower frequency and longer travel distance compared to urban
transport. Thus, the impact of transfer wait is quite different. There can be three different scheduled
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transfer times. For a connection with long scheduled transfer time (more than 1 hour for example),
passengers will probably be annoyed to wait. Another one is a tight transfer with which passengers
run the risk of missing the connection (5-10 minutes for example). This will increase immensely
both the real and perceived wait time. The third one is an appropriate transfer wait which allows
passengers taking a rest during the long journey. It may bring positive effects to transfer passengers
(20 minutes for example). However, it is impossible that the scheduled transfer time could satisfy
everyone with different departures and destinations. There are always some priorities for those
important transfer hubs with the highest number of transfer passengers. As pointed out before,
Montreal, Quebec (Sainte-Foy), Rimouski, Quebec (Center-Ville), Rivière-du-Loup, and
Hauterive are the six most important transfer hubs with the highest number of transfers. Two
departures at Quebec (Sainte-Foy) and Rimouski have the highest transfer passengers, and the
transfers are more distributed in Montreal and Quebec (Center-Ville). To find an appropriate
transfer time for these main hubs and main departures, and to make the scheduled transfer time as
near as possible to these appropriate transfer times may improve the overall transfer conditions.

5.2 Passenger trip patterns
5.2.1 Journey type based trip division
As defined in Chapter 3, based on different journey types, trips can be divided as one-way trips
and round-trips. According to the number of nights spent at the destinations, round-trips can be
further divided as same-day round-trips and multi-day round-trips. Multi-day round-trip passengers
stay at their destinations for at least one night, and same-day round-trip passengers go back to their
original cities without staying overnight. Their proportion is shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Proportion of passengers with different types of trips
As seen in Figure 5.12, the percentage of one-way trips, multi-day round-trips, and same-day
round-trips is respectively 62%, 32%, and 6%. Comparisons of these three types of trips are
presented by three aspects: departure time, duration of stay at destinations, and total travel time.

5.2.2 Departure time
Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14, and Figure 5.15 show the hourly number of passengers by departure time
over different times of day and the average daily number of passengers over one week for one-way
trips, multi-day round-trips, and same-day round-trips.
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Figure 5.13: Distribution of departure time over week for one-way trips
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Figure 5.14: Distribution of departure time over week for multi-day round-trips
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Figure 5.15: Distribution of departure time over week for same-day round-trips
The distribution of departure times for one-way trips and multi-day round-trips are similar. For
these two types, both the highest hourly demand and daily demand are on Fridays and Sundays
during the week. On Thursdays, Fridays, and Sundays, the demand is relatively higher in the
afternoon, while on Mondays and Saturdays, the demand is higher in the morning. On Tuesdays
and Wednesdays, the demand is more evenly distributed from 8:00 to 18:00. The only difference
between them is that the highest hourly and daily number of boardings is observed on Fridays for
one-way trips while on Sundays for round-trips. This may be because passengers leave on
Thursdays, Fridays or even Saturdays, but they all return on Sundays since it is the end of the week.
However, for one-way trip passengers, they tend to leave at the end of weekdays.
Same-day round-trip passengers are quite different in both daily number of passengers and hourly
distribution. During one week, their highest number of boardings is observed from Wednesdays to
Fridays, while this number on Sundays is the least. During one day from Mondays to Fridays, their
departure time is concentrated in the morning between 6:00-10:00 and in the afternoon from 16:00
to 19:00. On Saturdays and Sundays, both departure and return times are later. Peak hours are
witnessed from 7:00 to 10:00 on Saturdays and 8:00 to 11:00 on Sundays in the morning, while in
the afternoon are from 18:00-22:00 on Saturdays and from 16:00-22:00 on Sundays. The different
daily distributions of same-day round-trip passengers and multi-day round-trip passengers imply
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that the purposes of travel for them might be different. There might be a higher proportion of
business trips for same-day round-trip passengers while more leisure or family visit trips for multiday round-trip passengers. The different hourly distributions are easy to understand. Most sameday round-trip passengers leave in the morning and go back in the afternoon. The highest departure
and return time of round-trip passengers vary over different days of one week because they have
more activity time choices.
These results can also explain the temporal fluctuation seen in Chapter 4. The number of boardings
is the highest on Fridays because there is a higher proportion of one-way trips than round-trips, and
the day with the highest number of trips is on Fridays for one-way trips.

5.2.3 Duration of stay
The duration of stay is analyzed for multi-day round-trips and same-day round-trips since the
activity times of one-way trip passengers are unknown. Both trips can be captured for same-day
round-trips. Some trips are recorded as round-trips, but only one of the trips can be found in the
database (incomplete round-trips), their proportion is about 19%. For these incomplete round-trips,
the exact duration is unknown. There are two possible reasons for these incomplete round-trips.
The first one is that one part is taken at the boundary of the database, which means that the other
part is not recorded in the current database. The other one is due to the combination of two roundtrips together. For example, if four tickets allowing for two round-trips are used respectively in
January, April, April, and May, the two tickets in April will appear as incomplete round-trips, since
they are not bought together even though there is a duration of stay within these two times.
The distribution of stay duration respectively for multi-day round-trips and same-day round-trips
are shown in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17. There are stays less than 24 hours for multi-day roundtrip passengers because trips leaving in the evening and coming back in the following day is
considered as multi-day round-trips since there is a night stay.
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Figure 5.16: Distribution of stay duration for multi-day round-trip passengers
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Figure 5.17: Distribution of stay duration for same-day round-trip passengers
The stay duration for multi-day round-trip passengers starts decreasing from the 1-2 days’ stay.
Stays less than 12 hours make up less than 1% because few passengers travel in the evening. The
stay duration of 1-2 days represents 40% of total multi-day round-trips, followed by 2-3 days (20%)
and 12-24 hours (14%). The stay duration within one week occupies 91% of total multi-day roundtrip passengers. The number of passengers who stay for longer than 4 days is relatively low, at less
than 5%. It is also likely that passengers staying for longer durations would take separate tickets.
The stay duration of same-day round-trip passengers has a skewed normal distribution centralized
around the 4-9 hours’ stay. The number of passengers within this stay duration shares 69% in total.
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The highest number of same-day round-trip passengers stay for about 6-7 hours (18%), followed
by 5-6 hours (16%), 8-9 hours (14%), and 7-8 hours (12%).
Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19 illustrate the departure day of different stay durations for multi-day
round-trip passengers and same-day round-trip passengers.
Distribution of the departure day for different stay durations - multi-day round-trips
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Figure 5.18: Distribution of the departure day for different stay durations – multi-day round-trips
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Distribution of the departure day for different stay durations - same-day round-trips
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Figure 5.19: Distribution of the departure day for different stay durations – same-day round-trips
For multi-day round-trip passengers, an important proportion of passengers with 1-2 days or 2-3
days’ activity duration leave on Fridays, which account for respectively 43% and 37% of the total
weekly passengers. This is followed by passengers leaving on Saturdays (16%) with a 2-3 days’
stay duration and on Thursdays (18%) with a 2-3 days’ stay duration. This indicates that the highest
proportion of multi-day round-trip passengers spend the weekend at their destinations. Passengers
who stay for 3-4 days usually leave on Thursdays, which is not surprising since they might have a
longer weekend. Passengers who stay for longer than 4 days until 2 weeks at their destinations
either tend to leave on Mondays and go back at the end of weekdays or leave in the middle of the
week and go back on Sundays. Passengers who stay for longer than 2 weeks mostly leave on
Mondays, which is normal since Monday is the beginning of a week.
For same-day round-trips, the highest number of passengers who stay for 3-7 hours mainly take
their trips on weekdays. Passengers who have a longer stay duration mainly take their trips from
Thursday to Saturday. It is probable that most same-day round-trip passengers stay from Monday
to Friday primarily for work or study purposes, and those who stay on weekends may travel for
personal or leisure purposes. It is reasonable that passengers stay for a longer time on weekends
than weekdays because a later return time in the evening is observed earlier in this section.

5.2.4 Total travel time
The distributions of the total travel time for one-way trips, multi-day round-trips, and same-day
round-trips are presented in Figure 5.20, Figure 5.21, and Figure 5.22 respectfully. The total
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number of passengers is shown in the left column, and their proportion is shown in the right column.
The travel time of a round-trip is the total time of the two portions.
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Figure 5.20: Distribution of total travel time – one-way trips
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Distribution of total travel time - same-day round-trips
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Figure 5.22: Distribution of total travel time – same-day round-trips
For one-way trips, the highest proportion of passengers takes a trip of 2-3 hours (44%), followed
by 3-4 hours (24%) and 1-2 hours (15%). This distribution is similar to the travel time distribution
for direct trips, for which the three highest travel time proportions are 2-3 hours (44%), 3-4 hours
(20%), and 1-2 hours (15%). The proportions of these 3 types of passengers are similar because
62% of the total travels are made on one-way trips. The proportion of 3-4 hours’ one-way trips is
also high since the highest number of trips with transfers are made with 3-4 hours.
The highest number of passengers have a total travel time of 5-7 hours. They share 61% of the total
number of multi-day round-trip passengers. There is not too much difference between travels with
5-6 hours (30%) and 6-7 hours (31%).
Similar to multi-day round-trips, a total travel time of 5-7 hours has the highest ratio for same-day
round-trips (69%). The difference is that for same-day round-trip passengers, the total travel time
within 5-6 hours is significantly higher than that within 6-7 hours (40% compared to 29%).
Moreover, a significant proportion of passengers travel for more than 7 hours (15%). However,
almost no same-day round-trips are made with a total travel time longer than 7 hours (2%). This is
not surprising as it would be very tiring for passengers make a very long-time round-trip in one
day.
The average total travel times over different stay durations are also compared between multi-day
round-trip passengers and same-day round-trip passengers as shown in Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24.
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Figure 5.24: Distribution of total travel time over stay duration – same-day round-trips
The average total travel time admits a normal distribution. The lowest total travel time corresponds
to passengers who have stayed for 12-24 hours and 1-2 days. The longer the duration of stay, the
longer the total travel time, and the related standard deviation is larger. The longest travel time is
taken for a stay of 6-7 days. The total travel time and the related standard deviation start to decrease
for stays of more than 1 week. This implies that passengers prefer traveling shorter distances if
they do not plan to stay for a long duration. It is not worth spending a long-time traveling for just
a short time stay. However, the total travel time does not increase for all stays. For stays more than
1 week, the average travel time decreases. The average travel time for passengers who stay for less
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than 12 hours is not the lowest, probably due to night travel. In fact, some transfer passengers may
wait longer at night as explained before.
The average total travel time and the related standard deviation of same-day round-trips do not
change significantly. The total travel time and the standard deviation are the lowest compared to
multi-day round-trips, from 3 to 7 hours. This is reasonable because no matter how long the stay is
at the destination, a too long travel time makes it difficult to complete the travel and the activity
within one day.

5.3 Other service use patterns related to sales database
The sales database contains information on passenger trip patterns, including travel time, origindestination, and duration of stay. Some other service use patterns can also be obtained from the
non-trip related fields in the sales database, such as frequency of orders, accompaniment, cost, and
order method. In this section, these patterns are presented at the system level to better understand
the intercity bus passengers’ trip patterns.

5.3.1 Frequency of orders
In the sales database, one order authorizes one or more passengers traveling together. The number
of distinct OrderIDs under each exclusive ClientID reflects the client’s level of buying activities.
Note that this is not the travel frequency because it is uncertain whether this client buys tickets for
himself/herself or the others. However, it can reflect passenger travel frequency in an indirect way.
Here only the clients who buy their tickets by web or mobile phones are counted because those
who buy their tickets directly from the agents are considered as new clients each time they purchase
their tickets. In the present investigation, the order frequency is calculated successively for the
whole network and the Quebec – Montreal - Montreal Trudeau Airport corridor. The results are
shown in Figure 5.25.
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Figure 5.25: Number of orders per month in April 2016
For the whole intercity network, one order per month dominates the intercity travel frequency at
87%. Only 13% of registered clients order more than once per month. This confirms that the
frequency of intercity travel by bus is quite low. For the Quebec-Montreal-Montreal Trudeau
Airport corridor, the proportion of passengers who order more than once per month is 4% higher.
This implies a more frequently travel demand between the two largest cities in Quebec. Some
orders reserved by companies may also contribute to this difference. Indeed, the administration
department of a company may frequently order for their employees.

5.3.2 Accompaniment
According to the frequently asked questions published on Keolis’ website (Keolis, 2017), each
ticket is personalized and is only reserved to the passenger identified on it. Thus, it is possible to
know how many passengers travel together by looking at how many distinct PassengerIDs are
under the same Order ID. This is only for the case that a single person buys all the tickets for others.
The result might underestimate those who travel together but order separately, especially between
friends. The results of the accompaniments for the network and the Quebec - Montreal - Montreal
Trudeau Airport corridor are shown in Figure 5.26.
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Figure 5.26: Accompaniment
As shown in Figure 5.26, at the system level, 91% of the intercity bus passengers order only for
one person while 8% travel by groups of 2 persons in April 2016. Very few passengers travel by
groups of 3 persons or more (only 1% in total). For the Quebec-Montreal-Montreal Trudeau Airport
corridor, the proportion of 2-people groups is slightly higher at 10%. Accordingly, passengers
traveling alone decrease by 2%. As illustrated before, many passengers travel between Quebec and
Montreal for the weekends. Thus, it is normal that a higher proportion of passengers travel with
someone else. One of the limitations of these results is that all the calculations are based on the
tickets’ orders. Thus, one person may pay for all the passengers traveling together. However, this
event is often linked to family travels, or business travels paid directly by companies. This result
might underestimate those who travel together but make their orders separately, especially between
friends.

5.3.3 Weather effects
The weather can significantly affect travels. Unlike urban travels where passengers buy or validate
the tickets just before their departures, intercity travel passengers are recommended to reserve their
tickets in advance. Thus, passengers cannot fully predict the weather. Figure 5.27 shows the rate
of modified and refunded ticket rates from February 2016 to April 2016.
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Figure 5.27: Daily ticket modify and refund rate
It can be seen from Figure 5.27 that there is a significantly high proportion of tickets modified and
refunded on March 2nd, 2016. The ticket change rate is about 19% compared to the average modify
rate of 9%, and the ticket refund rate is about 2.6% compared to an average of 0.9%. A significant
weather impact that affects intercity travel was the snow in Quebec on that day. There was the
heaviest snow storm of the year with more than 30 centimeters in some regions of Quebec on this
date (Government of Canada, 2017). Some highways were closed due to the snow storm, and some
lines operated by Keolis were canceled. Therefore, a high proportion of tickets has been modified
or refunded.

5.3.4 Cost
91.2% of the total fare revenue come from Keolis’ operated network since Keolis also sells tickets
for lines operated by its partner carriers. Among all the lines operated by Keolis, 3 lines accounted
for 92% of the total fare revenue. The most profitable line, Express Montreal-Quebec, owns 67%
of the total fare revenue (see Figure 5.28).
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Figure 5.28: Proportion of fare revenue
The proportion of ridership is relatively similar to the share of fare revenues, as it could have been
expected. However, there are some slight differences. Line 48 Montreal-Quebec and Line 64 have
a slightly higher proportion of fare revenue (more than 3%), while Lines 10, 49, and 41 have a
slightly lower proportion of fare revenue (about 3%) compared to their share of ridership.
The price of intercity travel is generally distance-based since the distances traveled change
substantially from one trip to another. Figure 5.29 shows the average price paid per passengerkilometer. The values are calculated by the total fare revenue of each line divided by the total
passenger-kilometers traveled in both directions.
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Figure 5.29: Average cost per passenger per kilometer
The average network price per passenger-kilometer is $ 0.15, regardless of peak days or off-peak
days. Both directions show almost identical pricing. Line 64 Montreal – Quebec - Rimouski, Line
60 Rimouski - Grande-Rivière, and Line 68 Rimouski - Gaspé have a price per kilometer close to
the average value. Line 49 Montreal - Montreal Trudeau Airport has the lowest price per kilometer
at about $ 0.08-0.09, which is almost 60% of the average price. This may be because this line is
only an extension of Line 48, and every passenger on board must take another line to access this
extra service. Line 41 Montreal - Trois-Rivières - Quebec and Line 10 Montreal - Victoriaville
have the highest prices, with respectively $ 0.18 and $ 0.19 per kilometer. The Line 48 Express
Montreal - Quebec has a slight price difference between peak days and off-peak days. The lower
price per kilometer on peak days is probably due to a higher ridership to attract more passengers
and balance the loads between days. There is an extra service on peak days for students, who can
benefit from a reduced price for about 0.085 $ per kilometer.
As stated in Chapter 1, Keolis offers variable price rates for the Montreal -Quebec corridor. Thus,
for this corridor, apart from the distance-based price, other factors may also affect the final price
that a passenger pays, such as journey type, passenger type, reservation in advance, and time of
departure over one day. There are 4 types of passengers who can benefit from different levels of
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price reductions: senior persons (60+), students, children (0-4), and children (5-12). Note that as
the passenger type is not completely recorded in the database, a comprehensive analysis of this
factor is not possible. Hence, this study mainly focuses on how the journey type, the reservation in
advance, and the time of departure over one day affect the average price. The special services of
University Laval are not included either. Figure 5.30 shows the average fare paid along Line 48
Express Montreal-Quebec for different travel times in both directions. Figure 5.31 and Figure 5.32
show the relationship among the average fare paid, the number of passengers, and the reservation
days in advance. They are separately analyzed for one-way trips and round-trips.
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Figure 5.30: Average fare paid over time
As seen in Figure 5.30, the fare variability is less significant than the ridership. The average fares
on Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays are slightly lower than for the rest of days. This may be because
Keolis proposes a lower price on weekends to attract more passengers. Within one day, there are
three time periods with a higher average ticket price: in the early morning before 7:00, in the early
afternoon between 13:00 and 15:00, and in the evening between 18:00-19:00. This is probably
linked to the lower elasticity of the passengers traveling during these three time periods. As
discussed in the previous chapters, it is observed that many same-day round-trip passengers and
the passengers who spend their weekends at the destinations travel at these time periods. The fare
variability is not totally in accordance with the ridership of this line presented in Chapter 4. For
example, the highest demand time periods are at 15:00 from Montreal to Quebec and at 12:30 from
Quebec to Montreal. However, the price is not significantly high in these periods. This is probably
due to the integrate fixed price proposed by Keolis since these transfer passengers take a longer
distance with the same network. There is a clear price difference between the two directions. From
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Quebec to Montreal, higher average prices are observed in the morning, while for the reverse
direction the average price in the morning is generally lower.
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Figure 5.31: Average fare and number of reservations in advance – one-way trips
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Figure 5.32: Average fare and number of reservations in advance – round-trips
We can see from Figure 5.31 and Figure 5.32 that the average price of a round-trip ticket is not
much lower than the one-way tickets on typical days. This is probably due to the 20% reduction is
only applicable to the typical full price tickets. There might be a lot of discount tickets bought
without an extra reduction.
As for the variations of reservations in advance, higher average prices are paid when orders are
taken within 3 days in advance (about $45 within 3 days compared to about $35). Average low
prices are found when the passengers make reservations between 3 days until 3 months in advance
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for one-way trips and between 4 days and 2 months in advance for round-trips. A relatively higher
average price is observed for round-trip tickets with reservations advanced for more than 2 months.
This could probably be explained by the fact that passengers without a definite return date take a
later date and then make modifications when necessary. These tickets are bought at the full price
in order to get the flexibility in modification or refunding.
Finally, even though passengers are recommended to reserve their tickets earlier to benefit a lower
price, many passengers still reserve their tickets at the same day of departure (68% for one-way
trip passengers and 28% for round-trip passengers).

5.3.5 Order
The sales database also contains information on the method of order (by the web, agent, or mobile
phone) and the order status. The statistics of the practices with which passengers order and maintain
their tickets are shown in Figure 5.33.

Figure 5.33: Distribution of the method of reserving the ticket
As shown in Figure 5.33, 67% of the orders are taken by agents and 32% by the web. Only 1% are
taken by mobile phone. This indicates that buying the ticket directly from the agents is still the
most used method, and the online purchasing of tickets is becoming more common. Only a small
proportion of passengers use their mobile phones to reserve the tickets. This might because
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passengers have to download an application with mobile phones. This is inconvenient especially
for those who travel less frequently by bus.
Figure 5.34 also shows the proportion of status changes with different methods. The tickets ordered
from the agents have the highest ratio of use (84%), and the related ratios of changing or ordering
without payment are the lowest (10% and 6% respectively). Passengers using online resources have
a higher possibility to interrupt their reservations without paying the tickets. The ratio of order
without payment is 24% by the web, while only 14% by mobile phone and 6% by agents. This may
be due to the flexibility allowed when ordering on the web. People may take a longer time to
compare the circuit and the price, and they can also be interrupted by diverse reasons more easily
than with the traditional reservation mode.
Figure 5.34 compared the average days in advance with these three reservation methods.
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Figure 5.34: Average days in advance to reserve the ticket
The analysis results show that passengers using the web tend to order earlier than other methods of
reservation. This may be because that using the web is easier for comparing prices and timetables
while by agents or mobile phones are faster for buying tickets, especially when buying tickets at
the last minute before the departure.
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Here are some key facts of Keolis’ passengers based on the dataset of April 2016.
•

85% of intercity bus travel trips in Quebec are realized by a direct service with an average
of 2.7 hours’ travel time. About 14% of intercity trips are taken with one transfer with an
average of 6 hours’ travel time. The average total scheduled transfer time is about 33
minutes for one transfer and 91 minutes for more than one transfer.

•

Montreal, Quebec(Sainte-Foy), Rimouski, and Quebec(Center-Ville) are the four hubs with
the highest number of transfers, which account for 90.6% of the total transfer passengers.
The transfer passengers have largely contributed to the highest number of boardings at
15:00 from Montreal to Quebec and at 12:30 from Quebec to Montreal.

•

The percentage of one-way trips, multi-day round-trips, and same-day round-trips are 62%,
32%, 6%, respectfully. Among them, 41% of one-way trips and 44% of multi-day roundtrips are taken on weekends, while 78% of same-day round-trips are taken on weekdays.
60% of multi-day round-trip passengers stay 1-3 days at their destinations, of which 80%
leave on Fridays. 86% of same-day round-trip passengers stay for 3-10 hours at their
destinations.

•

87% of Keolis’ registered clients only order once per month, and 91% of intercity bus
passengers buy tickets for only one person.

•

21% of passengers changed or refunded their tickets due to the snow storm compared to a
percentage of 10% in typical days.

•

The average network price per passenger per kilometer is $ 0.15.

•

Reserving tickets from agents is still the most used method, which accounts for 67%, while
32% of passengers choose to reserve by the web. Only 1% of all passengers buy their tickets
by mobile phone. 84% of the passengers buying tickets from agents will finally realize their
travels, whereas this proportion decreases to 68% when the tickets are bought by the web.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

6.1 Summary
In this master thesis, the sales database (covering the February to April 2016 period) provided by
one of the most important intercity bus operators in Quebec, Keolis, has been used to measure the
performance of an intercity bus system, and to analyze passenger trip patterns. The results show
that the sales databases provide means that can help in assessing and managing a transit system’s
quality of service. Indeed, sales databases can be fully exploited for the investigation of the spatialtemporal patterns of service utilization when considering trip segments. Sales databases can also
be used to extract and examine passenger trips while traveling within the whole network.
Understanding such passenger dynamics can help effectively identify the key linkages of the
network in catering for passengers’ travel needs. Compared to smart card data that are frequently
used in urban travel area, the intercity sales databases provide information which allows accurately
identifying passenger origins and destinations. It also includes extra information on passenger
accompaniments and passenger’s trip planning process (e.g., reservation, modification, and
refunding).
Facing the financial difficulties, intercity operators often choose to cut out several lines with low
ridership. However, this may create more barriers for certain population segments for intercity
travel. The results of this study show that some other solutions may also be efficient to improve
the quality of service. The first one is to offer differentiated services to different destinations
depending on different types of days or times of the day. Another one is to propose variable prices
depending on the temporal and spatial fluctuation of travel demand. Finally, the improvement of
the service quality can be achieved by providing network and timetable to enhance the travel and
transfer experience between large cities.

6.2 Contribution
In general, this research contributes to the study of intercity travel demand by bus.
This research identifies methods of developing performance measure indicators, establishes the
pertinent indicators to describe the demand of intercity buses, and measures the performance of the
transport network considering both operator’s perspective and passenger’s perspective. These
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indicators can be applied to other intercity companies by providing the origin and destination of
each passenger and the method to identify each passenger.
Different tools to deal with robust datasets with different origins and destinations have been
developed. One tool generates the O-D matrix table and passenger load along the road. Another is
used to identify the whole trips from trip segments.
This study illustrated the potential use of sales database for performance measurement and
passenger travel pattern analysis. Indicators are implemented to evaluate the intercity travel
demand by bus in Quebec. The results contribute to a better understanding of various facts related
to intercity travel by bus in Quebec.

6.3 Limit
The use of sales database to obtain intercity bus performance measures and passenger trip patterns
has some limitations.
For performance measure in operator’s perspective, indicators that use road distance for their
calculation have some inherent errors. These errors are primarily due to two main factors: a) there
exist geometric errors in Google maps based estimates for certain stations and links; and b) route
distances obtained may not be the same as the real distances traveled by intercity bus operators.
Indicators that use the number of buses or the number of seats for their calculations have some
inaccuracies because the datasets used in this study do not keep track of bus departures, bus circular
use, and the number of seats in each bus. This study assumes one bus per departure and 56 seats
per bus. These results may change if more accurate data become available.
Revenue hours and transfer times are calculated based on the schedules published online. Two
factors may affect the accuracy of the results. The first one is that schedule times are not always
comparable with the time showed in the sales database. The other is that intercity bus scheduled
time may not be the same as their real running time.
The method used to identify the complete trips have some flaws. One problem comes from
determining round-trips by comparing the destination of the connecting bus and the origin station
of the feeder bus. If the destination of the connecting bus is an intermediate city along the same
route, this round-trip may be considered as a one-way trip with an intermediate destination because
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they do not have the same name. Another problem is due to the default time period used to identify
intermediate destinations from transfer stations. As time spent at the intermediate station follows a
decreasing distribution, there will always be a mismatch whatever the time period is.

6.4 Perspective
Several improvements of this work can be considered in further research that may be grouped into
two categories: transport planning and transit operations.
Transport planning
Sales databases can provide a rich source of information on passenger travel. There is still some
valuable information that can be analyzed based on the sales database. Below are some examples.
Data collection from partner carriers could be improved. In the current investigation, temporal
fluctuations are only analyzed on a weekly basis. If data are provided for a longer time period,
seasonal fluctuations and yearly trends can be observed for intercity travel by bus. Besides,
performance measures are only applied to one carrier Keolis. An integrated analysis of all the
intercity bus operators can be carried out if access to similar databases of other partner operators
providing origin-destination information and the method to identify each passenger is available.
The challenge is how to identify the passengers that travel with networks operated by different
operators and appear in each database.
In this research, we observe some facts related to travel time and O-D desire lines of intercity
passengers on the whole network. Trip patterns could vary for different segments of travelers. To
better understand the passengers, other information related to passenger behaviors can be collected,
for example, the purpose of travel, social-demographic characteristics, mode choice facing
alternative modes, and access/egress time and mode. The possibility of using behavior-oriented
activity-based travel demand model to forecast the future bus travel demand in the context of
intercity travel could also be analyzed.
The competition between buses and other modes, such as carpooling and rail along the main
corridor, is another topic that is worth addressing. As discussed earlier, the corridors between the
four main cities generate the most intercity travels: Montreal, Quebec, Chicoutimi, and Rimouski.
A mode choice model could be established for the corridors that serve these four main cities.
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Attributes that should be considered include total travel time including access time, total price,
availability at frequent departure time, dependability (on time), interchange, and crowding.
Transit operation
This work also looked at the main transfer stations and average scheduled transfer time at each
transfer. Keolis has changed their schedules since February 2016, and the other carriers have made
similar schedule modifications. A systematic analysis of scheduled transfer time synchronization
with mathematical models and their impacts on the whole network could provide an objective
analysis of transfer performances.
Pricing strategy is another topic related to intercity bus travel. The objective is to maximize the
total revenues generated by the mix of fare products sold for the same service. Keolis applies
differential pricing of fare products that share a common inventory of available seats on the main
corridor of Montreal to Quebec. By comparing the fare structure and the demand, a clear difference
is observed. In-depth studies on demand segmentation and elasticity of price are recommended.
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